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SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

September 30, 1975

O

August 9, 1973

Lawrence P. Grayson
Task Force on Techno-ogy
and Productivity
HEW, National Institute of
Education, Code 600
Washington, D.C. 20202
Dear Larry:

In response to your request of August 1, Illereby
express my satisfaction with the proposed satellite transmission schedule as developed by Al Whalen. I am delighted
to see thit almost all request .we have made of Al appear
in the present document.
I note with some interest that the first mention of
Alaska transmissions occurs at T + 63 (week beginning 11
June 1974). Is that a date of which I can be confident?
That is, will no transmissions or receptions be expected
in Alaska prior to that date? That late a beginning for
Alaska reception or transmission might give us more time
to finish installation of the remote sites. I have no
doubt that most of our installation work can still be
accomplished before freeze-up. All of the work can be
accomplished, as I have said earlier in a letter to Al
Norley, if we disrega0 increased costs due to weather.
The advantage of having some time in the early spring to
complete installatioki however, is worth considering.

°

Please call on me if you need additional information
or input on the schedule.
Cordially,

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment
Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
C!,K.171ch
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September 18, 1973

Dr. Lawrence P. Grayson
Task Force on Technology 6 Productivity
National institute of Education, Code 600
1717 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20016

Dear Larry:
Owing our recent visit to Washington. Chuck Buck and I discovered
a distressing fact about the current ATS-F time schedule. I would like
with this letter to begin an officiol request for a schedule change.
When you wrote to me on August 1, enclosing Al Whalen's latest
(at that time) suggested schedules, you Indicated that if I had any
problems with those I should let you know immediately, or otherwise
be prepared to live with the schedules as enclosed. As you will recall,
I replied on August 9, that the schedules as submitted to me met with
our approval.

It was not until Friday. September 7, that I learned (through
materials sent to Ted McIntire by Al Whalen) that the time schedule
had been changed from the one you sent to me on August 1, and that
at least one half-hour of Alaska time had been deleted. That half:hour was to have been scheduled from 2115 to 2145 GMT (4:15 to 4:45
Alaska Time) on Thursday for early childhood education. It would
have appeared on Al Whalen's earlier schedules as teacher training
time.

It seems to me that I should have been informed of any changes
made after I approved the draft schedule sent to me on August 1.

Since I was not given that opportunity. just now request formally that
that time be added. The justification I offer for adding the time is that
the 30 minutes is the only time available for the Aiaska project to devote
to the early childhood component, which is one third of the instructional
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Dr. Lawrence P. Grayson

-2-

September 18, 1973

programming we envision providing through the satellite. Without
that half-hour, I see no way of providing the early childhood component,
which is a vital one In our experimental programming, so far as the
Alaska Department of Education is concerned.

Please let,sne know If there is anything further I need to provide
In order to advance this request. I am providing copies of this letter
to Al Hor ley and Al Whalen, as well as Al Finer (since I think he
should be informed of Alaska time requests in the education component,
just as I feel I should be informed of sly time change requests from
a health point of view in Alaska). Since I. do not have any explicit
instructions as to how this request should be made, I want to make
sure that all parties are informed of my request as soon as possible.

I would only reiterate that this request would be unnecessary,
had I been informed prior to a hard and fast decision being made on
the time schedule. I hope that the soon to be established FAX network
will keep future incidents of this kind from happening.
Cordially,

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experimebt Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
CMN /ip
cc: Al Hor ley

AI Whalen
Al. Finer

Marshall Lind, Commissioner of Education

C.L. Buck
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February 7, 1974

Dr. Lawrence P. Grayson
Task Force on Technology
6 Productivity
National Institute of Education
Code 600
Washington, D.C.
20202
Dear Larry:

I have still received no formal word on the statue of
my request made to you on September 18, that 30 mioutes on
Thursday be added to sthe present transmission schedule for a,
Early Childhood Education in Alaska. Your letter of October 9
indicated that you would,request tle time following the NIE
Alaska site review. Subsequent conversations witkyou indicated
that you felt the time still had not been added.
I need a formal statement as to whether or not that halfhour on Thursday for Early Childhood Education can be added to
the Alaska schedule. If it cannot, I would like to explore the
possibility of moving Early Childhood Education to one of the
morning half-hours, or deleting one of the morning half-hours
in order to place the program at the Thursday afternoon time.
Cordially,

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment
Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications

7
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4:00
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9:30am

4:30pm
8:30pm
9:00

7:30am

6:30pm
7:00
9:30

10:00pm
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TUESDAY

WAMI (NPR)

WEDNESDAY

Indian Health
Svc. (NPR/PBS)

FRIDAY

(Shaded areas = Pointing)

THURSDAY

H.E. (NPRLPBS)

BOLD (NPR PBS)

Indian Health
Svc. (NPR/PBS)

iiallialial;

Exper. of
(NPRLPBS)
ECE (NPRLPBS)
,gety.

WAMI (NPR)

Proposed ALASKA ATS-6 Transmission Schedule.
MONI3AY

H.E. (NPRLPBS)
ECE (NPR/PBS)

Indian Health
Svc. (NPR/PBS)

VDP-Ak. N a t'

Mag. (NPR/PBS)

PLANNED ALASKA ATS-F TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE
Alaska Daylight Time
May 1974

Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10:30 - 11:00 AM
11:00 - 11:25 AM
7:00 -

8:00 ,PM

'Health Education
Basic Oral Language Development

Viewer Defined Programming

No Transmission
2:35 3:15
3:45

3:15 PM
3:45 PM
4:15 PM

10:30 - 11:00 AM
11:00 - 11:25 AM

Experiments of Opporturiity
Early Childhood Education
Teacher In-Service Training

Health Education
Basic Oral Language Development

//

A series of programs about health needs and
Health Education:
problems in Alaska. Half of the programs will be produced in
Alaska and half will be produced "outside." It will be aimed at
,grades 1-6.

Basic Oral Language Development: This series will try to teach
English as a second language to village youngsters in grades 1-3.
Viewer Defined Programming: The "Alaska Native Magazine" will be
produCed in Alaska both in studio and on location around the State.
The program will cover subjects suggested by the people who watch
it.

This time will be available for
Experiments of Opportunity:
experiments by agencies and entities that need to see if satellites
can meet their 's ducational or communications needs.
Early Childhofdd Education: Designed for pre-school children.
(ages 3-4), hese Alaska produced programs will show rural children
various different' Alaska lifestyles and help prepare them for
school learning experiences.

Teacher In-Service Training: These programs are designed to
provide continuing educational experiences to bush teachers who
find it difficult to travel to urban educational centers during.
the school year for formal training.
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March 29, 1974

Dr. Lawrence P1 Grayson
Task Force on Technology
and Production
Nat'l Institute of Education
Code 600
Waihington, D.C. 20202
Dear Larry:
TNariks for your letter of March 4, giving me the
"informplV word that the launch of ATS=P will be delayed.
until the last week of May or the first week of June.
About two days before the arrival of your letter Earl
Henderson, who was here on another matter, indicated the.
`possibility of the delay.
(

If the 'delay is only ,until the first of June, I see
no immediate consequences' to the Alaska ATS-F Program.
Our only real constraint is that instructional programi
must be available to Alaska classrooms by early September.
Any delay up to that pthint is acceptable. Any delay which
results in full operational capability for the ATS-F prior
to the first of September is, therefore, sot a problem to
us.

Thanks for the fast notification. I'll let yOu know
if other considerations are affected by the projected launch
slippage.
Cordially,

a/
Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment
Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
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To:

*Ca

letTAC Programming

Traffic
Engineering
ATS-6 Staff
From:

Paul Hartman

Date:

28 October 1974

OCT

3 .1 1974

I

-Res

ATS-6 Transaissi
Schedule RevAsi

There seem to be more revisions than originals in this Projecto
In an effort to save paper and sanity future revisions *ill
be issued for .approximately. one month at a time. Pleatie fiOd
the new, improved (?) transmission schedule for ATS-6 programming
for the,kontd of October/NoveMbere Decedber's schedule will be
issued_ on the 25th of BoveMber.

For those of you who'll need tape numbers in working with this
schedule, space has been provided i.e.. no numbers are available
to me as X write
Remember that SE,(Health Ed)s Oddnumbered-Illoarnms
t ift7T67 begin on schedule, whereas EvenCuMbeznd-Procrams bog
er an introduction by Juneau
essz..,_pate

Time AST

Series

Proaran Bo.

en h

Tape No.

......

los

3.0.8
,,

WES

10-29
10-31
11-1

OMMW3
PRI
w

11

.11-4

411

It

w=

11-5
11-7
11-8

I..:

to

11-11

.4'

il

11-12

ID.=

,

1.0:30 on
11:00
7:00
2:45
10:30
11:00

n

ON

11-18
.

s )-=

4:Ir
7.

if

11.19
11-21
11-22
fil

11-25

BOLD

4
4

.
'.

8. (departure from noimal t6 regain time)

9

I

,4 (repeat)

1

10:30 am
11:00 am
7:00 pm

BE

pam
m

30
10:2:45

HE
HE

11:00 am

BOLD

BOLD
AEI

12

6

6

I

1 (departure: still regaining schedule)
13
4

6 (repeat)

.

10:30 am
HE
15
11:00 am
BOLD
7
7:00 pm
AIM
7
no programming from Fairbanks -- Lib. & T.T. from Juneau again
HE
13:30 am
16
1
11:00 am
BOLD
7 (repeat)

10:30 em
11:00 am
ID.:
1I26
7:00 pm
****Bo further transmissions
lis

HE

.7

10:30 am
HE
10
11:00 am
BOLD
5
7:00 pm
no programming from Fairbanks -- State Library & Teacher Training
10:30 am
HE
11
5 (repeat)
11:00 am
BOLD

:-

11-15

am
pm
pm
ca
am

HE
BOLD
ABM
HE

HE

.

17
:
BOLD
8
ABM
8
from Fairbanks until December 2, due to Thanksgiving
.

.
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i

State of Alaska

MEMORAIIDUM
-

TO:

Marilou Madden, Martha Stevens,

DATE

February:, 4, 1975

Sheila Furer, Erik Eckholm,
Elaine Mitchel, and OT staff 6 crew FILE:0N°:,z
JELEPNONE NO:
FROM:

Dave Hammock
Pr Ogi:am Assistant
Office of Telecommunications

SUBJECT:

New schedule for
Thursday broadcast
I

+11

4

In order to make room for " Politalk," a new show on legislature
activities, new starting times for CLT and TIST have been assigned
as follows:

CLT will begin at 5:10/3 10 and end at 5:40/3:.40 every other
week.

Politalk will begin at 5:45/3:45 and end at 6:15/4:15.
TIST will begin at 6:15/4:15 and end at 6:45/4:45.
at

On short Thursdays (every third one),''TIST will begin at
6:15/4:15 and end at 6:35/4:35..
If you think this IS thoroughly incomprehensible, just wait
until we go to daylight savings time!
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11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Amy i the Astros #23

:,

10:30,-11:00ADT
_-_-.12:10-1:00PIIT

.

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Amy i the Astros #22

12:30-1:00PDT

10:30.-11.:00ADT

Right On! #45

Mar. 3,,

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Amy i the Astros #21"

VRight On! #47

..

<

to
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i

10:30-11400ADT
12:30- 1:00PDT

.
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'
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'

122

.

7:60-13:00ADT
*/0.)0 10:00OT

,

Alaska Native Magazine

.

7:00-8:00ADT 9:00-10:00PDT

Mar. 11

#21

Alaska Native Magazine

.

Mar. 4

f..

7:00-8:00ADT
9:00-10:00PDT

N,

.

Mar. 12

.

11:00:4100ADT
1:0-1:30PDT

,

.

.

-

11:00-11:J0bl"
1:00-1:30PDT

.Fish & Game #8

'

.

Health Film #46

,

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Mar. 5.

.

Right On! #43
,

Fish 6:Game #7

Alaska Native Magazine

Feb. 24

#20,

Feb. 26

WED

Feb. 25

TOES

.

.

.

-

0

D

..

Tell 6 Show #20
4:15-4:1CADT

5:45- 6:15PDT

Politalk #5
3:45-4:15ADT

3:10-3:40ADT.
5:10-5:40PDT

gaining #13

Community Libras`

.

e
Mar. 13,

It

Mar. 6

6:15-6:45PDT

4a5-4:45ADT

'Tell 4 Show #19

.

T

.

Health Film #44

Community Library
Training #12
3:10-3:40ADT
5:10-5:40PDT
Politalk #4
3:45-4:15ADT
5:45-6:15PDT

t.1200

PDT

-

6

A=1.1.....

#2340.

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

th...;

10:30-11:00ADT
12:10-1:30PDT
-Aug 6

se

.1*
...

N-t 41

6',.

40 _44

Health Film #40-

v

Mar. 14

'

Mar. 7

1:00 - 1:30PDT

11:00 - 11:30ADT

Amy i the Astros #2LRpt

12:3

10:3711:00ADT

Feb. 28

FRI

Feb. 27

THURS

trJ

MD

Amy

#53

i

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Llie AblLuu 126

12:30-1:00PDT

10:30-11:00ADT

Right On

Mar% 31

11:00-11:30ADT
12:30-1:00PDT

Amy 4 the Astros #25

10:30 -11:00ADT
12:30-1:00PDT
,

'

9:00-10:00PDT

7:00-8:00ADT
1

Alaska. Native Magazine
#25

,%\,

.

7:00- 8:00ADT
9:00-10:00PDT

April 1

#24

Alaska Natiye Magaiine

Right On

#51

Mar. 25

k

7:00.-8:00ADT
9:00-10:00PDT

Mar. 24

11:01-11:30ADT
1:00- :30P T

k

y a the Astros #2

#23

Alaska Native Magazine

Right On! #49

0:30-11:0 ADT
2:30-1:0 PDT

Mar. 18

TOES

Ma . 1

MON

,,,

.

*

-

6:15-6145PDT

°

/
.

11:00.-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Mar. 28

Rpt.

Amy 4 the Astros #24

10:30-11:00ADT
12:30-1:00PDT

,

4

,

-

.

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:1hPDT

To Be Announced

0

1T-1:30PDT

11:00-11:30ADT

April 2

.

.

,.

6:15-6:35PDT

Tell 4 Show #23 -.\
4:15-4:35ADT

r,

slip,- fisisrnT

3:415 -- 4:15ADT

Politalk j1-8

April 34

6:15-6:4'..,PDT

4:15-4:4ADT

Politalk #7
3:45-4:15ADT
5:45-6:15PDT
Tell 4 Show #22

i

IttiL .

Amy

the, Agfros t76

1:00-1:30PDT

11:00 - 11:30ADT

F.

12:30-1:00PDT

10:30-11:00ADT

Health Film 154

April

o,

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

Amy 4 the Astros f-25
Rpt.

To Be Announced

-

4:15-41,45ADT

PoXitalk #6
3:45-4:15ADT
5:45-6:15PDT
Tell i Show #21

Health Film #50

t

Mar. 21,

Community Library Train- Health Film #52
ing #14
10:30-11:00ADT
' 3:10-3:40ADT
12:30-1:00PDT
5:10-5:40PDT

.

-

-

Mar. 20

FRI

Mar. 27

-

THURS

Mar. 26

.

4

11:00-11:30ADT
1:00-1:30PDT

To Be Announced

Mar. 19.

WED

-

t

$

11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

_Amy -6-thri Antron Cu)

10:30-11:00 AD?
12:30- 1:00 PDT

, 7.o0-11:00 APT
9 :00-1.0:00 PUT

11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:50 PUT

Tell i Show #26
4:15-4:35 ANT

5:45-6:15 PDT

'3:45-4:15 ADT

1."111.$11, III

3:10-3:40 AUT
5:10-5:40 PDT

10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30- 1:00 PDT
Amy & tht Astro.; #29 Rpt
11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1130 PDT

Health Film #60
Community Library
Training #16
To Be Announced

Alaska Native Magazine

Right On! #59
#28

April 25
April 24
April 23

4

. .

4:15-4:45 ADT
6:15-6:45 PDT

Tell fi Show #25

April 22

7:00-8:00 ADT
9:00-10:00 PDT

April il,

11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

Amy fi the Astros 128

Health Film #58
10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30- 1:00 PDT
Amy 6 the Astros #28 Rpt
11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT
Politalk 410
3:45-4:16 ADT
5:45-6:15 PDT

To He'Announced
11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

Alaska Native Magazine

Right Onl 457
10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30- 1:00 PDT
427

April 18

4:15-4:45 ADT
6:15-6:45 PDT

Tell fi Show 424

April 17

.

11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

April 16

.

r

10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30-1:00 PDT
Amy fi the Astros 127 Rpt

Training #15
3:10-3:40 ADT
5:10-5:40 PDT
Politalk #9
3:45-4:15 ADT
5:45-6:15 PDT

'

Health Film 156

April 11

FRI

Community Library

April 10-

THURS

April 15

7:00-8:00 ADT
9:00-10:00 PDT

11:0d-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

To Be AAounced

April 9

WED

April 14

1:00- 1:30 PDT

11:00 - 11:30 ADT

Amy fi the Astros #27

#26

Alaska Native Magazine

Right On: 455
10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30-1:00 PDT

1

April 8

TOES

April 7

MON

1

12:30- 1:00 PM

10:30-11:00 ADT

Amy 4 the Astros #32

May 12'

?my 6 the Astros 131
11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

Right On! 163
10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30- 1:00 PDT

May 5

Amy 4 the Astros #30
11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30- 1:00 PDT

Right On!` #61

April 28

MON
7:00-8:00 ADT
9:00-10:00 PDT

7:00-8:00 ADT
9:00-10:00 PDT

#31

7:00 0:10 MIT
9:00-10:30 PDT

Alaska Native Magazine

May 13

#30

Alaska Native Magazine

May 6

129

Alaska Native Magazine

April 29

RIES

Nay 14

4

1:00- 1:30 PDT

11:00 -11:30 ADT

To Be Announced

May 7

11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

To Be Announced

April 30

WED

ATS-6 RELOCATED

May 15

Politalk 113
3:45-4:15 ADT
5:45-6:15 PDT
Tell 6 Show #28
4:15-4:45 AU?
6:15-6:45 PDT

Community Library
Training #17
3:10-3:40 ADT
5:10-5:40 PDT

May 8

Tell 6 Show #27
4:15-4:45 ADT
6:15-6:45 PDT

Politalk #12
3:45-4:15 ADT
5:45-6:15 PDT

May 1

THURS

Amy 4 the Astros #31 Rpt.
11:00-11:30 AST
1:00- 1:30 PST

Health Film #64
10:30-11:00 AD?
12:30- 1:00 PDT

May 9

Amy 6 the Astros 130 Rpt.
11:00-11:30 ADT
1:00- 1:30 PDT

Health Film #62
10:30-11:00 ADT
12:30- 1:00 PDT

May 2

FRI

September 1974 - May 1975

PROGRAM BROADCAST LOG

HEALTH /EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT

ATS-6

M

\aPO

4- ,

tri

1

SepteMber 10

TEST

September 17

TEST

September 24

Alaska Native
Magazine
Orientation
DemoHET Broadcast

September 9

TEST

September 16

TEST

September 23

Schedule
Announcements

TEST

September 30
TEST

October 1

TEST

TEST

.

September 4

September 3

'September 2

October 2

September 25

September 18

--

September 11

,WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

Operator
Training

October 3

Operator
Training

September 26

TEST

September 18

TEST

September 12

TEST

September 5

T HURSDAY

Schedule
Annbuncements

October 4

Right On
Orientation
Amy & the
Astros
Orientation

September 27

Schedule
Announcements
TEST

September 20

TEST

September 13

TEST

September 6

FRIDAY

O

P21

-

ft

Alaska Native
Magazine #1

October 15

Alaska Native
Magazine #2

Right On #1
Amy & the
Astros #1

October 14

Right On #3

October 29

Alaska Native
Magazine #4

November 5

October 28

Right On #7
Amy & the
Astros #4

November 4

Astroo

Right On #9
_Amy & the

November 11

Alaska Native
Magazine #6

November 12

Alaska Native
Magazine #5

Alaska Native
Magazine #3

Right On #5
Amy & the
Astros #3

Right On
Amy &'the
Astros #5

October 22

October 21

Astros #2

Amy, & the

October 8

TUESDAY

October 7

MONDAY

November 13

November 6

October 30

October 23

October 16

October 9

WEDNESDAY

October 18

Health Film #4
Amy & the
Astros #2 Rpt.

October 25
Health Film #6
Amy & the
Astros #3 Rpt.

November 1
Health Film #8 -

October 17

T211 & Show #2

October 24

Community Library
Training #2
Tell & Show #3

October 31
Tell & Show #4

/-

/
Tell & Show #6

November 14

Tell & Show. #5

Community Library
Training #3

November 7

Health Film #2
Amy & the
Astros #1 Rpt.

Community Library
Training #1
Tell 6 Show #1

Astros #6 Rt.

Health Film #10
Amy 6 the

November

Health Film #12
Amy & the
Astros #5 Rpt.

November 8

Amy & the
Astros #4 Rpt.

October 11

FRIDAY

October 10

THURSDAY

1

4

December 25

Alaska Native
Magazine,#12

Christmas
Special

December 21
Christmas
Special
Christmas
Special.

Health Film 124
Amy & the
Astros #12

DeCellibe 1:

Training #6
Tell & Show #10

Coauuuni Ly Library.

December 19

December 20-

Right On #21
Amy & the
Astros #10 Rpt.
Film #1
Tell & Show #9/

Right On #19

December 24

Alaska Native
Magazine #10

Right On #18
Amy & the
Astros #10

December 13
December 12

Tell fi Show #8

December 11

December 23

December 10

December 9

November 29

November 28

Health Film #17'
Amy & the
Astros #9 Rpt.

Health Film #14
Amy & the
Astros #7 Rpt.

Community Library
Training #4
Tell & Show #7

Community Library
Training #5

Film 11 Rpt.

Alaska Native
Magazine #9

Right On #16
Amy & the
Astros #9

November 22

November 21

December 6

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

December-5

.December 4

Alaska Native
Magazine

December 3

December 2

Alght On #23
Amy & the
Astros #11

Alaska Native
Magazine #8

Right On #15
Amy & the
Astros #8

November 27

December 18

November 26

November 25

December 17

Alaska Native
Magazine #7

Right On #13
Amy,& the
Astros #7

November 20

WEDNESDAY

December 16

November 19

TUESDAY

November 18

MONDAY

tr1

.ro

0

I.

January 24

Health Film #32
Amy & the
Astros #16 Rp

January 23
Film #3 Rpt.
Tell & Show #14
Budget Special
90 min.

January 22
Film 13

January 21

January 20

February 4

Alaska Native
Magazine #17

February 3,

Right On #35
Amy & the
"Astros #18

Right On #36

February t)

Politalk #1
Tell & Show #16

Vebruary o

Health Filth 134

Community Library
Training #9
Tell & Show 115
Film #4

Alaska Native
Magazine #16

Right On #33
Amy & the
Astros 117

Health Film #37
Amy & the
Aatro3 fl

Februdiy /

j

Amy & the
Astros #17 Rp

January 31
January 30
January 2S,

January 28

1

JP.nuary 27

90 min.

Alaska Native
Magazine 115
State of State

Health Film #30
Amy & the
Astros #15445
State Of UniOn
Special

Community Library
Training #8
Tell & Show #13

Right On 129

Alaska Native
Magazine 114

Right On #28
Amy & the.
Astros #15

Right On #31
Amy & the
Astros #16

January 17
January 16

January 15

January 14

'January 13

Rpt.;

Amy & the
Astros

Health Film 07

Film 12 Rpt.
Tell & Show #12

Film #2'

Alaska Native
Magazine #13

Right On #26
Amy & the
Astros 114
1

January 10

January 9

Health Film 125
Amy & the
Astros #1*

Community Library
Training #7
Tell & Show #11

January 8

January 3

January 2

January 1

DeceMber 31

January 7

30

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Zanuary 6

as
Chri
Spe ial

Decembe

MONDAY

0

ti

Politalk-#6
Tell & Show *21
Film #8

Alaska Native
Magazine #23

Right On #49
Amy & the
_:alma 124,

Film #7

Alaska'Native
Magazine #22

Right On #47
Amy & the
Astros #23

March 20

Community Library
Training #13
Politalk #5
Tell & Show #26

March- 12

March 11

March 10

March 19

Health Film #4:

March 13

Right On #46

Alaska Native
Magazine #21

Right On #45
Amy & the
Astros #22

March 18

March 14

March 6

March 5

March 4

March 3

March 17

Health Film 44.

Community Library
Ttaining #12
Politalk #4
Tell & Show #19

Film #6

Alaska Native
Magazine #20

Right On #43
Amy & the
Astros #21

Agtrot; i24 RI

March 21 C
Health Film #5(
Amy &,the

Astrop #23 RI

Amy & the

March 7

Astrosj#21 RI

Amy & th

February 28

February 27

February 26

February 25

February 24

Astros #20

Amy '& the

Health Film #4:
Amy & the,
Astros 420 RI

Community Library
Training #11
Politalk #3
Tell & Show #18

Film #5

Alaska Native
Magazine #19

Right On #41
a.

February 21

February 20

February 19

February 18

February 17
.

Health Film 141
Amy & the
Astros #19 RI

Community Library
Training #10
Politalk #2
Tell & Show #17

Right On #39

Right On #38
Amy & the
Astros *19

February 1,4-

February 13

February 12

February 11

FRIDAY

February 10

'THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

1-1

i- 40

Pcf

N.

Pri

April 1

March 31

April 23

April 22

April 21

;:katroti #30

Amy & the

Right.:On.061

4,1.11 G ii

Alaska Native
Magazine #29

1 14J111 29

Alaska Nativo
Magazine,#28

Health Film #58
Amy t the
Astros #28 Rpt
Politalk #10
Tell & Show #25

Film #12

Alaska Native
Magazine #27

Right On #57
Amy & the
Astros #28

Right On #59
Amy & the
Astros #29

April 18
April 17

April 16

April 15'

April 14

Film #14

tiny

April JO

Politalk #12
Tell & Show #27

1

Community Library
Training #16
Politalk #11
Tell & Show #26
Film #13

April 24

Health Film #56

Community Library
Training #15
Politalk #9
Tell & Show #24

Film #11

Alaska'Native
Magazine #26

Right On #55
Amy & the
Astros #27

a

April' 11

April 10

April 9

April 8

Astros #3011c

Health Film #6:
Amy & the

Mny 2

Health Film #60
Amy & the
Astros #29 Rpt

-April 25

Astros #27 Rp

Amy Ed the

Astros #26 lip'

Amy &the

April 7

Health Film #54.

Politalk #8
Tell & Show #23

..

Film #10

Alaska Native
Magazine #25

April 4

April 3

April 2

Right On #53
Amy & the
Astros #26

.

Film 49

Alaska Native
Magazine #24

Right On #51
Amy & the
Astros #25

Health Film #52
Community Library
Amy & the
Training #14
Astros #25 Ft;
Politalk #7
Tell & Show #22
Alaska Native
Magazine makeup#18

March 28

March 27

March 26

March 25

March 24

~t

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY-

TUESDAY

MONDAY

,

r

0

.

90 min.

Alaska Native
Magazine #31

Amy & the
Astros $32

Alaska Native
Magazine #30

Right On #63
Amy & the
-Astros $31

May 13

May 6 ,

May S

May 12

TUESDAY

MONDAY

May 14

Film #15

May 7

WEDNESDAY

May 15

Community Library
Training #17
Politalk #13
Tell & Show #28

May 8

THURSDAY

May 16

-

0

Astro4\131 Rpt

Amy-E, the

77

Health Film #6'

May 9

FRIDAY

April 9, 1974

Mr. Phil Bilazs
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Health, Education and Welfare
330 independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Phil:

At this time the only commitment for distribution and reception by other
than educational organizations Is at Petersburg. At Petersburg the local,cable
system operator has agreed to pick up the program at the satellite terminal at the
school and deliver it to his head end by cable for re-distribution throughout the
cable system This is particularly valuable In Petersburg since the schools are
completely wired for cable T.V. The service will be provided without charge...

A similar arrangement may be worked out in Valdez. In Juneau and
Anchorage the programming will be made available at the earth terminal for any
commercial or non-commercial cable or broadcast stations which may be interested.
However, in those places no plans are being made by this office for distribution
beyond the earth terminal itself.
Sincerely,
14

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
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October 10, 1974

Dr. Lawrence P. Grayson
Program Production 6 Technology
National institute of Education
Code 600

Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Larry:
Now that Alaska. Native Magazine is actually being broadcast over
ATS-6, we are beginning to get requests for tape duplication of the program so that duplicates can be aired on commercial and public television
stations outside the ATS-6 footprint and In classrooms via direct play
back on helical recorders.
Our response thus far to these requests has been that since both NIE
and CPB are providing funding for the Alaska Native Magazine program,
we must have approval from both agencies before use beyond the satellite program itself can be comtempiated. We see no reason why such
permission could not be granted as long as the program Is carried on a
sustaining basis on commercial stations.
Would you please provide me with some written statement as to NiE's
position on the above matter. As soon as we hear from you and the CPB,
we will then be in a position to provide direct answer to those requesting
such play back privileges.

Sincerely,

C.L. Buck
Director
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October 16, 1974

Dr. Lawrence P. Grayson
Program Production $ Technology
National institute of Education
God. 600

Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Larry:
On October 10 of this year C. L. Buck wrote you requesting permission from NIE to allow for the duplication of Alaska Native Magazine programs
so that they can be aired on commercial and public television stations out.s!de,the ATS-6 footprint and in,classrooms via direct playback or: helical
recorders. A copy of that letter was telecopled to you on December 6 of this

year at your request. This letter is intended to provide further justification
for that reqUest.
Many portions of the Alaska Native community 1ve outside the ATS-6

footprint. The city of Anchorage in addition bibs!

the largest city In
the state of Alaska also has the largest Native population of any location in
Alaska. Bethel. Alaska where the state's second public television station
is located Is the hub of a fifty village area, only a small portion of which is
covered by the ATS-6 footprint.
Alaska Native Magazine has been transmitted over the ATS-6 satellite since late September. It is meeting with.universal acclaim from the
Native community. The Office of Telecommunications is receiving frequent
requests from Native organizations for copies of program i to play at Native
meetings in order to demonstrate the kinds of communications 'service that
they feel Alaska Natives need to have on a regular and continuing basis.

Our request, therefore, for copying privileges for Alaska Native
Magazines Is simply to provide a wider audience for the program. It will,
In our view, further encourage Alaska Natives as well as Alaska governmental sentiment for providing a continuation of this kind of service when
the project concludes.
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Dr. Lawrence P. Grayson

Page 2

December 18, 1974

Naturally, we will insist that the programs be generated on a sustaining (non-commercial) basis and that the only charge associated with
receiving copies of the program will be actual cost of the tape duplication.
The Office of Telecommunications will, therefore, make no profit on the duplication of the programs and neither will any of the stations airing them.
I hope that NIE will act favorably and quickly on the above request.
It is gratifying to have the program received so well by the Alaska Native
community and even more gratifying to realize that"plans are already being
made to provide some kind of continuation of the Alaska Native Magazine
type of service at the conclusion of the ATS-6 project.

athrles M. Northrip
llite Experiment Coordinator

P

4e,
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JAY S. HAMMOND, Governor

DEPARTMENT 4W EDUCATION
POUCH 8JUNEAU 9 801

Janu3ry 6, 1971i

Dr. Charles Northrip
Office of Telecommunications
Pouch AC
Juneau, Alaska S'9801
Dear Dr. Northrip:

This. letter is to confirmdiScussions we. have had with your staff
relative to the State Library serving as the distribution- center
for video programs produced .for the ATS-F project. These programs
will have a continuing interest to individuals, schools and groups
Our plan is to .-sake them available to all
throughout Alaska.
They will be listed
Alaskans through the Alaska Library Network.
in catalogs and circulated from one or more of the three regional
library centers (Juneau, Anchorage and Fairbanks). We expect to
maintain one "master" of each program and to circulate copies in
response to requests.

-

The State Library is actively developing a collection of AV materials
to serve needs-throughout the State. The ATS-F programs, which have
been developed specifically to fill needs in Alaska will be an
They will be well used I am
important addition to thisiptlettion.
Copies
of
the
programs
could
be
deposited
with the State Library
sure.
either as they are produced and used or held in the Office of
Telecommunications until the entire series is completed.

.

'We are pleased at the considerWon given the State Library as the
distribution center for continued use of these materials.,
Vey

truly yours,

LutV-34(--;

Richard R. Engen
Director
Alaska State-Library
143E /pc
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January 9, 1974

Mr. Arron Isaac
President
Tlingit and Haida Council
Craig, Alaska 99921
Dear Mr. Isaac:
In reference to my letter of December 3, 1973, I again
request the selection of a delegate to represent your community
to serve on the ATS-F satellite project consumer committee. As
mentioned in the previous letter, there will be three committeesBasic Oral Language Development, Interactive Health, and Early
Childhood Education. Each village participating in the ATS-F
satellite television experiment is to be represented by one
delegate.
Transportation and per diem will be paid by this office.
Therefore, it is very important for us to have the nwe of the
representative from your village so that travel arraEgements can
be made.
The first consumer committee meeting will be held in
Juneau, February 19-21. We hope to have all villages and towns
on the ATS-F network representedat this meeting.
Please submit the name of your delegate as soon as possible.
Sincerely

Melvin Charlie
ATS -F Utilization Manager
Office of Telecommunecations

.41
1
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OL,
President,
Z.:sGrath Village Council
I!:cGrath, Alaska
99627

alsd received attached
letter:

Mr. Bargman Moses
Village Council President
Allakaket, Alaska 99720

Mr. Arlie Charlie
Mayor
City-of Tanana
Tanana, Alaska 99777

Mr. Arron Isaac
President, Tlingit &
Craig, Alaska 99921 Haida Council
Mr. Hank Ketzler, Sr.
President
Nenana Village Council

Nenana,nas%a '99760
Mr. Ed Haltless
President
Valdez Native Council
Valdez Alaska 99686
Floyd Alaxander
Acting_ptesident
Minto Village Council
Minto, Alaska 99758

4

Mr. Larry Powell
nayor
City.of Yakutat
.Yakutat, Alaska 99689
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State of Alaska

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

TO:

Cha'rles Nortbrip
Satellite Experiment Coordinator

April '5, 1974

FILE NO:

TELEPHONE NO:

A
FROM:

.

'.04

Rex Taylor
Educttional Experiment Manager

SUBJECT:

Petersburg

As you know, George Shaginaw, who was in Petersburg to
install the firs'ATSF antenna, called and reported to you
tha4here was. some disiatisfaction with the method of choosiAg
the representatiOn from the community to the consumer committee.

I called Mr. Harold Bergmann, who is the principal of the
Petersburg Elementary School, on Monday, April-1. I found him
very easy to talk with, and he expressed concern that this not
be blown out of proporkion. He just saw it as something we
should he aware of and try to inform the people so that it would
not become a problem. I explained to him that we are conducting
an experimentnot setting up an operational system. I also
explained that the representation was designed to have the
communities represented by laymeno,not professional educators,
we had encouraged the individual
if at all possible; and
representatives to report back to the school boards and to the
town councils.On the things that happen at the consumer committee
meetings. He indicated that Victor Guthrie, who is the Petersburg
representative, had not done this and maybe he 'did not understand
it. We agreed'that we would emphasize this at our neat consumer
committee meeting and that this might be of help.
He suggested that someone from sir office come to the
Petersburg school board meeting on May 14. This would be after
the,next consumer committee meeting, abd hopefully Victor would
have had an opportunity to report back to the school board before
-we arrived. He also suggestedthat I talk to Mr. Den Schultz,
`Superintendent of Schools, to fOrmally set up our attendance at
that meeting. I, did call Mr. Schultz the same day. .He was also
very cordial and indicated that we could come to the school board
We agreed on the May 14 date,
meeting on either April 9 or May
and I reiterated most of the'things to him that I had discussed
with Mr. Bergmann. I will plan to attend themmeeting, unless you
..wish otherwise.
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State of Alaska

MEMORANDUM
To:

DATE:

Charles north rip

August 12, 1974

ME NO:
TELEPHONE NO:
FROM:

Rex Taylor
Education Experiment Manager

Personnel involved:

SUBJECT:

Oriintation visit to Craig
and Petereburg

Ronnie Solomon, Dave Hammock, Rex Taylor

Ronnie, Dave and 1 flew to Zetchikaa on Monday Miley 13.
The weather was cool, maimy and windy when we landed. It was
so stormy that we were not able to arrange a barter fray
Ketchikan to Craig until 4:00 PM. The flight was bumpy but
not as bad as we had thought.
We made a presentation to the Craig school board that
evening at 7:30 PM. We snowed the slide series with the explanation
of the project and answered their questions. They were interested
and asked a few questions.
We were also asked to make a presentation ho a combined
meeting of the Alaska Native Sisterhood and the Alaska Native
Brotherhood called to install the officers of the sisterhood.
They were very interested in the slides and asked several
good questions.
The next morning we visited the school and dismissed the
project with the teealere who will be directly involved in the
programming. They spent considerable time asking questions and
listening to the description of the programs.
We then proceeded to Pete-rebury where we ride a presentation
to the school board. They were very receptive, asked good
questions, and did not express any dissatisfaction with their
representation on the consumer committee. Our explanation
that we had initially expected laymen to be appointed rather
than professional educators seemed to satisfy them.

We returned to Juneau the next morning.

Q.
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GOVEANOR

STATE OF ALASKA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

February 5, 1974

Sent to:

the attached list

Dear

The Governor's Office of Telecommunications has been informed that you have
been selected as a representative from
to serve on the consumer committee
for the ATS-F satellite experiment project.

A meeting of all consumer committee members will be taking place later this
month. The meeting will be held at the. Breakwater Inn in Juneau, beginning at
1:30 p.m., Tuesday, February 19, and continuing" through 4:30 p.m. pn Thursday,
February 21.

At the meeting the'Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory will present a
report on literature search results in the form of course objective alternatives for the
-Basic Oral Language Development, Early Childhood Development, and Health Education
programs. The committees will select objectives and list them in order of priority.
After the priorities have been identified, course design alternatives will be presented
to the consumer committees in a workshop process which will facilitate the determination of specific subject areas; characterizations, and sequences.
For your convenience, we are enclosing your plane tickets and the accompanying

itinerary. It will be possible for you to receive 50% of the estimated per diem for your

entire trip upon arrival in Juneau, and the balance before you leave. Please let us know
in advance if you wish to arrange your per diem payment this way. Also, a block of
rooms has been reserved at the Breakwater 'Inn for consumer committee members, at
the rate of $19 fora single or, $12 per person for a twin. If you prefer to make your
own hotel arrangements, please notify us of your plans.
We are looking forward to meeting you, and if you have any questions please
feel free to write or call. Our phone number is 586-1260.

Sincerely,
Melvin Charlie
ATS-F Utilization Manager
Office of Telecommunications
cc.
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ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONSUMER COMMITTEES

Purpose

It is the purpose of the Consumer Committees to review the procedures used
in the development of the educational programs in Early Childhood Education,
Oral Language and Health Education. The reason for this review will be to assure
relevance and authenticity of any programs produced for consumption among the
various c'ultures. The Committees will also provide advice and consultation to the
program developers. Finally, the Committees will consult to reach an agreement as
to the program designs before they are produced.
Representation
The Consumer Committees w' I be composed of approximately 9 members each

representing various groups within the regions to receive the programs. The
representatives were selected with the approval of local communities because they
were considered to be people who haNie good judgment, understan the needs of
their group, and are able to give good consultation to the design st on the basis
of their own understandings, knowledges and judgments. In other words, the

Consumer Committees are composed of representative people who are able to speak
as individuals and whose judgments will be important to the development of good
Programs.

There will be Consumer Committees in the following three areas.
Committee #1

Early Childhood Education

Committee #2

Oral Language Development

Committee #3

Health Education

Meetings

The meetings of the Consumer Committees will be called by the Office of
Telecommunications in Juneau. The Consumer Committees will meet approximately
six times as follows: February, April, May, August, October and December.
'.Extra meetings may be called by the Office of Telecommunications, if necessary, on
a two week notice or meetings may be cancelled, also on a two week notice. Meetings
will usually be held in either Juneau or Anchorage or the Studio of KUAC in
Fairbanks. The agenda of the meetings will consist of any of the following:

Determining procedures and policies for the operation of the Committees
2. Reviewing program alternatives
3. Reviewing preliminary program designs
4. Reviewing of final program designs
1.
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Attendance

If members know they will miss a meeting, they,may designate a representative
to attend the meeting in their place, if this is done with the prior approval of the
Office of Telecommunications. If a person misses three meetings in a row, the
Committee shall make a recommendation about whether or not this person should
be replaced. All representatives are strongly encouraged to attend all meetings
personally to insure continuity of Input.
Quorum

When a majority`of a Consumer Committee or designated representative are
present, it shall constitute a quorum and have authority to authorize program
design for the entire Committee.
POLICY #1

Purposes of the Program
It shall be the policy of the Consumer Committees to assure that the purposes
of the program are in keeping with their understandings of the needs and desires
of The local communities and schools which will use the programs.
Procedure's

1. The design staff will discuts various alternatives.
2. The Committees will review these alternatives and make suggestions
regarding those that seem to be most feasible and desirable.

.

3. The design staff will then design preliminary programs according to
the conceptual outcomes of the alternatives which have been suggested and
approved by the Committees.

4. The design staff will then prepare the final design in accordance with the
Committees' suggestions and recommendations.
POLICY #2

The Content of the Programs
It shall be the policy of the Consumer Committees to assure that the programs

are bicultural in nature; and that the content is supportive of the local, broader culture
and brings new and needed supplementary educational experiences into the school
and the community.
G.4/PAGE 7

Procedures

1. The design staff will recommend broad areas of content to be Included in
the programs.
2. The Committees will review these broad areas and make recommendations
and suggestions about how their suggestions can be designed into the pr6grams.

3. The Committees will also recommend ways in which the programs can be
made most relevant to their culture, their communities and their schools.

4. The design teams will then use the suggestions to prepare their preliminary
and final designs.
4
POLICY #3

Consultation

The policy of the Consumer Committees shall be to provide consultation to
the design staff.
Procedures
1. The design teams will bring various.suggestions to the Consumer
Committees about which they need advice and suggestions.

2. The Consumer Committee members will provide advice and suggestions
requested, and any other suggestions which they feel are warranteld.

3. The design teams will then use this consultation in the preparatiOn of
their preliminary and final designs.
POLICY #4

Communications

It shall be the policy of the Consumer Committees to assist in interpreting
the satellite pr6ject to their committee, and to other groups with whith they have
`(L , Ite
association.
Procedures

The Consumer Committee members will discuss the programs and their
purposes with the local teacher and local community members in order to
1.
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(Procedures continued)

interpret the purposes to those individuals.
2. The Consumer CoMinittees will also assist in gathering additional information
when requested to do so from the local teachers and from community members
needed by the design staff.
when this` additional information

o.
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BASIC ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
NAME
(1')

VILLAGE/AGENCY

John Shively

AFN

(2) Sandra Knapp
(3) Harry A. Swanke
(4) Dora Esai
(5) Sandra Chamberlain, Chairwoman
(6) Chris Burgess
(7) Gabriel Pitka
(R)

JoAon Grimalde

(9) Richard Ketzler Sr.
(10)

SOS

Juneau School

Nikolai
Mc Grath
Yakutat
Chuathbaluk
Galena
Nenana

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
NAME

VILLAGE/AGENCY

(1) Joyce Roberts
(2) Vivian JaMes
(3) John Giarner
(4) Catherine Berry
5) Dave Watson

Tan-ma
Angoon

(6)
(7)

Craig (School)
Junoau, Dept. of
,nt0

Neil Rost...(1thal
ro if ICU Madden

(8) Kenn' r! Charlie

An 'orage (SOS-ATF
Valdez (School)
'I-banks .,School,
'cat

1.9+

HEALTH EDUCATION COMMI1 7FE
,4AME

.VILLAGE/AGENCY

(1) Victor -iuthrie

Petersburg
Aniak
Ft. Yukon

(2) William Morgan
(3) Ron Solomon, Chairman

(4)

loe Motaro
Anna Smith
Stella Ha:nilton
(7) Barbara Seidl
(8) Carl Jack
(9) Gloria Way

A --Health ',Iivision

(5)
(6)

Anchorage /SOS

(10) Mary Mellick

Sleetmute

Allakaket
Anchorage/District Schools
AFN Health Affairs
Alaska Div. of Public Health
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February 27, 1974

Mr. Cecil Barns, President,
Chugach Native Corporation
912 East 15th

Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Dear Cecil:

The Governor's Office of Telecommunications-under a grant from
the National institute for Education is undertaking a pOoject most commonly
known as the ATS-F Health/Education Telecaimunication Experiment.
Nineteen communities will have small earth stations installed which will
receive high quality television and provide two-way voice communications
to other stations in the system.
Although the Chugach Native AssoCiation area has only one village

participating in the project, which Is Valdez, we feel that it is very
Important that your corporation is directly involved.
One important segment of the experiment is the-Viewer Defined
Program entitled Alaska Native Magazine'. it will be presented In several
Native languages, and focur audio channels will be employed for the
language: This experiment will be designed and managed by Alaskan
Natives preferably from the four Regional Corporations. Chugach Native
Corporation, Doyon Ltd, Chalista Corporation, and Sea Alaska Corporation.
A committee from these four corporations will serve as the initial content
determining body for what type Native concerns will be produced and
broadcast.

Each week there will be 30 minutes of video tape and in-studio
production featuring Natives and their concerns such as: Alaska Native
Land Claims Settlement Act, Land Use Planning, Health and Social Services,
Housing, Water and Sewer Sanitation Systems. The committee will determine
what programs will have priority. After the
minutes of T.V. programs
another 30 minutes will be used for question and answer sessions.
Hopefully we will have the committee selected by April 1, 1974.
We will be meeting with you or your staff members to more fully explain
the program.
.,-4
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The University of Alaska KUAC station will hire a Native host to
work with the committee. We hope that you would start thinking of someone
who can serve on the committee who is knoWledgable of Native Affairs
particularly in rural communities. The committee may possibly meet every
two weeks for a 3 to 4 month period. We will handle all transportation
and per diem. Meetings will be held in either Juneau, Anchorage, or
Fairbanks.
If yoU have questions please feel free to write.

With kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

:.t
Melvin Charlie
ATS-F Utilization Manager
Office of Telecommunications

G.6/PAGE 12
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ALASKA NATIVE MAGAZINE CONSUMER COMMITTEE
September 1974

Chugach Native Association

Archie Gottschalk

Cook Inlet Native Association
Doris Williams
(Betty Katchatag - alternate)
Calista Corporation
Fred Notti
.

Martin Strand

Sealaska Corporation

Melvin-Charlie

Tanana' Chiefs Con ference

Ron-3Mallot

Alaska Federa 'on of Natives

C

7

?,
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December 17, 1974

Paul Hartman, Director
ICUAC TV

University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska
Dear Paul:

In response to your letter of December 12, 1974 in which
you state that I agreed to have the Consumer Committee provide
the staff with 14 topics for future programs, I-have the following comments:
In July when we first met the committee picked 17
1.
topics; from this 6 were cbosen to lead off the series. At
that tide it was agreed that the future programs would be picked
from. the remaining 11.

At our meeting in November I specifically directed the
2.
Native Magazine staff to start gathering materials for the programs that were not picked from the original 17. It was agreed
upon by the committe that eventually these topics *mild be used
as programs.
I donnot feel that the-committee can pick 14 topics
in'the short time allotted to them at this meeting and effectively plan program content, objectives etc.
3.

The proposal's in your letter, in my opinion,would result
in a token Zoramittee. Rather than have that happen I would
disband the committee, if they didn't quit first, and chalk
tip the Native involvement as.another one of those nice but
meaningless phrases that are put into project summaries.

I Can readily understand the problems you are°having
airing weekly programs while maintaining your professional
standard in spite of budget cuts. However,please do not loose
sight of the fact that the Alaska Native Magazine:is designed
for Natives and should.be managed by Natives.
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-The program is going along well but I think it would be a
mistake to assume that we are doing the best we can and let'it
go at that. There are some problems that I wanted discussed at
this meeting, unfortunatiby a village corporation meeting precluded any possibilities of scheditling the time any earlier.
Perhaps it would be in the best interest of everyone concerned for us to sit`town soon and discuss the problems you are
having with the program. I would be available anytime you wish
to do so. Also, I have asked for a budget several times in the
past so that the committee and staff could plan future programs
and filming trips with the staff. Could you please have one
ready for us at the next meeting.
coral
Ade-

Catalino Merril
Utilization Manager
cc: Consumer Committee
Dr. Charles Northrip

3;
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ALASKA ATS-6 TERMINAL. OPERATOR TRAINING PLAN

Each site in the Alaska HET Experiment will have one person,
appointed by the Governor's Office of Telecommunications (OT), responsible
for the proper operation of the terminal. He will also keep equipment
logs, report equipment failures, and train other operators as required.
This person, designated "Utilization Aide," will be appointed from a list
submitted by an appropriate organization within each community.

The first meeting of the utilization aides for the purpose of operator
training will be held on the fourteenth and fifteenth of August. At that
time the utilization aides will be briefed on the basics of the system and
receive dem nstrations on operation of the actual equipment. Procedures
in simple ouble isolation will also 6e demonstrated. A booklet covering
the same aterial as presented at the briefing will be provided to each
uti I zatio aide.
Since in many locations a school teacher will also be involved in
the operation of the equipment, the utilization aide will be expected to
assist the teacher in equipment operation and keeping report forms.

At the training session for utilization aides, which will be held in
Juneau, a typical comprehensive terminal Will be set up. During the '"
training period all participants will be given the opportunity to operate
the equipment, fill out logs, -and make trouble reports based on simulated
equipment failures.
Additional reinforcement training and procedure checks will be
provided by Office of Telecommunications personnel who will visit all
sites as close to the start of the operational period as possible.

7/25/74
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LizzyL
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WILLIAM A. EGAN, GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

POUCH

AC - JUNEAU 99801

August 1, 1974

SENT TO THOSE ON THE ATTACHED LIST.

Dear"

Sometime the latter part of September the Office of Telecommunications and KUAC out of Fairbanks will begin to broadcast educational

programs into your village.
We are looking for a responsible person (IL would be helpful if
the person were bi-lingual) who will see that all pai-ticipants are present
at the receiving site, gather some data for us, distribute program materials, and perform other minor duties. The part-time utilization aide
position will pay $200.00 per month and take less than 40 hours per month
to do. An orientation session is tentatively set for August 14 fi 15 in
Juneau, to_prief the aides on their duties.

If you know of a responsible person in your village who would be
willing to accept this position, please submit their name and address to
me as soon as possible. ,A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your
convenience.

Sincerely,

Mr. Catalino Barril
Utilization Manager
Enclosure
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Floyd Alexander
Minto,'Alaska 99758
Bergman Moses
Al lakaket Vi I lage Counci I

Allakaket, Alaska 99720
Jo Ann Grimaldi, Mayor
Galena, Alaska 99741

Peter Snow, Jr.
Chief
McGrath, Alaska 99627

Arlie Charlie, Mayor
Tanana, Alaska 99777
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ATS-6 HEALTH/EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT
UTILIZATION AIDES

Stella Hamilton

Allakaket

Grace Bender

Aniak

Vivian James

Angoon

Ann Philliys

Chuathbaluk

Justna Johns

Craig

Charles Zimbicki

Galena

McGrath

Betsy Ivy

_----

0

.

Kenneth Charlie

Minto

Katherine Demientieff
through 2/75

Nenana

Kathleen Sunnyboy
2/75-5/75

Nenana

Ann Alexi.

Nikolai

Beverly Reid

Petersburg

Mary Ignati

Sleetmute

Helena Carlo-

Tanana

Pamela Brooks

Valdez

Ted Valle

Yakutat
)

OPERATOR'S TRAINING GUIDE

FOR ALASKA ATS-6 EDUCATIONAL
EXPERIMENT STATIONS

State of Alaska
Office of the Governor
Office of Telecommunications
Pouch AC
Juneau, .Alaska 99801

August 1974

4
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ATS-6 TERMINAL OPERATOR'S GUIDE

General

The nineteen ATS-6 ground stations in Alaska are provided by federal \
funds as part of an experiment in providing instructional television to remote
areas in Alaska, the Rocky Mountain States and the Appalachian region.

The satellite being used in this experiment is called the ATS-6. ATS
stands for "Applications TechnolOgy Satellite," the-6 means th.at it is number

6 in the ATS series. Actually, two satellites are being used for this experiment;

the ATS-6, which transmits the T.V. programs, and the ATS-1, which is
used for two-way voice communications between the remote stations and control

centers. The ATS-6 is quite different from other communications satellites.
Most communications satellites have low-power transmitters so that it takes
41.4

huge antennas on the ground to receive the signals. The ATS-6 has a very
powerful transmitter so that signals can be received by small antennas like the

ten-foot dish antenna at your site. Another characteristic of the ATS-6 is that
it sends out its signals in a narrow beam which can only cover a small part

of the earth at one time. This is the reason that television,can only be received
a few hours each week. When the satellite is not pointed toward Alaska, it
is pointed at other states which are conducting experiments similar to ours.
The ground stations such as the one you will be operating, are designed

to be inexpensive and simple to operate. However, itis important that the
operators learn their procedures well and follow them closely if the system
is to operate satisfactorily.

(
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Each station consists of a ten-foot dish antenna' for receiving the television
signals, a helical zntz..nna which looks, something like a Icng corkscrew, a small

receiving unit, a T.V. set, and a 2-way voice radio which is called the digital
coordinator. Figure 1 shows a typical ground station.
The Dish Antenna

The dish antenna is used to receive T.V. signals from the ATS-6 satellite.

The antenna itself is shaped like a shallow bowl, ten-feet in diameter. Signals
from the satellite bounce off thevlish and are received by a pick-up device
which is mounted on a rod mounted in the center of the antenna, It is important

that the antenna be pointed directly at the satellite. If it is pointed ,too high or

too low it will receive weakly or not at all. There are two adjustments on the
antenna mount. A handle on the top support (or elevating pole) can be rotated
to tilt the antenna:up and down, and by loosening four nuts on the rear mounting

plate, the antenna can be pivoted from left to right. The site operator or
utilization aide will have to make elevation (up or down) adjustments
occassionally to compensate for slight changes in the satellite position. 1t may
also be necessary to make antenna adjustments if ground freezing or thawing
causes the antenna to move.

Helical Antenna

The helical antenna is used to send and receive voice signals from the

ATS-1 satellite. Since the ATS-1 is in a different location than the ATS-6,
this antenna is pointed in a different direction than the dish antenna. Unless
the helical antenna is tampered with or is accidentally moved, it should not

require pointing once it has been installed.

(3)
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H.P. Receiver
H.P. 5:ands for Hewlitt Packard, the
0

narrie of the company which makes

this-receiver. The H.P. receiver takes the signal from the dish antenna and
.

converts it to video for the T.V. set. On the front 9f-the H.P. receiver is the
ON-OFF switch and a signal strength meter.

The signal strength meter shows how strong a signal is reaching the

receiver. When'the satellite is beaming signals to Alaska this meter Should

read above 10.. The better the'signal is, the higher the meter will read. The
operator Should write down the meter reading during each broadcast' That way

the operator can tell if signals are getting better or worse over a period of
time. A lower than normal reading might mean that the antenna pointing needs
to be adjusted.

T.V. Set
The T.V. set is an RCA 25-inch color monitor 'receiver. This set is
similar to a regular home-type T.V. except that it has several additional
connectors and controls at the rear of the set. This set will be hooked up and
adjusted for proper operation when installed, however, operators should
g.

become familiar with

connections' and rear switch settings in case the set

should be tampered wit or disconnected. ,Operatingcontrols are covered
under. EQUIPMENT OPERATION.

audio Switcliox
Since four sound channels tan be tr:)nsmitted with the television picture,

the audio switchbox is used to select the channel you want to listen to. There
are six push button switches an the box; one for each sound channE..I and two
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(6)

spz.Tes are not used. The sound channels to be used will be
listed in the prz..7.-7.--.71 schedules, or you will be notified over the two-way radio
systc,m.
,11

TI.,vo-Way Radio (Digital Coordinator)

The proper name for the voice transmitter receiver is digital coordinator,
.however We will refer to it here as the radio, or the voice terminal: What makes

this different from ordinary 2-way radio systems is that the transmitter in
this one can be turned off and On from the Network Control Center in Denver,

Colorado. Another thing is; whenever you transmit from this terminal a coded
signal is automatically sent out to let the control center know which station is.

transmitting. That way if anyone is transmitting when they shouldn't, or operating improperly, the control center can turn that station off. There are many
liuhts, push-buttons and switches, on the front panel of the voice radio unit,
but there are only a few controls which you must be concerned about. These
are explained in the equipment operation section.
Equipment Operation

Each day before broadcasting begins the equipMent should be checked

to make sure that it is ready. The equipment check and turn-oh should start at
least 1/2 hour before the program is scheduled to start. The following para,

graphs describe how each unit is checked out and adjusted. If any trouble
shows up, see the "Equipment Trouble" section on page 15.
Antenna

Check the dish antenna for damage. Check to make sure the feed is O.K.,

if the feed is bent or damaged, the system may not work. Tighten any nuts
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:.-.alts which are loose. Check th:: numbers on the elevation pole and rear plate
to 5

if the antenna pointing adjustments have been tampered with. Snow

should tie cleared away from the antenna and swept out of the dish, bell-. y careful
not to damage or bend the feed. Check the cable for damage and make su-e

the connection is aliright. If you have teadjust the antenna or if you notice
anything wrong, make a note of-it on the daily log.
Helical Antenna
Make a visual inspection of the antenna checking the_cables and connectors,

and looking for other signs of damage.

H.P. Receiver
r."1""

Check to make sure all the wires on.the rear are connected, and that it

is plugged in. Turn the switch on. The little red light above the switch should
come on and the meter should come up above zero. When the T.V. broadcast

begins the meter reading should increase. !f you have been keeping a record

of the meter reading during each broadcast you will be able to tell if the system

is operating normally. If the reading is lower than normal, antenna adjustment
may be required.
Dish Antenna Adjustment

This adjustment is easier with two people; one watching the HP receiver

meter while the other adjusts the antenna. iSee Figure 2) Before adjusting
thE\ antenna, mark down the number just showing under the elevation adjustor,

and the number under the pointer on the base plate. Turn the elevation handle
to tilt antenna one degree higher .(higher number showing. under the elevaz.-,,1

adjuster). Check the Flt' receiver Meter. If the-miter reading has increa,
G.12/PAGE 28
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cch:inue adjusting in the same direction until no further increase can be'obtained.
.-

If t:-.e t-nt.ter reazi;:..; decreases, change tilt in the opposite direction until maximum

is obtained.

meter

T.V. Set
Check the rear connections and switches.- If these are O.K. , turn the

T.V. on by pulling the volume control knob out. After about 30 seconds turn
the brightness control up. If every thing is O.K. so far, you should see black
and white speckles all over the picture tube. This speckling is noise coming

from the antenna. For a check, you can turn off the HP receiver momentarily.
With the receiver off, the picture tube should go blank. Turn the receiver on
again. You can now. turn doWn the brightness and volume so the class will

not be disturbed while waiting for the program. to begin.

,Before the regular program starts, a still picture and music or voice
will be transmitted to give you a chance to set the T.V. controls for the best
picture and sound. Start,out with the COLOR co

of all the way down. Adjust

the CONTRAST for the best picture. Move the COLOR control up until you see
o

colors, then adjust TINT control for the most natural colors, paying particular
attention to the skin tones in the test picture. The COLOR control may be used

to make the colors brighter but it is best if the colors look a little bit pale.

If the T.V. is not working properly, perform the trouble shooting checklist
on page 17.

Digital Coordinator

The digital coordinator is turned on by a key, this key should be kept in
a safe place so that unauthorized persons cannot turn the set on. Perform the

(9)
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:.e:-.1s on the checklist which is fastened to the desk shelf,on the coordinator.

A copy of this checklist is also included on page 14 of this manual.
WARNING

DO NOT PRESS "CALL" BUTTON OR
MICROPHONE BAR DURING CHECK

During the 15- minute period before the T.V. program is scheduled to

begin, one of the control centers (Fairbanks, Juneau, or Denver) will make
announcements concerning the time, program, sound channel to be used, and

other necessary information. Details on operating procedures are described

in the section entitled "Protocol and Interaction."
Protocol and Interaction
General

This section describes how the 2-way radio in the digital coordinator is
to be used. Since there are sixteen Alaska schools using this system it is very
important that the rules of operation be followed strictly.
WARNING

ANY STATION TRANSMITTING AT
UNAUTHORIZED TIMES OR OPERATING
IMPROPERLY WILL BE TURNED OFF

The voice transmitter will not operate until it has been turned on by the

Denver Network Control Center. However, if the CALL button is pressed, the
transmitter will turn on for about a half-second and automatically send

your station identification code. This signal will cause a light on a map of
Alaska in Denver to turn onshowing which station transmitted the signal.

G.12/PAGE 30
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During periods that voice transmission is authorized, Denver will
r:ul the

zn signal 'and the green ENABLE lamp on the digital coordinator

will
Roll Call
D..2ring the 15-minute period before the regular program starts, a roll

call will be taken. Certain stations called. "Truth Sites" will be called first
and requested to report their HP receiver meter reading. When it is time for
roll call, the ENABLE lamp will come on andone of the control points (Fairbanks,

Juneau or Denver) will call the roll of receiving stations. When it is time for
roll call, press the VOICE button to turn the V.OICE lamp on and stand by until

your station is 'called. When your station is called, press the microphone bar
and say ' (station name) ready" if everything is O.K.; "(station name) trouble"

if only partially operating; and "(station name) no-go" if not working.
NOTE: You cannot transmit or receive unlesS the VOICE lamp is lighted.

Do not say anything more unless asked. If you have reported "trouble"

or "no-go" and there is time after the roll call, the controller may call you back
for more information. If you miss answering when the roll is first called, the

controller will repeat missed stations, after the first roll call. Do not break-in

before your station is called again.
When the roll call and all other traffic has been completed, the controller
will make necessary announcements concerning the p'rogram, and will announce

vhen the T.V. transmitter is turned on. At that time you should make the necessary
adjustments to the T.V. set. When the regular program begins, press the VOICE
buttOn to turn the VOICE lamp off.
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Indicates unit is in data transmit mode (Not
used for Alaska education stations)

Lamp

7

L13

12

Switch

11

Push button to switch back to normal after CALL
has been pushed (CALL light must be off to
transmit voice)

Push button to enable voice transmit and receive
(VOICE iamp must be lighted)

`Swi tch

Switch

Push button to request permission to transmit.
(Sends out coded signal)

.

Same as above

Lamp

10

26

25

24

23

22

Indicates auxiliary function has been selected
by Network Control (Not used for Alaska
education stations)

Lamp

21

20

Jacks

Jacks

Switch

Lamp

Lamps

Lamps

Knob

For headphone plug (s) (when supplied)

For microphone plug (s)

'Operated by key to turn unit on.

Indicates unit is turned on

Indicate operation of various internal circ:
(Significant only when reporting trouble)

Indicates transmit channel in use. "4" lig
during voice transmit., "2" lights when CA
pushed.

slowly from full-right, to left until noise s

Controls squelch point. Should be acijuste

Controls speaker volume

Knob

19

Indicates when speaker is muted such as c
voice transmit and data reception

Lamp

d I)

18

ti

Controls front panel speaker

Controls auxiliary function;

Switch

Switch

Switch

17

16

by Network Control

9

.

Indicates error in received control signals (No
significance to operator unless on continuously)

Lamp

6

Same as above except mode has been selected

Indicates Network Control Center has turned
off all transmitters

Lamp

Lamp

Controls remote speaker (witoti rt.triete sp:
is used)

Indicates CALL signal has been received by
Network Control Center

Lamp

.

education stations)

Indicates unit is ready for operation

Lamp

3

15

Indicates unit is transmitting

Push button to enable data transmiSsioi o:
reception (Not used by Alaska educutioi:

Lamp

Switch

14

Indicates transmitter can be used

Function

Camp

Type

No.

Function

;.ype

DlCiTAL COORDINATOR

Interaction

program calls fur interaction, or talk-back from your community,

interaction is to be
the hos; zzacher or program moderator will tell you how the

simply call a particular statior;
handled. In some cases the moderator may
questions or comments. If your station is called, press the TALK button to

the TALK lamp on, then press the talk-bar on the microphone to answer. In
another case, the moderator may ask any station, wishing to call in, to push the

wishes to respond, simply push the
CALL button. In this case when your station

CALL button. This causes your station' code to be sent out automatically to the
Network Control Center. Shortly after this the ACK WAIT lamp should light to
indicate that your CALL has been received. press the RESET button. If you do
RESET and then press
not get an ACK WAIT light after about 30 seconds, press

CALL again. When you receive the ACK WAIT-signal, press the TALK button to
turn the TALK lamp on and stand by until your station is requested to transmit.
You may be requested to transmit either by the moderator or host teacher

on T.V., or by the controller calling through the digital coordinator. In some
cases responses from your station will be written by the controller and handed

to the host teacher or moderator, in other cases, responses will be re-broadcast

directly over the T.V. In either case you will be notified as to how to proceed.
Whenever possible, questions or comments should be written out before calling

in. This will prevent people from forgetting parts of their questions or gettino
mixed-up.
When you are through with talk-back from your-station, press the TAI-..
button to turn the TALK lamp off. Sometimes time will be available, after
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program is off, for additional talk-back. In this case you will be inform2..
:.-,rogram,or during the pre-program announcement period.

must follow directions exactly and not transmit until instructed

He

to do

Daily Log
Each day that broadcasts are scheduled the daily log sheet must be filled

out. The log sheet is very important to the success of the experiment as it
gives an indication of how the equipment is operating and may enable maintenance

personnel to see troubles developing so that they can be corrected before they
become serious.

A sample log sheet is shown on page 20. The notes on the log form should

make the form self-explanatory. The date and time columns indicate the time

,

the broadcast begins. On days when there are more than one broadcast, a
separate entry for each one should be shown in the log. The completed log
.forms should be sent in to the Office of Telecommunications in Juneau every
two weeks. The comments column and the back of the form may be used to add

additional comments on the quality of the broad,casts or equipment condition.

Equipment Troubles

Since it is very expensive to send repairmen out to remote areas, it is
very important that the operators and utilization aides at the sites make certain
that a real problem exists and that the trouble is not being caused by a plug

btzing pulled out, or a switch in the wrong position. If trouble developes,
perform the checks listed on the checklist sheets for the various items of equipment

(see pages 17,18,19). Additional checklist sheets are provided in the operators kit.

(15)
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If, after performing all the checks and tests listed, you have not been able
to c---rect

fill out the trouble report form for the defective unit. A

sample zr:uble report form is shown on page 20. If you have a telephone,
the trouble in to one of the maintenance centers listed below. If a telephorli: is
not available, mail the form to the center as soon as possible. If the proble

is not in the digital coordinator, you may be allowed to report failures during

the next roll call period. However, all trouble report forms should be mailed
in even if you were able to report by phone or radio.
It is possible the maintenance center' will determine that whatever is causing

the trouble can be corrected by the site operators. In this case you may be sent
a replacement item such as an HP receiver,
switch box, or cable.
.

If replace-

ment items are sent, complete installation instructions for installation will also
be provided. When replacement items are furnished, the defective unit should

be returned immediately for repairs. A return address label will be provided
so that the defective unit can be returned in the same container that the replace-

ment arrived in.
Questions on the operation of the equipment, maintenance forms, and

trouble reports should be addressed to: Terminal Maintenance, Office of
Telecommunications, Pouch AC, Juneau, Alaska 99801.

If you have a problem which makes it impossible for your station to operate,
you may call collect to: Juneau #465 -3552. Ask for the installation and maintenance section.
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TWO-WAY RADIO' CHECKLIST

F.F.-FRE TRANSMITTING:

POWER on

VOLUME up
SQUELCH:

turn right, then back until noise just stops

LOCAL switch ON

VOICE depressed and lighted
CHANNEL 4 lighted
SYSTEM READY lighted
.

DIAGNOSTIC LAMPS except 5 and 7 lighted,

WHEN TRANSMITTING:

ENABLE lighted*

TRANSMIT lighted when microphone bar is pressed
DIAGNOSTIC 5 lighted when microphone bar is pressed

CHANNEL 2 lights momentarily when CALL button is pressed
0

* Transmitter will not operate unless enabled by the Network
Control Center.
0

Figure 6.

(I43)
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October 9, 1974

To:

All ATS-6 Utilization Aides
and Operators

From:, Mr. Catalino Barril
Utilization Manager
Alt

NCC to standardize our
We have been requested by Denver
along the lines already estabpicture and audio reporting procedures
states. The number
lished by the Rocky Mountain and Appalachian
using
is a reversal of the
system for picture quality which they are
using. That is, we have
system which the Alaska stations have been picture
down to 5 for an
been using a quality rating of 1 for a good
unusable one.
numbers are used to reThe attached page shows how these
That page or copies of it should be
port. picture and sound quality. coordinator to aid operators in
posted near your radio or digital
reporting when requested to do so.
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PICTURE AND AUDIO REPORTING CODE

PICTURE

Rating

Distortion and Noise

Excellent (no noise or distortion)

S

Barely noticeable

4

Definitely noticeable

3

Noisy or distorted (can still see picture)

2

Very noisy or distorted
Rating

Useability

,

Excellent

S

Not perfect but easy to watch

4

Can watch

3

Hard to watch

2

Cannot watch

1

REPORTING EXAMPLE
0

Picture shows white or black speckling (noise) but is still
easy to watch, report: "video 3 by 4"
AUDIO

Quality

Report

Loud and clear

3 by 3

Weak or slightly distorted but not noisy

2 by 3

Very weak or distorted but not noisy

1 by 2

Loud and readable but some noise

3 by 2

Noisy but still readable

2 by 2

Unreadable

1 by 1
G.13/PAGE
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to:

Utilization Aides

from: me. ,Catalino

Uti I i zation M dl3r2.

date: September 6, 1974

It seems with all the planning that has been done in the ordering,
delivery and installing of the equipment at the villages that something
has gone wrong. Parts of the receiving equipment have not been shipped
by the manufacturer, consequently, some of the village receiving sites
will be incomplete when KUAC starts transmitting next week. The hardware will be installed as soon as we get them-,-so hang in there..
The question as to who has the responsibility of operating the
equipment foi. the different programs has been brought to my attention.
I feel that it will be up to each of you to contact your lotal school officials,
and make whatever arrangements that are suitable for your particular
0
village. My suggestion is that:

1. As far as the Basic Oral Language, Teacher In-Service Training
and Health programs are concerned, you should instruct the teacher
or teachers who will be using the equipment on how to turn the equipment
on and make the necessary minor adjustments and let the teacher conduct
her class through the program and interaction periods. After the teacher
is familiar with the operational procedures it will not be necessary for
you to be present at the receiving site/,

2. The Alaska Native Magazine will of course be your responsibility.
I would suggest that you contact the school officials (if your site happens
to be located in the school) and mak the necessary arrangements to have
the site available to you at transmis ion time (viewing time 7:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. ,ADT every Tuesday).
As my representative in your village I am asking that you work as
Closely as possible with the local officials to eliminate any conflicts or confusion that may result from the ATS-6 experiments.
cc:

Superintendent of Schools/Principal
Village Council
t.Paul Hartman
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SUEnRY OF ATO-E SA:11)LE PROV4RAM PLANNING SESSION
September. 18,: 1973

Participants:

S113 Pittman, KUAC; Sara Elder, CNER;

Rex Taylor, Office of.Telecommunications
a

1. The suggestion was made and discussed briefly that
three (3) basic introductory programs.,-be designed and

produced and that these be suitable to be shown as
the first three programs" in each subject matter area.

2. Sara

felt that it was important to sutvey, the schools

to determine. what kinds of equipment they have, the'

cOndition,of it, and how Much.
. WonLd it. bepossible for us to transmit educational

prOgn.,mming froll Tanana, Fort Yukon and. Galena?
.

Can we get dopicsof the programming the health.
experi,ment:3 plan to produce?
O

5.

Solte d:,scussibn was, given to the problem of -where the

The-Early. Childhood

receiver is td. be,located.

neVhlopment segrent is a case in point, .rts the

- 5.

aim

,N

:lecision will have to

to ei-4er

t at Headstart kids or kindergarten students.

This decision haS.impiications on the location of the
receiver or the Use of:multiple receivers.

There ra

4

also a. problem .with -the :arly Childhood prwIrems

lug so late

the afternoon.

P.";

rI

kli.)

We decideC, that it

H /PAGE 1..

- 2

shoul&be changed, if posible, to a difforent time

or thatit Should be

with another educationc.1-

program to a more appropriate time.
6. There was some discussion as to whether we should
work throu3n the school board or the teacher. in seek-

ing assistance with the course development and cooperation in general.

_This will need to be discussed.

further4nd will be primarily the concern of the'utili/

zatien manager when he is hired.

7. It was agreed that it would be desirable for someone
to visit the villages to talk with the .Natives' r gard-

ing program development.

It was further emphasize-d.

that the technical limitations and time constraints
should be explained to them.
8. Con:;irie-;iblo discussion took pi lce reqdrdip9 the ad

c,.3tiLv"of tryin

to make the cnurnes vneral

tor ewr.ont! in the footprint or whether we fihou1,1
.

One Suggestion was that a provrAoped specifically for, a group-ot villages

with like maltural interests.
t;lat sizo c:' .:1

Another z.uggestion was

iillagoE; might play an impotant role.

in thd int(lreSt of the people in spedific Programs.
9.

LL

f.lenerr.dly agreecl that the utilizatir)n planager

coi.11!..! be of trorr,endous assistane.:o to.th(,! deign and

prodwaLion Qroce:is .as woll as the Utilization proceris.
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10. There was considerable discussion regarding the use'of.,
portable 1/2",video equipment for the design and
'produc-tion of programs.

Sara expressed the opinion'

that it was vital from her view point as, well as
CNER's.

This will have to be discussed further as to

whether it is to be used and howmuch.

A few of Sara's

reasons for wanting to use the 1/2",equipment are listed

1.

fi

AllowS people to. produce their own programs
for programMing'as well as a- unique method.of
feedbaCk.

2.

Method of emotionally involving the audience.-.

3.

Can be used to capture events in the field.

4.

Potential'for teacher in-service -- the teachers
can video their own specialty for presentation
on *satellite.

11. Another question that was posed was, will an effort be
made. to video tape all of the.programs so they can be
u.;:ied.later?

It was also suggested- that the entire pro-

gram, including the feedback sessions, couldbe taped
and then dubbc,!,a down to 3/4" cassette

hte.diibutc

to schools throughout the state.

12.. During adiscussion with Frank Darnell and other members
of his.staff, the question of.the:type of contract.we
would have with them was discussed briefly.

Dr. Darnelf

o

A

,reouer,ited that we consider a' contract whereby the courses

H/PAGE 3

to be prodilced mould be prioritized as tp the order in

which they shouldbe produced;and that no penalty would
t4Ailat be assessod if they were not all completed, the
rei:son being that it_is so late to try to have. them all

ready by September.of 974.

S

Cr
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September 27,.1973

Sarah M. Elder
Center for. Northern
Educational Research
University of Alaska
Fairbanks,-Alaska 99701
.

Dear Sarah:

I returned to Juneau on Thursday after 'a very
enjoyable trip including my stay in Fairbanks. The
weather was, beautiful in Valdez and .Yakutat and the
meetings with the people there quite cordial.

I have been endeavoring to assimilate the conversations I' had with you and Sue. 'I did take a few
brief notes which I am enclosing for your information.
If you feel that I missed antlimportant points or any
are ipcorrect, please d6 not hesitate to let me know.
It does ,seem to me that there is a need for fur ther clarification of what is meant by the terms content design and production. Maybe we need new terms
to convey more precisely what me mean or in reality what
we would like.to have done. We are certainly'feeling
the pressure to move as rapidly as possible toward
having this pilot program finished. However, there
must be as little chance for misunderstanding as possible '
concerning what we would like done and what the Center
/
staff feel they can provide.:

First of all, I would like to reiterate that the
subject matter areas have already been selected, and
while we want the greatest possible participation from
the remote site users, there is an urban component as
well. Juneau, Fairbanks, Anchorage,.Petersburg and Val,
dez are cases' in point since the make-up of the community
and student. body is considerably different tIlanin the
villages' in the interior.
.

The intent of the content design contract, as Dr.
NorthriP and I conceive of it, is for CNEn, or whoever
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September 27, 1973

Ms. Sarah Elder
,J

is doing the work, to bring together people with the
neeessary expertise to answer the myriad of.questions
that must be answered and to design a viable course
up to the voint of a shooting script. This is the point
where the interface between the design people and the
,producaion people takeb place. This is also where we
may bring in a, consultant such as Joe Princeota to assist in this phase, and then the production people
assume primary responsibility for the remaining work.
I will be.looking forward to receiving your
ideas and comments regarding this matter. I feel that
we must be as candid as possible with each other so
that-there are as few misunderstandings,as possib'e
after we enter into a contkact. If you, have further
questions regarding our intentions and concepts of
operation, I will be glad to try to answer them.
ry

o

Thank you so much for your kind hospitality.,
I enjoyed'the opportunity to talk with you and Lennie;
please tell him I said hello.
,

9

Cs

Sincerely,

Rex Taylor

Education Expriment
Manager
Office of Telecommunication's

Frank Darnell
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September 28, 1973,
Frank-,

I'm hcoming coAcerned that
Sarah is m6te concerned with pro- -duction aspects than those relating
to.content. While it's helpful to
liave someone involved, in the design
asyect who has 'hands-'on ''..media exTorienco,
would much rather deal
with an edh,!ator'who has an interest
cenLen1,-, Eloquence.,
even if
ox .she has no media background'.
sincurr!ly hope we can. come to an,
early understanding on this point:
I

/
Charles Northrip

V

u' OHr
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CENTER FOR DRJRTHERri
EDUCAT.1021.44 BESAARCR

RECO NOV 2 3 1973,

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701

November 16, 1973

Dr. Charles Northrip
Office of Telecommunications
Office of the Governor
Pouch A

Juneau, Alaska 99801

Dear Dr. Northrip:
-

Thank you fin- initiating a call to me this week in regard to the disposition
of your grant request to NIE. I am sorry it took me a couple of days to cal.1
back, but my schedule kept me out of the office the, last two days:.

Since our initial conversations last spring in regard to the possiility ref
doing work on the development of instructional units for the ATFS experiment, several delays have been encountered whi0 are, of course, much better
known to you than to
Nevertheless, we appreciate thediffitultie! you have
had in seeing the grant through. to a successful award. You will recall that our
original concern for an effective program stemmed from the need for extensive
leadtime to assure adequate local involvement. This effort would require a
much larger staff Than we presently have. Our efforts to date stern from a broad
interest in educatic-nal issues, -and without the lead time initially thought possible,
we would be unable to put together the kind of effort we feel is necessary.
.

In regard to your ,mments that you are negotiating a posAible contract with
the Northwest Regio7..a.1 Educational Laboratory to do the work of developing instructional units, we would like to endorse this relationship and to give our
support to such a development. The nature of the problem is one which will require a large sophisticated staff where facilities and equipment have already.been
established. This is, of course, one of the major strengths of-the Northwest
Regional Lab. Last spring Bob Rath and I had discussed the potential:of their
doing this sort of thing in cooperation with Alaskan agencies, so the idea has
earlier mornentum.
If there is any way we can assist the NWREL as a stipport organization, we
Would be glad to cooperate. We recognize this will be a difficult assignment in
light of the short time allowance even'for an organization as well staffed and
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PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
Dr. Charles Northrip
Page 2
November 16, 1973

,equipped as the Lab and_ hope that we can shed some light on The problems from
our point of view.

Because of the long-range potential of satellite transmission of instructional
material in general, we continue our interest in the overall experiment.. If there
are other areas of assistance we can give to your office as you develop the total
program, please keep us in mind.

Frank Darnell
Director, Center for
Northern Educational Research'
FD: fkc

cc LaWrence D . Fish

Marshall Lind
Ernest E. Polley
Robert Rath
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PLEASEREPLY By AIRMAIL

NAWNWOUN

STATE

of ALASKA

OFFICE OF THE.GOVERNOR
s'
K)

I

FROM.

,

Joseph R. Henri
Commissioner
Dept. of Administration

DATE

SUBJECT;

C.L. &id;
Dirinqor.
Office of Telecosimunications

December 14, 1973

Instructional deiign contract,
for Alaska .ATS-F,Project

This office has received a contract frum.the National institute of Education
which requires the design of educational prograinfaing to be broadcast over the
ATS-F conenunicoatians satellite during the one year experiment planned for that
device in Alaska. Since the Office of Telecommunications possetses limited
in-house expertise In this area, and since the experiment is of limn. :1 duration,
we propose to subcontract that responsibility to a! recognized institution in the
educational design area. A provisiOn of our contract with NIE requires their
approval of all subcontractors.
We have contacted the University of Alaska's Center (r NOrtnern .Educational

Research. and due to a number Of other circumstances" have.determined jointly that
that agency will be unableto perform such a service. The Nerthwe Regional.
Educational Laboratory, on the other hand, is ready and willing to under take such
a task. Our investigation would indic.ate that toe Lab probably f.;.)e only
institution in tlia Northwest with the on-board phrsonne,i, ank3.experjse L) undertake the task In theshort timefraine available to us for accomplisning it.
has indicated ihitir approval of.NWREL as a subcontractor ibr this work.

;Ides in negotiating the contract with' in1/4:,.14.atil(Pnal =nstitule of
Education have forced us to adopt awaccelerated schedule trot- educational design
and for subsequent production of the designed Pregramming. Because of this
limited timefreme, w hereby request an exemption from the competitive bid

requireMent uf.A1..ska Statute 37.05:230, with regard to this contract .`',"Rhe
amount.vf this contract is expected to approach $200, 000.

tJ,
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AUTWAllY TO ENTER CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS/
Department of Administration

the Governor
(TelqcommupicatiOns)

Office

of

Charles M. Northrip
(Name of writer).

(Department)

November 21, 1973
(This form must be executed prior tgentering negOtiations regarding
perSonal services- contracts, or negotiated contracts for other servic'es,
materials or gOodii or construction, when the contract amount is for $1,000
or.more in an annual period.)
It is the intent of the Department of Office, of Telecommunications
to, negotiate a contract for the total amount of $ 200 000
June 30, 1974
to.
for the period December 1, 1973
(check appropriate blank)
contract may be described as ft:snows:
a
(

)

(

)

1.

(.

Personal services contracts
Negotiated contracts as followS:
goods' or materials contracts
(a)
construction contracts
(b)
services contracts which may not
(C)
be
considered "personal services"
d
.

( X )

The contract is for the accanplishrrent of the following 'purpose (5)1

Curriculum design of ATS7F-instructioAal programs: Major content
areas arevarly childhood education, basic oral language development

o.

health

edutaticn.

We intend to negotiate'with the following persons or firms, listed in
order of our preference:

1.

2

Northwest Regional Educational ,Laboratory (Portland)
Center for Northern Educational Research (Fairbanks)

3.

4.
The concurrence ofthe Department of AdministraCion is sought so that,
we may proceed to conclude the above contract.
CONCUR:"

Department

of

Administration

Date:
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REFERENCE:

for Requesting Information

Fbrni

MATERIALS ORRESEARCII-INFORMATION
o Forms for Requesting InforMation.
AUDIOVISGAI,. AIDS (Materi,ais
4;cirmro"fol: Requesting.InformatiOn

°Artiete from The Nor. thianNewsletter, No
"The Revolutionary Crusader"

32, 12/72

AUDIOVISUAL DEPOSITORIES ITV 16mm films, slidt.,s, transparencies)
address Lists
:AUDIOVISUAL PUBLIS11ERS7
a

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
P

B1-65ULTURALI
Artt're from The Seattle Times, 9/30/73, "E:!.izdtith."
Yiwv:), 3/25/73, "1.ele0.%.2

1,;.(

?Rinse":

Luman Organi!,,a_tion, Vol.
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1971,'
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TrolfLothridge Herald,. "Indians ape.?
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1:htegrated.Educationt January -rebrury,
VAttitudetllpt-Eskimp School Children".
ATtielh T.r"

Trns-Aetion,'januar, 1970,_"Twe Tactics for
EthaicSucyTv.11 7--ESkimo and Indian" ',,
.,Artiele from The Vortlaan, V. 8-, No.
.,'"EskimologV"
The NorthfanJpt,
7, No. 1, Spring,. 170
The Northiab NcIsletter, January-FOruary,' 1912, No. 29"30.
,

.
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.
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.

Booklet "Op the Dialeetsof Children"
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,

Child. an.1 LAT"
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COMMUNICATION '(con't.)
Article from The Green and White, Fall, 1970, "At Least They'll
Know. I'm Trying"

COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
Satellites
Paper by Andrew R. Molnar' "Education and the Use of
-.
in Developing Nations"
Paper.by Lawrc.ne0 P. Grayson "Education Beyond the Horizon"
Article from The Northian New:etto, Jan/Feb, 1972, "Technology
ih the North" and "Satellite Plan for TV in .North Called
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CONCEPT FORMATION
CONSULTANTS (and people reference)
:COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

.CURRICULUM
'lhnovative Education Practices Booklet
ALLiele from Grade Teacher, April, 1972, "Early-Education"
Paper by Jerry Hammersmith "Currjxulum ?".
Article from Northian Newsletter, No. 33/34, Jan/Feb, 1973,
"Mahjetahwin"
'CURRICULUM GUIDES

.DILTIuNAS
VInupiat EslAmo Dictionary
EARLY CHIT.,D110()D EDUCATION (0-6 yes)

.Papor by'Robert Path "A Long-Rancle, Cc*nrchensive P7a,nor,
°"Barlq Childhood_Education'in AlaSka"

EDMATIONAL'POLICY-

EDUrATTOL IVLICY (State OperatedrSchools/ffative AssociatiOW;,
Borough SchoyI.:.)

'EDUCATIONAL RADIO
T'ape'r by'RicharC G. Forsythe "InstrUctional

A Posi

Par?

LDUCATIONL .TELEVI`;]0N
ITV Field Report, .NoG5, Oct/Nov, 1973
,Articiel from Educational Technology,' March, 1974, "Viewer-Active
Television":

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION_
GAME THEORY
/

H EALTH EDUCATION (S-9 yrs)

s.

Toacher's.Guide LO '"Insibe Out"
"Idea Siaects" from Bureau of Education, for f!Lndicappe0'
handbook for. Video Tap,:! Lessons for Total Comiunication
Total Communication HandboOk
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INSERVICE l'EACUER EDUCATION
1NSTRUCTION1\L,DES1GN

1

Article frsm Audiovisual Instruction "Procedures for Instructional
Design"
Article from Northian Newsletter, Jan/Feb, 1972 "Schools and
Programs Indian and Northern Curriculum Resources Project:
Professor Acts instead of-Tal%ing"
Paper by Virginia W. Jones ':Reading:Skills InveatorY'for
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INSTRUCTICAAL FILES

INSAUCT1ONAL INTERACTION
4

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: 'Eskimo
.B0041et "Mumi4Salool:" fom DIA
INSTRUCTIONAL MiiTERIALS:

Alaskan Native

OTHER (Appalachin Lab, American Samoan, .Canadian, UNESCO)

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

Parlor "Instructional Televi.glon: The Best of Eric"
Boolaet. "Ilroadcasting and Education" by Warrn

INSTRUCTOR ci;NTEREI) TELEVISION

.LEAPNING (rand Television)
11,,

MEDIA-RESI?,APCH

.

r
Booklet "The Etat° of the -Art oi.
Instructional Films"0bv-

Charles V.Toban

.

.

V, Edling "A Basic Reference Sht!jf %nl'inJtructIon
%
Modia Recarch"i.:
Papor by Screha 4: Wade "Media and the Disadvantagod-- Review
0f :the LiterW.Ore"

Payrer by J.
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NONPORAL EDUCATtON
ORAL COMMUNICATTCN
ORAL EXIKs:SION
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.

.

ORGANIZATIONS
yaper. by Philfp C. Ritterbush "Museums an
Reference Shelf

-,

.

A Basic,

edia:
R
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0

PARENT PARTICIPATION
,iI.5/PKGE 14
.

.
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0

UTILIZATION-27- TV Pi' OGRAMS
PRODUCTION
Papor by Ron Whittaker "Effecti've alystruCtional Children's
Procirmming may:not. be What You:THink"
ccesS" Surruncr 1973.
Mac:pr.:the "Challenge for Change/Societe :Nouvelle
6,
NO.
Magazine "Nevoletter Ghalleng& for Change" Issues

RURAL ARrAS

RURAL EbUCATION

RUA', NVIRONVENT
RURAL SCHOOLS
Paper .by Nichael S. Cline "Village Social

ation df thu, BuSh Teach.r.7"

RURAL URBAN DIFFERENCES.
.

SIMULATTM

.

Papux by R:j.cnard Croon "Simulation - A- New Approach"

TEACHING TECHNIQUES
TELECOTIFIUNICATI01,7S

Access" No., 10
MAgazine "'Challenge fpr Change/Societe:NouvelleOrgani.,.atonal
Paper' by John Walkc',eyer "Planning Alternative
Frameworks for a Large Scale Educational Telecopmunications.
her

97t.70?41-0".

Broorl.ra ''Alaka/ATS-F 1161th/Education TelecmunicationS.M<perii'ent
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ALASKA READING MATERIALS
P
.

BICULTURAL EDUCATION.

American
Conley, Howard K., An Annotated BiblioRraphy of Dissertations on
Indiant Mexican AMerican, Migrant and Rural Education 1964-72,
.

ERIC/CRESS ResearchNew Mexico State* University
Edur:tton A Selected
Altus, David M. and Link, Albert D., American Indian
8110110V,reOlv 'Suoplement No. 2 ERIC/CRESS, New Mexico State University

Abstracts)
American :Indian Education A Selected Bibliography (With ERIC
ERIC/CRESS*
ERIC/CRESS Sunlepeit No. 3.,
I

Report, Council on
Mackey, John. E., Editor, American Indian - Task Force
Social Work Education
Related to
Ilathhorn, James Robert, A Comparative Study-of the Factors
American
Indians:
Post High School Educational Pursuits of Selected
Sole Characteristics and Self-Perceptions., ERIC 'Abstract
Echaol Str.dy:Dzi-.ar=ant

041,,,e11,

Indian Affairs

and.Northern,Development.Government of Canada, Ottawac

.1969 Report
Indian Education: ANational.Tragedy - A National Chayeeff,
States Senate
and
'Public
Welfare,
United
of the Cemmitthe on Labor
Report No. 91-501
.

2

Tayldr, TheodoruM., The-States and Their Indian Citizens
Indian. Affairs,
United States. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Washington, D.C.

.1972

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
College Press
Gray, Susan W., et.al., Befor First Grade', Teachers
Alternatives for Program. Implementation in
Early. Childhood Development
Commission
of the. Stated, 1971
the States, Education

711t Yearbook of
Gordon, Ira J., Editor,,Early Childhood Education -the
Education.,
University
of Chicagb
the National Society for the Study of
Press
New Visions Tutorial
Dayton City School District, Early Childhood Educatioa,
Program, Volume '3, Book 1 - 1968, FY 1968: Title 1 -.ESEA
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Frost, Joe L.,. Early Childhood Education Rediscovered,. Readings, Hol.t,
Rimohart.and Winston, Inc.
.,

.

0.1

.

.

"Frazier, Alexander,-Editor, Early Childhood. Education Today., AssociatiOn
for Superv!ision and Curriculum Development, NEA
-

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

Spauldin, Robert L . , Educational Intervention in Early. Childhood, Durham Education
Improirement Program, FinalReport, Volume 1,, Education Improvement Program,

Duke University

.

.

.

,

Spaulding, Robert L,, Editor, 144qatibnaljnyervertidn
Echication lmi)rovement irogram, Pinar Report , fol.

Eatly Chj.idhood
'Duke University

Editor, Educational Jriteryention in Early .Childhood
Spaul4ing, Robert
Durhab Education improvement Program, Final Report, Vol. III, Nike University
.

Nursery School Portfolio, AssociatiOn for Childhood Education International
.

Kindergarten Portfolio; Association for Childhood Edtv:ation International
Primary

,school.

Portrolio

Association for Childhood Education International

Caklnyr, Dorothy E.M. and Cass, .Joan.E., The Role of the ,Teacher in the

inranc anawursery School
1

TIn-1,'e-, of Yrc7 (21,41drn, Ev:71

; A

EDUC:A'ilON - Al,ASKA

Midkiif, John, et-pi, contributing writers, An Account of the Thins We Did
'I'L% Title I and Rural Alaska, -Alaska DepartLent of Education,
Cliff R. Jartian,' Commissioner, Office of Planning. cind Research, Keith
Ander:-,on, Coordinator
Lind, Marshall L. , -,ommissioner of Education, Facti-, About the Alaska Department
of Education Annual. Report 1970-71 Alaska Dept. of 'clucation

Anchorn-ge Borough Fehool District, Instructional Television Center,
The Pirst Alaskans
_ .

Marsh, Milan R., Editor, North to the Future, The taaska Department of Education
C

AO

A?'
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ESKIMOS

tippler, Arthur E.,,Eskimo!Accultnration, Institute or Social
.Government Research; University of.Alaska, College, Alaska
-

Economic and

..Bandi, Hans-Georg, EskimOPrehistoai. University of Alaska Press, 'College, Alaska
Metayer, Maurice, I,cNnligak, Pocket Books, New York

HEALTH EDUCATION

BUreau of Curric-ilumPeVelopment; Board of Education, City of New York,
Health Educatibn in Elementary Schools

r

UNESCO, Health Edutation in Primary Schbols,.30th Session of the InternatioLal
Conference'on Public Education, Geneva, 1967.
-Leighton, Alexander h. M.D., et.al. The Menral_Health of the American Tndian
No. 2, Aug: 196El.
reprint.from The Americaa.JOurni Ofi'sycfbiatry,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

0

Keating, Berri, Allska,.National Geographic Society.

:

Autumn 1971, .Vol 1, No'. 4

The Alas-ka Journal

The Alaska., Journal, Winter, 1973, Vol. 3 No. 1
0

Alaska Wildberry Trail's (with Recipes),'Anchora,:,e, Alaska

White, Helen A
Minock

Milo ,

Per

.

r,

and Stories

Burland, Cottle, EFkillK1 Art, Hamlyn.

Students of Shishmaref Day School, Eskimo-Cook Book, Alaska Crippled Children's
Association,p
Rasmussen, Mnud, EskiMo Son

and Stories,. Delacorte Press

Indian n-aad Eskimo Children,. U.S. Government Printing Office

DcArmond, Pale, Juneau, A Book of Woodcuts

Whiteo Helen A., More About What's Cookin' in Alaska, Anchorage, Alaska
Heller, Dr. Christine A;., Wild Edible and PoisonouS'Plaats of Alaska..antroductien
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Alaska
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NATIVE AMERICANS:

c

Federal.
old Committee f Or Development Planning in A1as1;a,
Al asim Native: i and thy: Land, Superintendent. of Documents , U.S. Government
1

1.1- J nt ng 0; t i cc

_ _

_

American Indians. and Ed6cational _
Lnboratories, Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory, Ind.,.

Rasa;, Willard P. , and f,urger,' Henry G.

,

American-Indian - Bibliography'
Et,

Congressional Research..Service, Library of ongress, Indian and Indian-Iiitcrest
'n

Orttanigations

.0

r

A Selected.List, of Publications on The Indians of BritiSh Columbia, revised edititi.
1970 Provinci-1 Museum, DepartMent of ' Creation. and Conservation, Victoria,
CI

P.41tish Columb is

.

"

ORAL LANGUACE.DEVELOPMENT
c9

-Nor"thrip,. Glevena,

letter. and_Racket A.okiTh..1,1*!;11 on Al.w-,1-.n

and I.any,u:11.,_y_ 1,DoV

P

1

Division

'of

:,d

Media Sery ce.

.1',n3ish for the '.c'on-Enzji--11 .S_peaking Child

°119111.ips,

Teachers Coll -To Press.
1(arn
,

of Activ,L :

Chileren Th.vr!Ton LanH-4-(--Sk11 .ft: A llook
Thl. Council for h,*eptional Cu i IdrerC

:National. jalltbr.., on Early Childhood EducatIon,
ac AERA convent
San Francisco, California February :1969, TrLormal
Paper:.

LavatL 1
,
Sicedlcr, Editor, Lanexage Traininp in Early Childhood Education_
Unive rsi Ly 'o i 113 inoi&; Press
s

A.1. , On yii_e

ects1 of Ciiildren , National Council of Teachers

Poetry by American *Indians (1969-1970), `Seattle

-o f

ndian Center

.McCullough, Constance M., Preparation of Textbool,:s in the Mother l'oiniie
National -4.:Institute of 'Education, News Delhi,

Reebac1.. Robert T. mid Os terreieb,
-Proe,ress Report on the Oral LangLase
Prouem , Southwes tern Cooperative .Educationa 1 Laboratory, Inc . , 3.971

Ohanuessian, Sirarpi The Study of the Prob3timS of Tcachin;, EnLlish to
American. Indian 3, Report. and Recommendations% 1967, Center for Applied,
Linguistics, Washington, D.C.
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TEACHING TECHN1QUE3
KIeinfeld, Judith, Effective Teachern of Indian and Eskimo High School Students
institute of Social, Economic and Government Research, Center for Northern
Educational. Research, 1972, University of Alaska
Logan, Eunice, Compiler, Good Teaching Today: Responsible Citizens Tomorrow
Bureau of Widlan Affairs, Juneau, Alaska
Hobson, Arline., Teachers and the Education of Aides, National Laboratory on
Early Childhood Education

TELEV1STON PRQGRAMS /CURRICULUM

Read,

Out of .the' Silence, Harper& RPow,Pdblinhcrs for Amon Carter' Museum,

Collier, John, Jr., Alaskan Eskimo Education, Holt, Rinehart and Win:iton; Inc.
bas,celli, Joseph V. A.S.C., The. Five C's of.Cincmatogranhy, Radsione Publications
4

Kuhlman, Charles & Wiley, William, The "Inside/Gut" EvaluaTion; The First Five
Program, Part I, National Ins.tructional Television Cent's

Kuhlman, Charles & Wiley, William, The "Inside /out :" Evcluation; The First Five
Frogman, Part II; National Instructional Tclevisioa °Cuter
0.

cr

0
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ALASKA MADING MATERIALS - MAGAZINES

THE DEAN ,-- Alsk Department of Education Newsletter
November, 1971
June, "1973
October, 1971
May, 1973'
September, 1971
..April,'1973
May, 1971
March, I973 .:
April, 1971
February, 1973
March, 1971
January, 1973
February, 1971
December, 1972
November-, 1972

January. 1.971

September, 1972

October, 1970
May, 1970
April, 1970
March, 1970

May, -1972
January, 1972'.

December, 1971

JOURNAL OF AMERICAN INDIAN EDUCATION
October 1971
October, 1973 '
May 1971
My, -1973
Janwi]iy 1971
January 1973.
October 1970
J6nuary, 1972.
.v

Vol. 8 #1

Vol.
Vol. 0 r.!
')

Vol. 9 1,1
Vol. 8 (3

Vol.. 7 #4
Vol. 7 I/1

v,

Vol. 6 #4

Vol. 8` r2
0

WW1:

;US1,ETIER

:11::-ch/ApLiL !r.1;3

janury/February 1973.

DC:Cel- 1972

-

1Tove0),:w 1972

September/N.tob!.r-1970
Nay/June 1970
ApriI-1970
March, 1970
January 1970

Novepber/December.190

May/Juo6, 9.971
,,,March/Apal'1971
1odruary,41971
January 1971,

October 1969
6r-11,1969

De6ember 1970

PUBLIC TELECOnMUNICATIONS REVIEW
.0ctobe.t, 1973

...Augu?i.t, 1571

U

4

ITE WEEWTSH TREE
NovoohoT 1973

Octaer 1973
0

A.

January 1972(2 copies)
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between
Governor's Office of Telecommunications
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
University of Alaska Division of Media Services
.regarding Consumer Committees

I.

Role and responsibilities of Consumer Committees
A. The charge of these committees is to approve,
disapproye, or alter the material presented to
them, at scheduled times by the NWREL.
B. The charge,o these committees is to approve,
disapprove; o alter samples of .all characterizations
and other desi ns of visuals and sets:presented to
them by KUAC.
C. The Consumer Committees are advisers to the Office
of Telecommunications.

II.

The Office of TelecommunicatiOns will provide,'as requested
by the,Division of Media Services and/or NWREL, representatives of'the Consumer Committees to furnish information
and advice, as required between committee meetings.
.

III.

The Office of Telecommunications will issue'all invitations
to meetings of the Consumer Committees.

O

February 11, 1974
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TOPICS FOR THE DISCUSSION OF THE CONSUMER COMMITTEES
o

0

1. What the program areas are to be:
Early. Chi Idhood

Ages 3

5

1 per week
time pf "day:

Oral Language

Ages 5

Health Education

AgeS 9 --1)?,

7

a

1 per week
times:.

2 per week
times:

2. What the media car. do:
(film and narrative)
Use of people
Use of films
Use of music
Use of puppets
Use of chartS
Use of animation
(others)

3. What the groups (Native regional groups) have said they want for their children:
Distribute lists fo the Consumer Committees identifying educational
concerns from Alaskan Natives
A.

B. Select priorities
G.

4.

Discuss how they can be achieved and made &reality

Ge.r.eral queStions, for discussion:

if we are to appeal to young children, the program should have central
characters.

A.

Discuss 'advantages of using:

real people.,
animals
puppets
others?

B.

If we want to. use animals, which ones should be used?

Which are most familiar within the Native communities? What do they mean?

If we use Alaskans; do we use people real to the culture and move around to
thevarioUs cultures, or.do we use someone not identified or identifiable,with
with any one culture?.
C.

D. .If we use scenes or people from the villages, how do we select them and
how do we assure a positive reinforcing characterization?
6-47 12)
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E.

Other things the Committee members want to include:

Gioup discussions in:
Early Childhood
°

Spacial questions:
(prepared by each developer)

Oral Language.

.Special questiodS:

Health
Special questions:

0

ti

O
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Alaska Satellite Project
Survey. of Needs of Children
by
The Consumer Committees

In 1972, the Alaska State Operated School System contracted with seven of the
regional corporatiorts to identify chi ldrens' educational needs within the region.
Excerpts from their findings are attached for reference.

Most of the. groups listed the following kinds of needs. Do you agree that
these things are important?
_

.

Yes

JRAL NEEDS

Need_ for understanding and 'appreciation-of 1--------- --- - _
Ndthre, Ciiiture

_

_

Need foefunderstanding outside culture

Respect for the home and parents
Good experiences in the home

.

)L
Good fee:ing about schools
.

Scirioo! builds upon home experiences
.

(Emotional development)

.

Feel good about self
Feel good about family
JAGE

.

Know Native language

Speak Englisn well
L

Respect others

Be responsible

_
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Yes

Pivs

No

CAL
Learn to'dse body well.
.
.

.....-

Practice safe habits
Good hygiene
.....

Understand the body
INTE LECTUAL

Learn basic skills
Learn to think independently
Learn to be creative

NKU /bg

2/1/74
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Excerpts from "A Modest Proposal,'An Expression of
Children's Needs by
People La:Rural Alaska with Recommendations
fin. Positive Change" submitted.
to Alaska Staff Operated School System and compiled by
Alaska State Operated
School System, Office of Child Development.'
ALEUT LEAGUE
The school shall reflect the orientation of the
home and build initial
teaching on thistframework.

The child will be able to use what he learns
at school in his "outside"
life
,

00

The child will demonstrate a more positive self image
evidenced by
his willingness to try new tasks.
Later school experience will build on earlier
home and school life
evidenced by the child's quickness to understand
new concepts.

BERING STRAITS NATIVE ASSOCIATION
Basic Elementary Skint.; Hygiene.and Swimming
were al/ considered as
he top priority needs. Swimming is a new
area added, to out children's
need: Majority of the villages
are located.near the/water area, ocean
or river. Many accidents have been
happening and eakh one of us'
consider swimming as a "need."

7A-1=1-31.ELASSOC IAT ION

6

I.

)

Children will feel positively about their cultiural
background.
Children will have a positive attitude toward;school/community/
envircnment.
III. Children will have a
sense of self-direction and independence.
IV. Children will develop
some basic learning skills.
V. Children will have some degree of abilityto speak
effectively
and creatively._
VI., Children will have begun to develop good health and safety
habits.
VII. Children will show increased
control of their muscles.
II.

Early Childhood.Development programs can and should
serve as a place
for preschool :hildren to:

Wexpand their experiences with others
2) learn about positive practices which help insure
good health
3) learn to control their bodies
4) find adults they know and can trust'to guide
them in the
public world
5) find rich and varied experiences necessary for
achievement.
of their physical and intellectual potential.
Physical Development:

gross muscle coordihation
fine muscle coordination
eye-hand coordination
general good health
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Emotional Development:
feelings about self, peers, family
feelings about adults and the world in general
ability to accept and express own feelings
ability to accept the feelings of. others
Social Development:t,
%

level of interaction with other children
(cooperation, helpfulness, sharing, play
interaction, sympathy and empathy)
degree of independence
D".
ability to control own behavior
°identification with appropriate sex role
attention span and persistence
leadership
responsibiliey
Language Development:

pronounciation
use of grammatical structures
vocabulary size
sentence length
comprehension
ease and skill of expression
Incellectual Development:

acole of knowledge (factual information)
ability to plan and solve problems

ability
categorize
familiarity with concepts,such as color,
number, shape, size, time, etc.
ability to understand and use symbols
ability to make abstractions
Creative Development:

Imaginativeises of materials and language
ability to freely express self through art,
music, plastic media (clay, wood, sand, etc.)
and language
--experienee satisfaction through creative endeavors
appreciation of beauty

v

COPPER RIVER NATIVE ASSOCIATION
1.
2.

Children Must Be Able To Cope With Two Cultures;
Children Need To Have A Good Self-Image;
3.
Children Need To Be Able To Communicate. Both
Verbally and Non-Verbally;
4.
Every Need Of Each Child Must.Be Met:
Emotional, Physical, Intellectual, Social,
Cultural, Etc.;
.
Parents' Sense bf Responsibility Must Increase, and
. .Parents Need To Have More Understanding Of School.
Political and Community Systems.

NORTHWEVALASKA NATIVE ASSOCIATION
-The Needs of Our Very Young Children
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Feel less afraid of .going to school
Better prepared to benefit from kipdergarten
and primary experience
ImprOved Manipulative, physical, cognit' e skills'
Personal hygiene
Knew Eskimo language, tradition
Able to Woe and fbnction in both Eskiimo and
non-Eskimo cultures

The Needs Which Must Be Met First

tn. Able to live iboth Eskimo and non-Eskim
2.

cultures
Improved manipulative, physical, cognitive'skills

SOUTHWEST ALASKA NATIVE ASSOCIATION
a

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

To gain po3itive understanding of both ways of living,
hObeecplture and that of tHe- white culture.
To develop a healthy attitude toward teachers, especially
toward Native teachers.
TO stay healthy and, to know how to take care of himself
to prevent illness.
To gain enough use of the.. English language to get by in
first grade.

To gain knowledge of learning tools used in a regular
classroom.
To become aware of different bodily. functions.
To gain healthy communication relationship with peers.
To gain understanding of personal property and that of
others.
To gain: proper attitudes towards learning:
To gain personal understanding of teacher-pupil relationship
in and out of the physical plant of the preschool area..
To acquire musele coordination needed to operate effectively.
at home and in schota and also in the community, at fish camp,
and the berry camp.
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r.

.12.

13.
14.
15.

To gain hand -eye coordination to effectively be useful'in the
home and ComMunity and.the school.
To gain necessary knowledge to follow directions.
To develop auditory skills.
To gain knowledge of the nutritional value of different
kinds of food.
3

TANANA CHIEF'S CONFERENCE
1.

Parents in the Tanana Chiefs region recognize the need to
preserve the "unity" of each child in relation to his
family anc his community, thereby insuring a meaningful value
system.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Parents know that their children must be ablto cope with
many cultures. They need to learn to cope with village life.
and city life.
A good self-image is necessary for everyone.
Children need to be able to communicate, both verbally and
non-verbally. Too many children in this region are uneble
to speak "good" English or "good" Native language or they
can't -speak-or -understand Native language at all.
Parents' sense of responsibility for their own children must
increase.
The needs of every child must be met. Villages don't
access to money, materials, personnel, or facilities to
provide for their, children's needs:
0

Parents and :eachers should communicate better.
villages_ expressed this concern.

Twenty-three

Too after. parents and their 'Children don't communicate well.
o.
-.
For too icing, we have held the theory that because. peoPle.
cod Id biologically become parents, they were psychologically
for'parenthood. Seven communities expressed a.need
Zor.sex education for their children, especially the teenagers..

People zee education as a way to power, td self-determination.

Inthe Tanana Chiefs vzion, few adul s under forty still speak
and understand their Native language. Even fewer children are
fluent in A4babascan.
Rather than having their children forced into the white society
and its value system,'parents want their children to know about-both their Nc\tive culture and the white culture. Then children
will be better prepared to take.wbat they need from both
cultures and'to choose their own life styles.

11:

"We want the Native tongue and culture taught.
old ways, crafts."

We want to learn
0
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40

"The People would like the children to'be taught both English
and Indian."
"The students must learn to accept parents and families in. both.
.,cultures and be taught to be proud of their culture wherever
they are living."
'(Children need) exposure to enriching experiences.
little'knowledge of the world outside of,the

Most have

Bicultural programs must be developed.- Athabascan culture and
arts and crafts should be included in the bilingual program.
.

a.

"Help the kids to undeistand that the,way in the city is different
than at home."
6
...

a

"Get (children) exposed to other surrounding villages."
O

The students should have more
theSchool ream."

oo s on their own culture in

Preschool Education
"We need some kind'of program for the kids like Children's
Cache or Head Start With a lunch program. 'First of all we
need a place for thskids since most pTrents neglect their
own kids. We need someone to help them learn their manners,
to play with others, and learn to better identify themselves
as real, like human beings. We need lunchiarogram because
most parents don't know how to feed theriett kinds and
amounts of food tO the family. And also ftie child has to
learn that there's more people'in the world than just their
parents. They need'preparation tor school 7"
__

Some villages have only a few preschool ch Oen, but still, are
recognizing the need for someutype of early'stimulation and
early "school" experience for these children.

1A
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PROGRAM

_HEALTH EDUCATION
Specifications for lesson objectives

1.

To identify .the series. physical health.
To identify factors of
and 'techniques
Specifications for teaching strategies
-4 \
Define .physical health.
main
characters.
Introduce
'the
the three main
a.
Establish the personalities and roles,of
Dr. Good. Illustrate healthy
characters. "Introduce alternatives
to good health.
rituations. Indicate
individual's weliLbeing
Physical Health - the state of an
.
of the body systems,
directly related to-the functioning
growth,, level of energy, and
normalcy of growth; level of
fatigue.
the ability to resist
gaining in height and
EhysialgroaLh - examples are
bones, and stronger muscles.
weight, larger feet, bigger
read more
examples are being ableto
Mental Growth
complex. problems.
diffidult.books, and solving more

u4

example is%learning to'better understand
of others.'
the fgelings and attitudes
learning to' understand and
Emotional Growth - example is
deal with one's own feelings.
)

sObiairowth

j.

Description (:)..E story events

introduced.. They

.

Beaver are
Millie;.Rex Moose, ,and Charlie
establishingtheir characters and'
explain their roles. While introduced,;., Millie, Rex Moose
the.seties is
radio in order
Npersonalities,
talk to the doctor on the'

mid Charlie Beaver also
viewing audience.
°to \introduce him also to the

maintaining good health are seen in. the form
The
OftwO flowers growing
alternatives to goodhealth.
Rex and4harlie illustrate.some
.interviewer and interviewee in. a
Puppet.2
act,as
.Puppet.2 is
Puppet land
of a snowmobile race.
segment. 0 the conclusion winner of the snowmobile race,giving
being. iniviewed as the
winning asbeing healthy.

nefits of
.

.

his reason's for
.

.

Charlie* a d Rex clo8e.thelesson.
Description' of cultural setting

The_setting is a
the entire series
There is one setting,for
,couple
This will includ a vincloi4,a
ofEice'.
health'aide's
PAGE.33H.
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sof

des,%sand-,table's,:and a radio for communications with the doctor.
Props will include a stand -up scale, eye chart on the wall, and
a microscope.
,

5.

Description of characterizations
o9

Millie, Rex Moose, Charlie Beaver, Di. Good,- Puppet-1,4as interViewer), Puppet .3 (cameraman), Puppet 2 (intervewee, snowmobile.
race winner).
.

.

Description of illustrations
4 graphics for "supers".
2.
3.
4.

aim

physical health
social health
emotional health
mental health

1 graphic for activity that reads "HEALTH"
7.

Essential dialogue
The dialogu is based on the lesson objectives. Each segment
is dialogued to develop an illustration of a health concept.
The dialogue creates a decision-making and problem - solving.
approach to 1 earning.

8.

Specification of type of materials

Model of a skeleton
4 °supei" graphics
1 °health" sign
2 flowers
/1

D
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BAS IC ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

1..

°

Specifications for lesson Objectives.
Language Patterns:.' Given the oral og situational stimulus, thee
""'
studeht will be able to say or give the proper
respons# to the followingalanguage patterns.

Stimulus or Question

Statement or Response
HELLO. I'M (Shirlek'AIOnes)..
.

HELLO (E4Y01).

-HELLO.

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?.

(Rod Dod)..

(touching person or puppet)

THIS IS (Tryon).

(touching or holding oblect)/

THIS IS A (ballobn).

Focdg Words:

Shown the person, photo, object, or picture; the
,student will be able to, name it while using 3t in
the proper language pattern.

characteeg names
table
2.

hat

J

,

.tofi

Specifications for teaching strategies and,techniqdes
.

4

balloon
spoon

chair

(Shirley Jones) informally teaches astgo children the
English language with the help of the robot who is
programmed to speak English..

b.

Edch pattern is introduced sequentially. The astro
child-ten and viewing T.V. children audizence respond.
Language 1,atterns are reinforced throughdut program
in different situations.

c.

Vocabulary is not isolated but always used in a phrase
or complete. sentence.

3. 'Description of story events
a.

O

(Shirley'Jones) is walking down street in Fairbanks.'
singing "Helge" to everyone (establishing shot and theme
song 77 .same on every prOgrAM). Space ship lands.'
Shirley goes to the space ship and introduceq herself.
The robot, after giving his name, introduces theastrochildren to Shirley. She gives the astro children each
a balloon.
She introducesthem to .new wordsby,pointing
out objects.close at lard. Tnzfi leads into the song
which reviews the content of the program.
(Rhythm of
thesongois essential to establish the correct. inflection
.

and timing.'
o
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.

b.

Tfie story is intersper:;ed with two breaks in different
settings to emph7Isize the language patterns and

vocabulary.

4

°

Shitley informally. a.
to viewing audience about the
program.
She invites theM,to think and talk. about
what has happened and suggests-things they :can-do and
tells what might happen on the next program.

.%

d. -Interaction Visit to each'of the receiving sites and
.say. "Hello" to the T01. viewing audience in each'village.
Description of cultu al setting

5.

a.

Inside a cgpace ship.-- it is strange, but friendly,
animated, cha
ng set pieces, table, chairs, T.V.
screen, panel o buttons, etc.

b.

InteraCtien - rece_iving sites (village - school - classroom).

c.

Break #1- back-drop of a city street.

escrip ion of characterizations.
a.

Shirley Jones: The name is arbitrary. Will probably use
the 'name of the person who plays the part.
Happy, animated,
charding, warm, friendly (Combination of Alice inWonderlandand Julie Andrews) .

b,

Rod Doi (robot pUppet) has a deep voice but speaks With
natural rhythm and' inflection. Smart,-easy going, happy;
direct.

c.

Tryon Astro (puppet) speaks slowly .but with natu
thinks slowly, uses movement of head to thihk before
3

d.

flection,
peaking.

Eevon Astro (puppet) is qui4, fun, bright, clever,
misChvious,
creative, aggressive.
,

e.

Tora Astro (puppet) makesfifiltakes (makes sounds before
Answering, uh, etc. sighs),leager to learn and happy to be
taught.

f.

Zeon Astro (puppet) is kind, gehtle, helpful,, big brother,
knows all the answers.

0

Three men;
G.

very funny, slap-stick comedy men.

Descriptijonf illustratiot fis
y

7

none.

Rcal\ebjects
such as:
\,,
..,._

.

.

0

balloons;"hat3, chair, table,
button; spoon.
.
.v.

H,8/PAGO6
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BOLD 1-3

Essential difogue

7.

A,s.stated in,lesson,objectives.

All essettial.dialogue,will
be-spoken innaturalconversatiOhal English.
stress,

rhythm and inflection should not change when language patterns
epeated.
.

Specification of, type of materialS

.

a.

O

All new materials
1.

largepicture hat for (Shirley).

2.

large tote bag for.(Shirley).
a

3.

A.

buttons on clothing of.all charactes.
six different colored balloons.

5.

set pieces: table and chairs.

6.

a spoon.
,

:0,

.

i

.

7. . a

large box' with several different hats In it: cowboy
hat, man.'s ordinary hat baseball hat.straw skimmer,
sailor, hat, army hat, police hat, fireman'shat, ladies
bonnet with flower
.

0

tr
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EARLY cuilmogp SERIES
Language:area - Lower Tanana AthabaskanN
Subject comminity - Nenana

1.

Program Format
1.

Puppets
.

Songs,

b. 'Motor Skill Activity
c.
2.

3.

.

Cognitive Activity

Photographs' - 35mm Slides

1

16mmFootage

a.

'Legend

b.

Environmental Orientation

Drawings - Art Pieced - Crafts
a.

Legend

b.

Cognitive Activity

Program Format. Sequence
1.

Opening

2.

Song

,3.

New Cognitite Activity

4.

Legend'

-5.

(Affective Activity)

New-Moter-Skill Act-ivity
,

6.
.

D.

SOng
Closing'

Specifications fOr Producer
Spbcifications for' Lesson Objectives
.a.
-

Cognitive. - The child will,recognize his name printed
in either. Native or English

:

H,8/PAGE'3
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1-2

2.

b.

Psychomotor - The child will jump aseries of jumps,
keeping feet together, for a distance of 10 feet.

c.

Affective - The child will recognize .a stoyr, as being a
Native. Alaskan legend and be, able to recognize the story
when:shown drawings, photograph's or art objects from
the story.

Specifications for Teaching Strategies and Techniques
The puppets introduce the cognitive and motor skill activities
and engage in activity that demonstrates the skills to the
viewing classrOom. They identify the community'that is the
central'theme of the program apd make-comments aobut the legend
and other affective activities that will stimulate interaction
and inquiry between the various language and cultural groups.

3.

_

,

Description of Story,Events
PrOper and Gertrude distover which .communitiet have the
satellite TV and want, to hop around to say hello to everybody.
Before they leave, they remind the children that their names
Gertie goes in her
are PrOper- T. Otter aild Gertrude Goose.
hanger to'get something for the trip - she gets in the wrong
'hanger and Proper has to show her the name over the door.
He makes a big deal.Out of her being able to recognize her'
They hos from community to community in. rhythm to
,names
Visuals should alternate between shots of the
music.' Naas.:
puppets, the community. - the. name of the community and
whatever else will fit into the hopping rhythM of the music.
The community, where they end the hopping sequence is Nenana.
Theyintroduce the community and know a person who tells a
legend (hopefully a story about traveling around). The
legend i& 'told in Lower- Tanana Athabaskan (10 to 12 minutes).
The visual 7or the legend will be a Montage'of-drawings,
sculptures, carvings, photographs and whatever to illustrate
and give,mgod to the stray : NOTE:- Use sound- effects if they
make an,artistic addiiion to the'ttory but not redundapt
to.the vitual,,Puppets return viewer to Fairbanks, comment
on the vi,st to Nenana - remark that they will go back
.again,la a few weeks, say things that might stimulate interbetween classrooms and end-by-ggttinil
excited about visiting Tanana for the next prOgram.,
Desc'riOtion of cultural setting
Nenana LoWer. Tanana Athabaskan

Description of'characterizations
a.

Puppets

1) PersQnificationsot a Twin Otter.- Name of puppet:
Proper T. Otter.
Name of puppet':'
.2). Personification of a-Grumman Goose
Gertrude Goose.
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NOTE:

Proper T. Otter is knowledgeable wise, etc.
Gertic Goose is more 'flighty and playful, but is
no dummy.
She can know things that Prop doesn't
know.

b.,

6.

Storyteller - As selected. by the community

Description of Illustrations

As determined by the legend and the community
7.

Essential Dialogue
Determined by the legend

S.

Specification of Type of Materials
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Photographs
35mm Slides
16mm Footage ,
Drawings
Art Pieces
Crafts

c

-A
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ALASKA TELECCVMUNICATiONS PROJECT

Regional

Educationat h4

513 West Eighth Avtnet Suite 205
Anchorage, Alaska 29501 Telephone (90712744639

Laboratory

April 23, 1974
HEALTH EDUCATION,

The Consumer Committee for Health Education made the
following corrections and decisions regarding the fir$t
six preliminary designs:
NWREL is assigned.the,task of naming the Moose and
Beaver puppets. The names will be two syllables,
sing-songy, and uncommon.

1.

.

2.

The set design will be that of a typical-HealthAide's
office.

3.

The female moderator will assume the role of a Health
Aide.

4.

Every lesson will open and close in the setting of
the Health Aide ofAice.

5.

Moose and Beaver will be visitors to the Health
Aide's office posing problems and questions about
health.

6.

The doctor will visit the Health Aide periodically
or be contacted by radio to answer health questions.

7.

The Moose and Beaver puppets will be designed
authentically and realistically.

8.

The lit-A: of the 32 Health Education lessons to be
originally produced is not necessarily the broadcasting
sequence of those lessons:.
-

'The Health Education Consumer Committee devoted a lot of
tire. previewing and discussing the mental,bealth series
"InSide/Out."' Various' lessons in'the'series are being
Considered- -f-Gr---meet-ing-the ;requirement_of_puxchasing

"canned".lessons.., Committee members received an outline
guide of the 30 "Inside/Out" lessons 'to study, 'review, and
suggest to NWREL ten lessons for preview: at the next
'Consumer COmmittee meeting.
It .waS.suggested and urged that NWREL make everylattempt
o identify a list of "canned" lessons for' the next meeting
so.the Comtnittee can choose the relevant material and
establish the broadcasting sequence for all 64. lessons..'
.
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The reasons for this is that these areas of health are
particularly critical in Alaska and it will take more than
one lesson on that topic to include all the relevant
information.
The 32 purchased health lessons have not yet been identified.
However, it is safe to assume that those lessons will cover
the technical areas of health . . . especially physical health
such as: the nervous system, the heart and its function, the
brain, the circulatory system, etc. Other purchased lessons
will cover the area of mental health such as dealing with
emotions, feelings,. values, etc.
Some lessons will also deal
with social health, community health, and safety.
The 32 originally produced lessons will be in the style of
"Sesame Street." This means that the approach will be to
deliver the health content and information in an entertaining'
fashion. This
be accomplished through the utilization
of human talent and puppets. The main'characters in the
series are. a Native woman who will act' as a Health Aide' and.
a moose and beaver puppet. 'The action will'take'place7in-a
setting resembling a Health Aide's office.. There will be
various other puppets to illustrate different health concepts
and a man'to play the role of a dOCtor who visits the Health
Aide's office' periodically.

The ten minutes-a interaction time with the target sites will
be' a question and answer period for reviewing and reinforcing
the lesson's concepts.
Teachers will receive a teacher's manual for this series which
will outline each TV lesson and offer suggestions fot. pre and
post-viewing activities in health education.

5/9/74
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Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

519 West Eighth 'Avenue Suite 205
Anchorage. AlaS0 99501 Te1ephone (907) 274-1639

BASIC ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Report - Consumer Committee Meeting - :April 18, 19

1974

The committee reviewed six preliminary designs drawn according
to the specifications from the previous meeting. There was
nearly a unanimous decision that the designs were.appropriAte
for all the regions. One member felt that possibly the programs
were too "commercial" and not culturally relevant. This was
discussed and the committee decided that.trying to put in too
much so called cultural relevancy would alter the basic design
and destroy its effectivenesd. They felt that cultural
relevancy would be *best achieved by tying the language to the
culture through the interaction portion of the program.
The use of hats. of various sorts are e part of one of the
They
progralas._ The committee suggested a Change in 'this scene.
scggested'the hats usecilbe from, the different cultural areas
of Alaska,, e.g., a beaver hat, a spruce hat and not just
cowboy and fireman hats, etc`.

Some drama people from the University acted out several of the
scripts to give the 'committee a.more real, idea of what, the program
will be like after they are produced. Th4y worked very well and
is-a much,better approach than having people try. to visualize
the programs by reading the scripts.
Puppet designs were discussed and Joe Princiotta made some
'sketches showing the different ways the puppets could, look. The
committee chose a basic design and told .Joe to proceed along
those lines subject to final approval of ntbre concrete work.

and philosophy,pf teaching
General discusSion of the basic desie
important
points
that support my
language brought out some
points
was brought to
approach. One of the most important
In the
contractions.
.light during a'diScussion-of:the_use_of
read
English
before
they
learned
past people have learned to.
None of the basic'readers. use contracions.So
to_soeak it..
peopfe would-re-atn-tcr-day-"-Who-LisinStead of "Who's
They would then speak by trying to,visua11YFeineMber*
t;rlis?"
the written words whi6h-creates the opportunity to confuse the
order and say thingsas "Oho this isr Use of contractions'
and learning 'to speak before learAng to read eliminates the
possibility of this confusion. Another point brOught out in
the group was that is a native person speaks .English in his
`Comr:o_ality with the flow and syntax Of 'standard English, he is
chastized by the community for acting like a "white" person.
-SO because of group pressurt.: they' receive their identity,
by speaking English-in broken or.substandard fashion.
.

_

I

1.linj

50good Avenue

Noel end. ((e..3644 072e4* Inteptume tS)Jt 2244650
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Hopefully some of this will be aleviated during the interaction
portion of the program when native children can heat other native
children speaking in a_standard way. Possibly this will help
rem ve the connotation that speaking standard English takes
awa, from a native person's identity.

W/bg
5/8/74
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Nortireit
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ALASKA TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

Educational 4c.
Laborato ry

513 West Eighth Avenue Suit* 205
Anchorage. Ata3ka 99501 Telephone (907) 274-1639

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

.

Report - Consumer Committee Meeting - April 18-19, 1974

The committee met to review preliminary designs for the first
six -instruction4 ielevision units aimed at preschool children
ages 3-5. General. discussion,of the program goals and objectives brought out a concurrence of opinion that the committee's
intent of the first meeting was built into the designs.. Viewing
time.was discussed and the'committee sent a resolution to the
Office of Telecommunications requesting a time in the morning.
The design of the series as approved by committee resolution
concerns the adventures of two puppet characters as they travel
around Alaska. The characters are airplanes. The puppet
airplanes will have eyet, and moveable mouth, and wings so their
can talk to each other and the children: They are designed to
be similar to a Twin Otter and Grumman Goose. The Twin Otter
will represent a boy and is named .Propper T. Otter; the Grumman
Goose will represent.a girl andis named Gertrude Goose. Their
adventures takes them to each community two times during the
series. 'Each program will feature one community-at a time.
All. 15 rural communities will be featured and one city (Fairbanks)
making a,total of 16 to represent the 32 programs.. Each program
(1) the puppets will show the
will have three basic parts:
,children. how todo-simple exercises, learn colors, and other
timilar preschool activities- (2) a storyteller from each
e -Native language of that
community will tell a story in
While
tfie
story
is
being
toid;-p:ictures, carvings and
village.
crafts will be shown on the TV screen that will-fielp-well the
story; (3) pictures of the community will be shown so
children cawlearn what things are:like in-other parts of
Alaska. The pictures will show the community the special and
interesting things that people do whcy live there. The.story
will be told in both the Native language and English.. It is
hoped that the chilareti will:listen to the stories in Native
so that theyyill develop an interest in waptingto learn it.
.

The purposembf this series of programs is to"help create an'
-interest on the part of the whole community,.parents, grandparents - and school children to help. preschool children learn
something of their language and-culture, and at_the_same time
-- -Learn _sore things 'that will help them adjust faster and do
better when they start, school.
wTF,rog

.5/8/74
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Northwest
Regional

ALASKA TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

Educational
Laboratory

519 West Eighth Avenue. Suite 205
Anchorage. Alaska 99501. Telephone 1907) 274-1639

April 19, 1974

WHEREAS the ATS-F experimental programming in Early-

Childhood Education is presently scheduled for late afternoon
Alaska time; and WHEREAS such scheduling placet the programming
in the early evening in Southeastern locations; and WHEREAS

present scheduling conflicts with bus schedules, family
activities, and school schedules;/ and WHEREAS the success of
\

.

the Early Childhood Education program depends upon obtaining
and maintaining viewership; THEREFORE the Early Childhood
Education Committee respectfully petitions the Governor's
Office of Telecommunications to consider rescheduling the
Early Childhood Education series to coincide with the school.
day of the effected communitiee.N,

ofc..

Cair rson

tc)19-4

Early Childhood Education.

HOTS Office
Lndsay guljding

710 S Yr Second venue

Portland, Oregon 97294 Telephone 15031 224-3650

4

a

May 3, 1971k

Mr. Doug Bryan
Northwest Regional Educational Lab
Room 105, 519 West 8th' Street

Anchorage, Alaska 99501

4

Dear Doug:

Charlie and I have been discussing a procedure for insuring that our office
and the KUAC staff have an opportunity to react to the material you are designing,
well ahead of the consumer committee meetings. This will help avoid any last
minute changes and unnecessary hassling of the consumer committees. We are
suggesting th following list of steps as .a method,of alleviating this problem.

1. All I sson designs, preliminary or final, thCare to be considered by
a,

th e consumer committee will arrive at the Office 7 Telecommunications and
KUAC not later than S days before the date of the committee meeting. They
may'all be submitted at one time or as completed.
1. if either KUAC or the Office of Telecommunications has any questions or

reservations regarding the feasibility of producing any program or any.
portion of a program, they will alert the other two parties immediately by phone.
3. The NWREL, KUAC, and Office of Telecommunications personnel will be
available for an all day meeting the day before the consumer committee
meeting is to begin.
4. The NWREL, KUAC, and Office of Telecommunications will havea representative attending each of the consumer committee meetings.
If you have any comments or reactions to these_procedtires, please let us hear
from you in the neict couple of weeks. Otherwise we will consider them accepted
and final.
°

Sincerely,
4

Rex Taylor
_Education Experiment Manager
Office'of TeTe-communications
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N.. 0 2 117,

619 West Eighth Aveque Suite 205
Anchorage. Alaska-99501. Telephone (907) 274 -1639

Minutes of Health Education Meeting

June 5- 6,.1974

The third. Health Education Consumer Committee was held in
Fairbanks, June 5 and 6. Consumer representatives in
attendance were William Morgan, Ron Solomon, Stella Hamilton,
Victor Guthrie, Mary Mellick, Anna Smith and Ron Mallott as a
replaceient for Joe Notaro. The Health Education Consumer
Committee meeting was also attended continuously at all times
by one or more representatives of 1UAC -TV, including: Frank
Harriett,'.Myron Tisdel, Paul artman and Dick Dowling.
Representatives from the Office o Telecommunications attended
portions of the meeting..

.

The first event was the election of a new chairperson to replace
Ron Solomon. It was unanimously decided that Ron Mallott be
the chairperson.
The Health Education Consumer Committee then proceeded with
their meeting according to the outlined Consumer Committee
Meeting .Agenda. The June 5th meeting ran from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. covering points 11-4 of the agenda. Each of the four
items were opdnly discussed and changed-In order to reach- ,
final design decisions. All representatives and all agencies
had an equal opportunity NE designating changes at this time.
When there was no further discussion, the Committee voted on the
final.designe with the changes and corrections specified.
The June 6th Health ,Educftion Consumer Committee meeting lasted
approximately two hours to cover points 45-7 of the agenda.
Included was the appointment of a representative for an "on call
meeting to be set up\iin Fairbanks to review and consult' with
KCACk NWREL and Office of Telecommunications for puppet
construction and set construction." The.chairperson, Ronald
Mallott, was selected for this task.

In conclusion, the June; meeting o the Health Education Consumer
Committee resulted in four major detisions:
(1) the final
approval of puppets, set design, and characterizations, (2) the
approval of 16 lessons as final designs-for pcoducticin, (3) the
sequencing of 64 lessons, and (4) the selection,of "Right On"
as the title for the Health Education series.
As there were to further comments, criticisms, o>r objections,
from Consumer members or .representativoes of the three participatin
agencies (Office of Telecommunications, NWREL, KUAC=TV) , the
meeting was adjourned.
Holly Eruggeman.'
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A

Minutes. of Basic Oral Language Development Consumer Committee
university of Alaskai. Fairbanks
0
June 5, 1974
°

.

Attending:" Sandra Chamberlain, Suzanne Perry (substituting
for JoAnn Grimaldi), Eula Ruby, Christine Burgess,
Harry Swenke, Myron Tisdel, Rex Taylor and
Bernadine reatherly

,

,

.

.

0

-

.

-

.

.

.

The Basic .Oral Language Development meeting, was called to order
by the Chairman, Sandra Chamberlain. Myron-Tiidel-pld'.us .. ..
production, would start on July 7. He explained that two of
the puppets-had to be cut out of the series- clue tc5 production

-.

_costs. yarnadine'Featherly explained.that.the Characters oZ
the puppets would be of a girl who Woad be quick 'and make,
some mistakes, and .a boy who Would be slower and usually say
It was agreed that this would be acceptable..
things-correctly:
Their names would be Tora for the girl and Zeon for the bOy,
lilithcEvon and Tryon being eliminated. This was -agreed..
'-

a

The Consumer Committee read and,discussed'designs for programs
VII through XVI. Sandra Chamberlain-liked.Program.XI because
IL includea'Much_actiou.. Lula.L.uby wondered why one song
"Little Yellow Fellow" was repeated in so many programs.
,

aArle...4 -.,..h 4.4r......
.:7,-orel
Mr* I.....4-hftr2, .yr1a4n.A.4-hz4;, n^w 14:1
as, new colors were learned. The Consumer Committee asked.

About having "Little Yellow Fellow" animated. It.was'explained
that production costs Would Make it prohibitive.

-

...

.

.

A tour was then ConductedAy Mr. Tisdel of the KUAC-TV
acilities.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,
.

-, Aftpr,the tour the use of colors was 'discussed. 'Mr,,, Tisdel.
was concerned about reception of colors other than -the
primary colors. It was, decided that if a test pattern was
- used and the 'sets were easy to adjust, to go ahead and use
.all colors.
=

0

.

.

.,

.

It as suggested that the. CC members. could help supply
,artifacts such, as baskets, masks, etc., that are eededfor
the program. Mrs'. Feather-ly should, make- alistor the items .'
.

need and it-shOuld be given 'to all CC meMbers including .....
those from-the other programs. Rex Taylor appvcived this
procedure and said his office would pee that thbse memberS
t;ho were absent would receive the list, also. The. CC members
wou14 atteMpt to locate and sem these artifacts tearN.0
for -use on the prOgrams.
people loaning'"prOps.".'

Cre

t will be given to. tho e*
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eto. 911:1

f41'.401:10

.

quite a few artifacts that they would probably b; very
willing to loan to KUACifor the programs.
Tisdel, in ,answer to a question,about tow closely XUAC°
would work with Mrs.' Featherly, said that they would marry,
if,need be to make sure that. CC input would be carriedout
in the final.production.
The group .bloke' forslunch.
museum .at 1:00 'for

THe CC decided to meet at the

Mrs. Featherly told the group that the Shirley Jones tharacter
would not be the same, person who would be doing the interaction4.
It was explained that theanteraction portion of the program
would-originate from Juneau instead of Fairbanks. The CC,
after much discussion and protest, finally accepted.this
decision.
0

r

°

CC decided at, this time to attempt to name the series;
and suggested the following list of names:
.

Bold Alaska
Rod" Dod

Amy and the'AstroS
Travels with Shirley
Rita and Rod Dod
Amy and Rod Dod
*Adell, Rod Dod and the Astros

Talk, Tell and Travel
Amy Meets the Astros
Adell Talks with. Rod Dod
and thr- As"os
Talk with Amy and the
Aptros

Meeting was adjourned for the day with members- -asked to be
thinking about a name and being able to make a final decision
in the'morning.'
O

June 6
Meeting was called .to order and took up again with the
decisigp/about naming the series. After much discussion
and voting, the name finally decided,oh was "Amy and the Astros."
'0>

A person twas selected to ac! 'as a: consultant to.RUAC for the-

summer. That person was Jo
as an alternate.

tiGrimaldi with guia.Ruby named

Meeting adjourned.
!;.)
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Minutes of. Early Childhood Education COnsumer Committee Meeting
The first day of the meeting.there were three members present.
The second day, Joyce Roberts, chairman of the committee and
Catherine Berry,committee.member both arrived giving a quoruin.
Each of the sixteen designs was reviewed :in detail. The
principle point of the discussions concerned'educational
content -- the Objectives and ,the attitude with which they
were presented. One of the teachers wanted to include more
objectives in each program. The Early Childhood consultant
from the State Department of Education' and from State Operated
Schoolt very strongly supported the designs as Written and
made many points about limiting the number of objectives that
/--should.be presented to children ages 35.. The committee
reached a consensus and approved the designs:

They discussed the legends and mentioned that many very fine
stores were already documented and were libraried in -the
reg'onal corporations. The committee made a resolution
giv'ng. Authority to select appropriate.legends to the
re oval corpokatiohs.' This is particularly important
wh e no stories and story tellers are no.longer available
in
e villages.
W It.reatherly

June 151974

-

4

WV/bg.
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Series

BOLD

Program Numbek

I

c,

Attached script is approved.

Design Consultant
Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory

Psroject.Managery ATS-6
KUAC - TV

Educati n41 Exp/enent Manager,
Office of the G ernor'
Office of Telecommunications
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.:saymega.letssamsole

V177:T.1?2 OEIrlri WKI.Cli INCLUDE§ SPACESHIP LANDING

iTEL0" soaa (APPRoX:74ATEL7! 1:10):
'AUDIO
Ft=Y;1 OT;ENING'VTR TO

SOUND:

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

PUPPETS:

(STRANGE VOCAL SOUNDS AS MY COMMUNfre

.STUDIO S?A(.77.,7:iIP INTERIOR.

ROD DOD, 7E.C.:, A TORA BUSY'

SHUTTING Do:JQUIPMENT.
CONTROL ma, LIGHTS

WITH EACH OTHER),

PLASHING ON'ANL),OPP.
AMY:

(0PP CAMERA, SURPRISED)

WHAT'S THIS?

IT LOOKS LIKE A SPACESHIP.

CUT To AMY IN NEUTRAL SET AND
POLLOW AS SHE sEEgs TO WALK
TOWARD SPACESHIP.vi

WHERE DID

IT COME PROM?

(AMY'LOOKS PUZZLED AND

MYSTIPIED).

AND WRY DID IT LAND 1

IN ALASKA?
CUT TO 'MOCK -UP OP EXTERIOR op

OH.

SPACESHIP., RODDOD IS LOOKING
OUT THE PORTHOLE. AMY WALKS.
UP TO PORTHOLE AND SEES ROD
DOD WHO BECKONS HER TO ENTER.

WINDOWL

.

.THERE'S A STRANGE CREATURE IN T
(APPROACHES PORTHOLE).

.

.

WHY, I THINK IT WANTS ME TO COME IN
(TO CAMERA). HMIM, IT SEEMS TO BE
FRIENDLY.,.( MAKES DECISION)

GO IN!

CUT TO TOMO SET To SHOW

(AMY WALK'S OPP CAMERA)

n

SOUND:

HUM AS RAMP

PUPPETS:

(STRANGE N ISE.S, FRIENDLY GESTURES AS

SpACESHIP RAMP BEING'LOW.ERED(SUGGEST MINIATURE SET)
AS TRANSITIoM

prssomE To INTERIOR OP
SPACESHIP

I THINK

LOWERED

THEY BECKOT AMY TO ENTER-THE CONTROL
ROOM)
,

,

-

(ENTERS HES TANTLY)
THREE op YO !

OH!

HELLO?

THERE ARE

I'M Ar4Y. -(SHE

WAMS.TO:ItE0 1. WHAT'S YOUR NAME?.
(MAKES'STRAN rE. CAR:UM) SOU.NDS)
1:7711

MILXS.TO "O'.) -1-174LL0'.

.

.1THAVS 7C7.

NAME?
TOAA:

'..(STR4NGE.CIBBERISH).
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(wALT.M TO POD DOD)

.

L7HAT'.S TOUR NAME?
r

ROD.n0D

(MAKES GARBLED NOISE WHICH SOUIDS.

I ROD Dal::

REMOTELY LIKE "ROD DOD".

KEEPS ADJU.Tr

ING KNOB ON- HIS CHEST.)

CHEST SCREEN ON ROD DOD GETS
.WAVY LINES AND BREAK-UP.
INALLY CLEARS UP BEFORE
HE SAYS NAEg PERFECTLY

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

AMY:

(PERSISTENT)

ROD DOD:

(CONTINUES TO TUNE THE KNOB AND TRYING
TO ACHIEVE CLARITY WHILE SAYING HIS !IA

IT BECOMES CLEARER AND MORE UNDERSTAND
ABLE UNTIL IT COMES THROUGH LOUD AND
CLEAR WITH A HUMAN QUALITY)

ROD DOD;

(HE IS PROUD, HAPPY AND EXCITED) HELLO
AMY, HELLO AMY, HELLO AMY!
I SPEAK ENGLISH.

I'M A ROBO

I'M PROGRAMMED TO

SPEAK ENGLISH AND UNDERSTAND ENGLISH.
(AMY LOOKS RELIEVED NOW THAT SHE HAS

AMY:

ESTABLISHED commundATroN)

INTERCUT AMONG
CHARACTERS AS THEY SPEAK

HELLO, ROD DOD.

WHO ARE YOUR FR/ENDS?

ROD DOD:

(TOUCHING ZEOA)

THIS IS ZECO ASTRO.

AMY:

HELLO,- ZEO1'L

MOM:

(HES/TATES AND THINKS)

ROD DOD:

(TOUCHING TORA)

AMY:

HELLO, TOPA.

TOPA:

,

HELLO

AMY-.

THIS IS. TOPA 16TRO.

130D DO

HELLO, ,(TORP: PLAYPVLLY ;177,

.rl'OCAUSTIC

%O

6-I ET:3 SC)
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',TT. H ARD THAT

PROP! OUTER 3PACE.

ALASICA IS A rRIENDLY PLAM .

WE .:P3A77 T

VISIT AND T'/ND OUT MORE ABOUT ALASKA .

{.3

.

HOW YOU WORK MD HOW YOU PLAY.

.o
-0
to a,

a)

E

2"2

YOU LIVE AND HOW YOU SPEAK.

WE. CAME TO

C.0 N 44/

cV.0

MAKE FRIENDS WITH THE PEOPLE IN ALASKA.

Da

t:

2_3

1:3 E

cc .c

.

WE WANT TO BE FRIENDS W/TH YOU.

F

cu
.13

4a. =

9 4;

YOU HELP TORA AND ZEON LEARN ENGLISH?

5
a
o

hcl

>, .0
7)
(1) co

co

AMY:

:12 8 c
00 co

a)14"
0 0 13 .0
.0
.0
4,

WHILE t'

CD

CD

si

4.al 0

cl)
ca

Cl)

0

14.:

LEARN.

AND NOW THAT WE KNOW

ONE ANOTHER AND ARE PR/ENDS, LET'S,

4/)
Cl3

INTRODUCE OURSELVES TO THE CHILDREN OF

3) 3 "E 412 2

0

1..

WE'LL HAVE LOTS

I'D LOVE TOI

OH, YES.

OF Row PLAYING GAMES AND SINGING sokrGs

u

.5:1

WOULD

ca

c7)
E -0 to

c
E

.

ci;

0

1..

0

ED

a) co co
U m13> -0

a) o 1.;

ALASKA.

co ,

(TO ROD' DOD)

I'M AMY.

WHAT'S

YOUR NAME?

CI)

CC .0
:512

4

-0

te

>

ICY

su,

c

ROD DOD:

I'M ROD DOD.. (TO lioFtA) .vRATtS YOUR lig

TORA:

TORA.

AMY:

(TCYZEON)

ZEON:

ZEON

ANY:

(TO VIEWING AUDIENCE)

WHAT '8 YOUR NAME?

PrIWTS TO TV AUDIENCE, ZOOM

NOW LET'S HEAR

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

PROM ALL OF YOU!

WIDE SHOT. AS AMY TURNS PROM

.

(PAUSE POR SCHOOL VIEWERS TO ANSWER

TO CU OF' AMY, AS ANY ASKS
viEln...rts- TO SAY THEIR NAMES .
PUPPr75 P.F.ACT WITH PaASUTIE,
AS '1: t.a' v SEEM TO HEAD VIEWERS

THE'IR
AMY:

VERY' 0001)!
'I Olt 11, A7474,,,t,

M0;;:1, ONCE MORE

WHAT'S

P.A.-Jill:I., AG !17..N 5'611 Irf.E'.'17,Ti

!i
A

:77{...; LOOM iV.P.Oil':r?

IOR

r". P,=4. C
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ArE D

,;11 on. THIS SPACIO TC ANAZINGI
I'VE NEVER SEEN ANY' UNG LIKE IT.

.

Ha

ALL THE EQUIPMENT AND INSETTIENTS.
SO THEY WORK?
(TOUCHING VIDEO SCREEN)

ROD DOD:

CHROMA-KEY SLIDE OF .t.0
SUNSET IN VIDEO SCREEN

VIDEO S REEN.

THIS IS A

(MIPS IT OTT)

IT ST!'.;"S

PICTURES.

CUT TO 110D DOD AND MOLECULAR
SYNTHESIZER

THAT'S BEAUTIFUL!

AMY:

(IMPRESSED)

ROD DOD:

(TOUCHING MOLECULAR SYNTHESIZER)

0000H1

THIS.

IS .A MOLECULAR SYNTHESIZER.
AMY:

A WHAT?

ROD DOD:

A MOLECULAR SYNTHESIZER.

JUST CALL IT:

"M.S." FOR SHORT.

.

ROD DOD.PUSHES. BUTTON WHICH
OPENS M.S. A. HELIUM-FILLED
ISALLOON PLIES OUT AND UPWARD..
BALLOONSIEEP "PLYING OUT, ONE
BY ONE.ON' CUE PROM-ACTORS.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

AMY:

ALL:

TORA/ZEON:
AMY:

000OHE

A BALLOON!

(SECOND BALLOON COMES OUT)

A BALLOON!

(THIRD BALLOON COMES OUT)-

A BALLOON!

(FOURTH BALLOON COMES 0

(AMY TAKES IT BY THE STRING AND HOLDS I
GUT)

THIS IS A BALLOON.

(GIVES BALLO

THIS IS A BALLOON.

TO ZEON)
ZEON:

(SURPRISED)

(STUDIES BALLOON AND SAYS DELIBERATELY
THIS IS A BALLOON.

(AMY GIVES ANOTHER

BALLOO!T TO TOL4)

TORA:

THIS IS A BALL007.

Arz :

(=LES, TOUMP:G TORA'S BALLOp'\T)
A BrZLOON.
71.1LuOC4.

;01)

'7'Eff0

AUCM.

(T6e!1 't0L133 ;;,.41,00.T OUT 70

THIS TS i. BALLOON.

03 11E03

;37.AC9'ES FOR mliE 7I1\LLOON, T1RA

.PUPS IT, GTOGLIUO "T7
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nr7r

.=-120

;ffi7.:1-1ER

qAnDS SALLOW TO

BALLOON- nO7 M.S.

PHIS. IS A 'BALLOON.

snoiTY

WAVING BALLOON, SAYS DELIK:R4TLYI ETA

21EON:-

.WITH -NATURAL INTONATION AND RNYTHX)

THIS IS A BALLOON.

NOW EVERYONE BOLD YOUR BALLOON ANDSPZ:

ACU A: It AS SHrTURNS TO VIEWER A4Y:
VIEVEZS AND HOLDS UP ANOTHER
BALLOON.

PUITETS REACT TO VIEWER

11ESMISE
MCU AMY BOLDING BALLOON

THIS IS A BALLOON.

(PAUSE WHILE IN- SCHOOL CHILDREN HOLD UP INDIVIMA
BALLOONS'AND REPEAT PHRASE)._
AN!:

-

NOW LET'S SAY IT.AGATN: :THIS. IS

GOOD:

A BALLOON.

PUPPET REACTION

SHOT*WY A PUPPETS

(PAUSE FOR VIEWERS ONCE ?ionE).
AMY:

(HAPPILY)

GOODNESS!. YOU'RE ALL DOING

SO WELL, YOU SHOULD GET A REWARD! ',LET1
SEE.

.

.HOTABOUT WATCHING A PCNNY YOVI1,

ROD .DOD, CAN YOU TUNE IN A PUJNY .MOVIE
ON THE VIDEO= SCR7EN?

:CUT TO ROD noD AS U TWISTS
AA4D AffaUSTS DIALS, KNOBS AND
.0nER CONTROLS.

ROD DOD:

FUNNY MOVIE.:.. ;MINN"' MOVIE.

MOVIE.

.

LET'S WATCH A FUNNY MOVIE..

(INSERT SLAPSTICJ VTR - APPROX 1:00)
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THANK YOU , ROD rory,, THAT

T,,,Xt:ITMtrI)

:

WAS PEALLY A RUNNY

.

( SHE IS

1`.1TERRTYPTED BY A COMMOTIG3 7.11SIDE THE
.

CABINET)

S

ROD DOD,

Mr GOODNESS 1

"WHAT S HAPPENING TO THE NOL.ECULAR SYN.-

THESIZER?
CUT TO ROT) DOD AS Hi MAKES
ADJUSTO.ENTS ON M.S.

ROD DOD:

OPEN THE DOOR, Ally. ( ADJUSTS- KNOBS)

IT QUIETS DOM.

AMY:

:( OPENS DOOROP M.S..)

A HAT!

HATI

HOW DID MY: HAT GET. IN THERE?

PUPPETS GATHER AROUND IN
,CURIOUS FASCINATION

(TAKES HE

HAT OUT OP M.S. 'AND HOLDS IT UP)

(A HARD HAT IS VISIBLE IN THE M...S.)
MCV AMY AS SHE PUTS HAT ON

THIS IS A HAT.

(PUTS ON HAT)

THIS IS A HAT.

( AMY TAKES OFF HAT MD

.

THIS IS A HAT.

PUTS IT ON ZEON)
CU ZEON WEARING HAT'

ZEON:

.

(TOUCHES HAT - VERY SERIOUS) THIS IS X
H AT .

WIDE. SHOT

(TAKES HAT OFF ZEON & PUTS IT ON TORA)

ANY:.

THIS IS A HAT.
CU TORA WEARING HAT

TORA:

HAT.

2-SHOT: TORA & ZEON

I'M :AMY.

NAME. IS?

WISE SHOT PUPPETS. AS AMY
Z 00M IN TO
COnPil.z CT TORA.
TIT) 1'..7 r

;IV' Ton:,

(SrfILES)

MY:

TORII:

(TO ZEON)

WHAT YOUR

:

WHAT'S YOUR 11

ALMOST.

(STANDS CORRECTED BUT CHEr.::1:7'.f.IL)
Y0i7P. 11A C;?,

( TO ZEON)

OTT i

01)S

; A7.71:

TOP A' `':7,1,11ES 13 A.(17.)
tL 7,7

:

6.

)

0

THIS IS A

(PRIMPING PLAYFULLY IN 'HAT)

'Ilittrr q `.)Of.TR
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,

,

'(TO TORA) .';:"HAT'3
'107A:

swpio CAMEPA snort IN TO
BL
S CM:.N
DISSOLVE TO' FIRST'SLIDE
WHEN READY.

DPICHTLY)

TORA1

AMY:

VERY.GOOD, TORA.

ROD DOD:

-(POINTS TO SCREEN)

AMY:

YES, THIS IS A HAT.

AMY, IS THIS A H

(PULL-SCREEN SERIES OF SLIDES DEPICTING VARIGM
ITYPES 0? HEADGEAR WORN IN 74LASKA AcccToin TO
SEASON AND REGION. AMY COMMENTS AND/OR MAKES
1 PITCH ABOUT.

.

.)

(MUSIC BACKGROUND ON ABOVE)
DISSOLVE TO CLOSE. SHOT OP

ZE03 PUTTINO ON SPACE.HELUM

ZEON:

THIS IS A HAT.

AIRY:

YES, THAT IS A KIND OF HAT.

VERY GOOD

ZEON.

DISSOVE TO Um SHOT OF AMY
& PUPPETS.
HARD HAT.

(KNOCKING ON HARD HAT)

THIS IS A HAT.

AMY IS `WEARING

IT'S A HARD HAT.

WORKERS ON THE PIPE-

LINE WEAR HARD HATS.
WEAR HARD HATS.
PROTECTION.

FIRE FIGHTERS

HARD HATS ARE WORNVIO
I'LL JUST

(REMOVES HAT)

PUT IT ON THIS TABLE. (TOUCHES TABLE)

CU OP TABLE AS AMY SETS
HAT DOWN

THIS IS A TABLE.

(TORAl& ZEON'S ATTEITION WAS DRAWN TO HAT AND
THEY ALMOST MISSED WHAT AMY SAID)
AMY:

MILES UNDERSTANDINGLY AT TORA AND
ZEON - TAPS. THE TABLE LIGHTLY AND RIPE

THIS IS A TABLE.
TORA/ZEON:

THIS IS

(FULL ATTENTIO1 AND EAGER)
A TABLE.

TORA:

(TOUCHIYa TABL.,;,

TVCFrql
(TA-PUTJFJ)

AMY:

Cl

17

'

"-ATV.

TT-17S I1
4

(6DPPECTInG), TABLE.
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1.E.

T3 1% TASL.F.-

.r.;.00Dt

SPOW,

(717$1.3. UNDER T: LE, GETS
"dAVE.5 THE

SPOON,'645ERISH, HA7TDZ

-SPOON TO ANY)

ifIS TS A SpOON.' ANA!

TORA:

TH )s MES ME

(SHE l'ilAKES.EATING MOTIONS ram

HUNGRY1
SPOON)

.

THIS IS A:SPOON.

(REACHES. INTO DRAWER AND BRINGS OUT

THIS IS .SPOON. (CATCHES HER

SPOON)

A SPOON.

MISTAKE) : OOPS!

THIS IS A

SPOON.

VERY GOOD, TORAI.

AMY:

(VERY PLEASED)

ZEON:

(TAKING.SPOON)..THIS IS A SPOON.

AMY:

(ELATED)

GOOD; ZEON!

SO FAST.

(LOOKS AT CAMERA AND HOLDS U.
.

CUT TO HOU AMY AS 'SHE HOLDS
UP SPOO1 FOR INSCHOOL.
VIEWERS

-SPOON)

YOU,BOTHLEARN-

NOW, EVERYONE. HOLD YOUR SPOON.

MD SAX: THIS IS A SPOON..
POPPETS REACT TO AUDIENCE
RESPONSE

(PAUSE FOR AUDIENCE RESPONSE)
AMY:

(TO AUDIENCE)

ALL PUPPETS POUND/NO ON TABLE

THIS IS A TABLE.

(TOUCHING TABLE)

THIS IS- A TABLE.

(PAUSE FOR AUDIENCE TO PZPEAT PHRASE)
AMY:

(DELIGHTED AIM RESPONSE)
HAPPY I FEEL LINE ,SINOINb.
?UPPETS)

IlM 30

ON

(TUPIS TO

7,7OULn YOU Lim .71 LEfkR3

{pro:::_

7.1:10.3

ZIYTIRALIMT, T:T-Y

?10'.7 FEP.Ci"

TT"; ':TC1D

,..-..,07.Tf":.")(3.1%0ST"0 OR TliP':i!C15)
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:57.NGIG)
0

:1.

SMJING WITH GUITAR APCOMP ANL VIT)

AVY:

IN ENGLISH WE,SAY:
.

AF:4

NY-Pi4S ARM A'7z.0'.1

TORP;

THIS'IS TORA.

ZEON

THIS IS MON.'

01A & 2,40N EACH,PUir ARM

(SINGING)

TORA/ZEON:

THIS IS AMY.

ROM) ANT
EON TOUCHES ROD DOD

ZEON:'

(smarm AND THIS IS, ROD` DOD.

AURA ON ANT AS SHE TOUCHES

AMY':

(SINGING)

IN ENGLISH WE SAY:

R HOLDS EACH OBJECT IIHILE
INOING

THIS IS A TABLE.

UTS go ON TORA

THIS IS. A HAT.

ANDS -ZEON- .THE SPOQU

THIS IS A SPOON.

.IV.OS ROD DOD THE BALLOON

THIS IS A BALLOON.
(SPEAKING NOW)

.AND.-.

.

THAT WAS SO MUCH PUN,

LET'S. SING IT AGAIN.

DE SHOT'AS THEY ALL SING
AM: CJ AMY TOUCHINO TORA

ALL:

(SINGING)

IN ENGLISH WE SAY:

AMY:

(SINGING)

THIS IS TORA.

THIS IS MON.

AM. 03 AMY TOUCHING ZEON'

gOI & TORA TOUCHING AMY

(SINGING)

ZEON/TORA:

THIS. IS AMY.

ZEON:

(SINGING)

MD THIS IS ROD DOD.

IDT. SHOT AMY et PUPPETS

AMY:

(SINGING)

IN ENGLISH WE SAY:

LL TOUCH TABLE

ALL:

(SINGING)

THIS IS A TABLE.

TORA:

(SINGING)

'THIS IS A HAT.

\!*14:

csiuramo

741S IS.. A SPOON.

AM.

1i ;EON TOUCHING ROD DOD

m. CY! TORA TOUCHING NAT ,

WAVI7o sroon
30D

"AV!NO 3ALLOON ROD DOD:

'(sINGING)

AMY TO.C.12. ROD

THT3 Ia A BALLTYI.
T.:i.cel;

Is Roo WD.,

t

ZOUNDS, 1:;TFOEEr.7.,

FOR
OUT

rC.J7)

jC1',

SyN(1 17TtrT.!

:T.DEO)
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0
Z.

-..I.11.TD

SOT. (170

4...1

4.1

CA:
7-..1:AD AND EIGULDE4

(IN SUBDUM,.BUT HAPPY HOOD)

LIGHTIrGi)

HAVE1

OR, WHAT WONDERI;UL
TORA t . .?,SAN .

D.

.

ROD DOD

A

Q

AND YOU!,

MUSIC:

(SNEAK IN LIVE GUITAR OR RECORDED° BG)

(SLOW, DELIBERATE, POETIC)

0

HERE IS SOMETHING TOTHINK,ABOUT-AND
-TALK ABOUT.

WikT IS A FRIEND

(PAUSE)

DO yoq,HATE AIRIEND? DOES YOUR

WHAT IS WURFRIENDI

FRIEND HELP YOU?

NAME?, WHAT IS A NAME? .DO YOU HAVE.

DOES EVERYONE HAVE A NAME?

A NAME?

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?.

TURN AWAY FILM
AMY MAKES
THE OAMLMA AND BEGINS TO
WALK AWAY SLOWLY. CAMERA
FOLLOWS, TEEN. LETS HER WALK
.,OUT OP FRAME IN SYNC WITH
FADE TO BLACK.
DOSSOLVE'TO CLOSING VTR:
SPACESHIP FLYING OVER
FAIRBANKS, ETC. (SAME
EFFECT OR FILM AS IN
STANDARD VTR OPEN)

MUSIC:

(UIVTHEN FADE SLOWLY IN SYNC WITH
TIDED FADE)

SEGUE TO:

MUSIC:

'(ELECTRONIC OR SPACE MUSIC MIN
oFENImq.)

SPX:

MIXHJET OR ROCKET SOUND.

.

ANNOUNCER: (WITH SLIGHT' ECHO EFFECT OR FILTER)
AMY WILL BE BACK' NEXT

mm

AT THE

SAME TIME WITH HER FR.L.MDS FROM 011,1171

SPACE:

ROD DOD, TORA, AND ZEON.

,HAVE FUN USING THE Egalsn
:bu LEARNED TODAY.

AND REMEMBER

IT.: !,YS SMILE WHEN YOU SA 7, "HELLO."

MUSIC:

1-6-CV-A!
4.1

(UP BRIEFLY THEN DOWN A.V) OUT)
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11 vvi v4

PrOMIP?:

.Thwo.

O

HEALTH' EDUCATI ON
ST i!JA RD INTRO

411W.9

r1ILT,IE %AT DESK TALKIUG

MILLI E :

TO DOCTOR ON THE RADIO.

YES , DOCTOP.

',MOOSE ARE INTRODUCED IN
THIS- OPENING SEGMENT . THEY

SHE'S MUCH BETTER

YES, I DID EXACTLY AS , YOU

TODAY.

CHAP= DEAVER AND REX

.

.

YES

TODD ME TO DO.

I GAVE HER

ARE NOM PEERING THROUGH
AT MLL/E UNTIL

THE SHOT.

SHE SSE S

THAT YET BECAUSE SHE SEEMS TO PEEL

THE WIND '

UH ,

NO, I DI DN /T

HUH .

NUM! BETTER TODAY

.

.

I Tint* SO.

THE FEVER BROKE AND HER TEMPE RATU
IS JUST ABOUT BACK TO NORMAL.
TOO.

ME

I WAS QME WORRIED ABOUT

.

HER.

CHARLIE

I MINK 2}1IS IS THE .PLACE
ON

.

.

THAN THAT?
RE X :

CHARLIE :

emIT YOU MOVE T,ASTER
YA

SLOW

OT:11,1 SEE TH3:3

' M COMM;

IC 'F4 COPIRTO

I

C

.

YOU ICIUM

CH ARLIE .

STOP RIGHT WE

COOL 'IT , NAN

WE =IT WANT THE LADY TO SEE US .
VEX:

MY E

WHAT DO YOU M2 AN "COOL TT . "

ARM.' T E W717 UP TO THE W511 DOW YET.
A.

CHARLIE :

YEAH, Pi AN .

A

T UNDERSTAND.

BUT 01

ruNar THINGS ON TOP 014" YOUa HEAD

RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OP THE WINDOW
WHY DG;

YOU TIT

THEM OPP?

THA

WOULD SDLVE ALL YOUR PROBLEMS -AND
THEN

DE ABLE TO, PEEK THROUG

THIS NiNDCY AT THE LADY:.
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REX:

I CAN'T TAKE THESE THINGS OPP NY
HEAD, CHARLIE, AND I WOULDN'T WANT
TO TAKE THEM OPP IF I COULD., IT
TOOK ME'YEARS AND YEARS TO GROW THIS
RACK.

CHARLIE:.

0

LOOK OUT, MAN!

I THINK SHE HEARD US

MILLIE:
(STILL TALKING TO DOCTOR) HM MMM.
(VOICE OVER)
THAT'S PUNNY. .
JUST THOUGHT I

REX AND CHARLIE, DUCK

HEARD SOME NOISE OUTSIDE THE limpow.
'IT MUST HAVE BEEleSOME 1cIDS4RUNNING

CHARLIE EASES BACK tUP

VOICE FADES

AROUND. "SNOW I HAVE ONE MORE QUESTIO
POR YOU, DOCTOR.

.

O

REX EASES BACK- UP

IT'S ABOUT.

.

a
REX:
DID SHE SEE US, CHARLIE?
(WHISPERS)
CHARLIE: NO.
IT'S ALL RIGHT. .
YOU CAN CO:
(WHISPERS)
UP. NOW. wElnk JUST0OONNA HAVE TO'

IT COOL, MAN.

LIKE 'DONI,T MANE

TOO MUCH NOISE. AND MOVE AROUND A LOT
REX:

I DON ' 'I'

UNDERSTAND YOU, CHARLIE!

IT TOOK US'ALL,DATAND NIGHT TO GET
HERE AND NOW: Y OU ! RE APRAID TO LET

HER SEE US:

AWN) AND NOW I
,

GETPINC TIRED.
,

CHARLIE:

4

BE TIRED?
REX:

_

WHAT DO YOU PUN, MAN?

HOW CAN YOU

NOt TIRED..

OP COURSE YOU' RE NOT TIRED.

THAT' S.

BECAUST I LET YOU ' RIDE 011 MY BACK'

THE. HpLE WAY:
CHARI4IE
0

:-

HEY, LOOK riAN !

RIM' ON YOUR BACK
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a

a

I$hP T ALL THAT EAST

IN PACT, IT

WAS KIND OP BUMPY ADD DANGEROUS.
O

LIKE , I ,.COULD NAVE FALLEN OM?
AND CHIPP7,1) A, TOOTH OR 71.1l.OKETI

JUST LUCKY I'M SUMP' A

WELT:, YOU

REX :

\

U

NICE' GUY TO COi'TE WITH YOU ALL THIS

wAy. TO SEE THE 'HEALTH Ain.

AND

o

CUTE , BESIDES,
CHMtLIE :

o.

YOU IlTGHT` BE CUTE

RIGHT ON I

YOU SURE MOVE SLOWLY.

I THOUGHT WE

a

NEVE R GET HERE, ivlAN , AND WOULD THAT
o

HAVE MADE NE. AD..
a

O

OUT TO UNDER

0 MILLIE (DP nEilaS)?'3 ) VALES TO

RE X :

OH, YEAH?

MAMIE :

YEAH

FIE X

OH

CHARLIE :

YEAH

MILLIE

IT LOOKS LINE I HAVP; VISITORS . .

YE AH ?

HI THE P.:3 i

/INDOW AND OPENS TT.

`CHARLIE,:. OW yowl

ALTH

5:11E

M

NOW LOOK WHAT WE'VE DONE.

*SHE ' S SEEN US

:'

OP COURSE I SAW 'rm.:. (LAuGH§Y YOU
WERE 'aim FIBR E IN MY WINDOW.
WR7471-.

ray

V! A Tr 'TV

$

YOU

r-rii.r ire

0

YOU WANT'

TO SEE YOU?

.CHARL/13 :

WELL,' 110

.

REX,:

WHAT CH 11117...IF, "MEANS TO SAY IS THAT

a.

1,

LIKE, NOT. YET.

TRAVELED A LONG WAY TO ASK YOU SOME
CHTESTIO11;

BUT WE DON'T

KNOW HOW. .!1'

ASK YOU.
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Tig x.4
NIL-LIE:

SO Y91117 NAitri. IS. CHARLIE?

OH!

YOUR'skME is

AND

.

HEX;

SEX. . . FEX MOOSE i

MILthE:

AND YOU CAME ALL THIS WAY TO ASK

BUT, H0T4 CAN I HELPfq

STIOMS?

.

L, YOU SEE, NICE LADY. ...CHARI;
,-HERE, AND I CAM ALL THE WATACROS
THE TUNDRIVTO ASK YOU SOME VERY_

MOM:ANT QUESTIONS ABOUT. .. .

. . OH, Mi.GOSH.
"CHA

PLASH GRAPHIC "HEALTH" stmi
ON SCREEN
SHORT BURSTS

MILLIE, LOOKS UP AT XT.
OTHERS FOLLOW HER GAZE.

HEY

1E, I, FORGOT THE WOR61.

.

.

CHARLIE :

HEALTH, M.AN.

HEALTH!.

.

HOW. COULD

THE

REX:

SIGNADISAPPEARS.

.OH

x REmamn7m mow.

WE NEED TO KR

THE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS LIKE .WHAT
KEEPS ATS HEALTHY , WEI AT MANES US,

HEALTHY, AND WHAT TO DO IF WE GET.
ITHHH.H.

RIGHT WORD
.CHARLIF.:

RIGHT ON i
DO WE

REX:

IS THAT THE

CTIARLIE?

SICK; MAN,' SICK!

WHAT

I.F./ WE GET SICK?

IN FACT, NICE. LADY. . . T MEAN, UH
MILLIE, RE AND CHARLIE HERE- WERE
REALLY ,ITO?Il O THAT YOU COULD TEAcH

us p.m, XJ:MDS, OF THINGS ABOTIT HEALit

SO Wi

GROW' UP AND BF, HEALTH AT

TOO, SOME DAY.
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1i 1-5
MILLIE:

HHHMMMMM. HOW INTERESTING.

WHAT

MAKES YOU. THINK I CAN ANSWER YOUR
r

QUESTIONS FOR YOU?,
CHARLIE:

In KNOW THAT

WELL, IT'S LIKE THIS

YOU.H AVE FAD HEALTH TRAINING.) AND Y

HAVE THATRAPIO_THERE'SO YOU CAN. TA
.

TO DOCTORS, AN

OTHER P/IEDIALJ'EQP7

SO, WM FIGURE ANY QUESTIONS 'THAT
CAN-1T ANSWER YOU CAN CAS,L scpr:',4

ELSE TO GET THE ANSWERS.

RIGHT ON?'

I' NEAN, IS THAT- RIGHT, MILLIE?

THAT'S RIGHT)QHARLIE.

MILLIE:

I HAVE HAD

HEALTH TRAINING:AND I DO TALKTO..
DOCTORS AND OTHER1mbicAy4IT.OPLE ON

WE RADIO quitt A BIT.

IN PACT,

DOCTORS VISIT OUR COMMUNITY SOME

(TODio BpnEs)

TI14.11S.

FOLLOW MILLIE TO Impio

t JWALKSTO RADIO)
DOCTOR.
YES.
SURE.

EXCUSE ME.

fiELLO...'.0H YES,

..97E.13 DOING MUCH BETTER NO
.

NO, THAT'S WO:PROBLEM:,

BY TSE WAY, DOCTOR.

I HAVE

,

.

COUPLE,FRIENDS HERE THAT I'D
FOLLON.MILLIE.BACK TO WINDOW

TO MEET:

JUST A MINUTE:

ON.

Y
REX).

WILL YOU TALK TO THE, DOCTOR?
GEE.

MILLIE. CARRIES MIKE TO
WINDOW, PUTS HEADSET. ON mx
CHARLIE:
1)

I .1.)01i2T MOW.

I MVP KNOW

HOW TO OwORK

THAT THING.

I'LL

SHOW YOU.

OH, GO ON

MAN .
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OII.

REX :

.

.0K.

DOCTOR.

CONTINUES
MUTTERING SOFTLY

VQICEIWADES.

.

.I'M FINE,

.HELL0?.

.

WERE MT..

.CHARLIM AND

MILLIE, REX IS KIND OP BASHFUL SOMET

CHARLIE :

REX TURNS, PROM O'T'HERS. MILLIE

TIMES.

MOVES CLOSER TO CHARLIE.

mails NOT INTELLIGENT, BRAVE,

Ann SOPHISTICATED LIKE MR.
YOU'RE SO MODEST..

OH, CHARLIE.

MILLIE :

THINK VEX. IS REALLY NICE.

:(REX'S VOICE COMES UP.)
I REALLY EN.f0YED,TALKIN

OK, DOCTOR.

REX :

MOULD YOU TALK TO MY :I?

TO YOU, TOO,

FRIEND, CHARLIE BEAVER?
MILLTE TAICES HEADSET AND MIKE
F

A MINUTE,

,

CHARLIE.... THE DOCTOR

WANTS TO TALK
NO, MAN.

CHARLIE :

.0X, JUS

.

("Ow.'

DON'T NEED TO TALK :TO

THE DOCTOR.

.

CO, CDNEON,CHARLIE, YOU'RE THE

MILLIE :

ONE THAT WAS TELLING ME HOWBRAVE,

INTgLFGENT AND SOPHISTICATED YOU A
SURELY YOU CAN TALI(TO.THE DOCTOR.'

WELL, I DON'T NOW.

CHARLIE :

.

.

I"IL JUPt

WAIT- UNTIL A4OTHER DAY.' BESIDES,

I'M-HEALTHY, i DON'T NEED.TO TALK T
THE' DOCTOR.
.

MILLIE, HOLDS. HEADSET TO E AR.
PULL TO'
WALKS TO TABLE .
WI DER SHOT

.r4I !LIE'

.

DOCTOR?. NO.

CHARLIE SAYS HE'LL
.RIGHT1

.TALICTO YOU ANOTHER TINE.

THANKS FOR CALLING j, CHARLIE , THE

DOGTO2 SAYS HE HOPES TO SEE YOU

HE COY:ES TO OUR COMMUNITY
CHARLIE

.

YOU ME :N en. cons HE4E? RIGHT ON !
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FIE I.-7
MILLIE :

TIE VISITS OUR' commuu

THAT'S RIGHT.
TY OFTEN .

MAYBE YOU 'LT, MEET HIM SO

HE SAID HE'LL BE t7LYINO OUT HERE ON
OP THESE.. DAYS .
REX :

THAT' LL BE RUN .

CHARLIE

SOUNDED REAL NICE .

THE DO GTO

...JUST ,LIKE A

REGULAR PERSON .
CHARLIE :

RIGHT ON 1

HE IS A REGULAR PERSON

WITH SPECIAL Tr-MINI-NG TO mAxF, film A
DOCTOR.

MILLIE :

LISTEN, DO YOU MIND IF I ASK YOU TW
A QUESTION?

WHAT (OT YOU INTEPETITE

IN BEING HEALTH AIDES?
CHARLIE,

WELL,- MAN, IT ALL STARTED ONE DAY
WHEN,

A

e.
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?/iWS

SET.

CHARLIE IN LIMBO

OH, IT HURTS .., OH HOW IT HURTS.

CHARLIE:

DREAM-LIKE
(MOANS AND GROANS)

.

WOOD-LIKE OUTDOOR B 0'

(ENTER REX)
REX:
CHARLIE,:

.

WHAT'S THE MATTER LITTLE PELLA?.

I'M NOT A LITTLE FL:1M .

HET, .MAN!

I' rvi \A BEAVER.
REX.:

OK.

OK.

.

'REX MOOSE.

&I:ARLIE ,BEAVER..

NOT A MAN,

AN.D,

M

.S0 WHAT'S THE MATTER,

CHARLIE?

CHARLIE:

CHARLIE NODS

WELL, MAN. . .1 pAil MOOSE.
OHEWIN' ON

.1. SFAS

ITNEF, BACX THERE AND

A

WHEN IT YELL

.

DIDN'T GET. OUT OP THE

WAY PAST ENOUGH) SO IT HIT RIGHT ON.

REX EXAMINES CHARLIE S TAIL

REX:

RIGHT ON ,WHAT?

CHARLIE:

RIGHT ON MY TALL

REX:

OH D1!;AR.

(MOANS, AND GROANS

L12'ME LOOK AT.IT.

IS STILL MOANING)

(CHARL

..

IT LOOXS ALRIGHT TO PIE,
CHARLIE.

CAN YOU MOVE IT?

I'LL TRY

IAN.

(17

MOVES -TAIL SLOWLY.

CHARLIE:

(MOANS ANr) 0:00,ANS AS

-HE MOVES HIS TAIL SLOWLY)
Q

REX:

GOOD!

AT :LEAST WE KNOW IT'S NOT

BROKEN.

CHARLIE:

BUT IT HUI:i7:3 (MOANS) I NEED A
DOCTOR,

REX:

BUT, CHARLIE. . .I DON'T .KNOW ANY
I mHINK
ANIMALS THAT ARE DOCTORS./ ONLY

PEOPLE CAN BE DOCTORS OR HEALTH AIDE
AND THERE
H
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HE I- :9

AREN'T EVEN ANY *PEOPLE OUT HERE IN
THE WOODS.
CHARLIE:

THEN

S GO. TO- THE NEAREST VI LLAG

AND FIND A HE ALTH AIDE .
RE X.:

HEY!

THEN

THAT ' S A GOOD IDES .

MAYBE WHILE WE ' RE THERE NE COULD
FIND OUT IP WE CAN
LEARN TO' BE HEALTH AIDES, ounsEtvEs.
CHARLIE :

RIGHT ON , REX I

LET ' S GO .

( CHARLIE

WALKS OFF SET Fl HST WITH MOOSE
FOLLOWING SLOWLY) ( CHARLIE ' S VOICE

HEARD OPP CAME RA)

HOW ABOUT GIVING

ME A RIDE ON YOUR BACK .

OX 9 CHARLIE .

REX f

( WALKING .OFF)

REX:

(Cm) ( LOOKS AT CAMERA ) ( SPEAKS TO

°

CA4FRA SO. A MEN CE C.411 ' T HEAR)

SURE AM A NICE GUY

'14

HE I-10
3-SHOT-

.

MWS :CHARLIE, REX AND
=Tan IN MILLIE'S. OFFICE

CHARLTR:

SO, HERE ?Ti ARE, MILLIE.

MILLIE:

aoon.

I'M 0Tfii) YOU'RE RRRR.

HOW'S YOUR TAIL, CHARLIE?

BUT

(LOOKING

AT TAIL) DOES IT STILL HURT?
CHARLIE:

REX:

WOW!

IN ALL THE EXCITEMENT IN COMIN

HERE

I FORd6T ALL ABOUT MY SORE'IAX

,IT'S

AFTERiTHE LON

RIDE ON Mf-BAOK TO GET .,TO TOUR

.

'VILLAGE CHARLIE'S TAIL HAD TIME TO
HEAL.

miLLIE:

WELL

YOU GUY3 MUST BE TIRED.

WHY

A

DON'T YOU REST HERE WHILE I GO DO

SOME EPROT3.

WATCH TRE

YOU

OFFICE WHILE I'M GONE.
REX AND CHARLIE :

OK?

MILLIE:

(WALKING OFF SET)

REX:

SHE'S A NICE LADY, 1101 CHARLIE?

CHARLIE:

RIGHT ONI

SEE YOU LATER..

LET'S DO WHAT SHE SAYS

AND GET SUIT REST.

AI TER ALL.

SHE KNOWS WHAT'I'S BEST FOR US:

.REX.MQVES TO CHARLIE AND
PUTS HEAD ON HIM:

REX:

(YAWNING) YEAH, I'M TIRED.

REX CLOSES MSS.
(LIGHT PAVES TO BLACK)
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NOD 0? PUPPET 1. (BALD
PEMALE) PUPPET 2 (BALD,
MALE) -BOP A.R1 BABIES.
IN LIMBO'SET. LYINU
DOWN WITH BLANKET OVE1

PUPPET 1:

I-. 11

I'M. A BABY. (LOOKS /1,1' OTHER

G00-,.G00.
PUPPET).

I'M A BABY TOO..,

PUPPET 2: .000, 000.

(roots AT

OTHER .PUPPET)

PUPPET 1:

(SITTING OP. IN BED)

WE CAN'T BOTH BE

BABIES...-: YOU DON'T EVEN .LOON LIKE MN.

PUPPET 2:

(SITTING up 1N:BEb)

THAT'S. BECAUSE I'i

A BOY AND YOU'RE A GI1L.
PUPPET 1:

HOW DO YOU KNOW-I'M A GIRL?

PUPPET 2:

I HEARD.

YOUR MOMMY SAY SO.

SHE CALLED

YOU SUSIE, AND SUSIE IS. A GI'RL'S NAME.
a

PUPpET 1:

OH, GOODY

DOES THAT. MEAN I'LL BE BIG

LIKE HER SOMEDAY?

'THAT I'LL BE ABLE TO

WALK AND TALK AND RUN AND WORK AND PLAY
LIKE SHE DOES?
PUPPET:: 2:

YEP1

YOU'LL BE ABLE TO DO ALL THOSE

THINGS AND MORE.

BUT YOU HAVE TO GROW

UP FIRST.
HOW DO I DO. THAT?

PUPPET 1:

HMMMM.

PUPPET 2:

THE BEST WAY IS BY STAYING HEALTHY.

PUPPET 3:

(LOOKING AT SELl')

RIGHT NOW.

HEALTHY?

I'M HEALTH

I HAVE ALL THE WORKING BODY

PARTS -AND I PEEL GREAT!.

PUPPET a:

GOODY

BUTIF YOU WANT TO GROW UP YOU

'HAVE TO KEEP YOURSELF HEALTHY: THAT'S

A DAILY, FULL TIME JOB .IT MEANS'EAT/N
THE RIGHT YOODS, GETTING PLENTY OF
EXERCISIN
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HE I-12
PUPPET 1:

(INTERRUPTING) :um A MINUTE!
MINUTE!

WAIT A

WHAT DO THESE THINGS HAVE TO

DO WITH GRowno UP?
PUPPET

THEY GIVE US

_ AND HELP US
GROW
STRENGTH /

STRONG AND TALL;

BY BEINU STEONO WE CAN

FIGHT OPP GERMS THAT COULD MAKE US VERY
SICK.

PUPPET

IT'S NO FM BEING SICK.

HHHMMM.

IT SOUNDS LIKE IT'S GOING TO BE

HARD TO GROW UP.

GET

GEEE, I NEVER WANT TO

(NOISE OFP CAMERA LIKE FOOT-

HERE COME OUR

STEPS)

MOMMIES

WITH THE WHITE STUTIR

/N THE BOTTLES, AGPIN.
PUPPET 2:

(EXCITEDLY)

PUPPET 1:
PUPPET 2:

U!!! DOES THAT MAKE YOU SO HAPPY?
'CAUSE THAT'S MILK.
MILK IS CITE OP THE FOODS THAT HELP

.0H, GOOD!,

US GROW BIG AHD STRONG.
PUPPET 1:

S8SSHHHH.

HERE THEY COME.

(PUPPETS LIE DOT IN IN BED AGAIN)

(HAND*NTERS AND PLACE

BOTTLE IN !Tx-ET

MOUTH) (PUPPETS GOO, GOO UNTIL BOTTLES
APE IN MOUTHS)
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HE I
ES CHARLIE.

N

(REX, YAWNINO, WAKES UP.

MWS
MOOSE AND BEAVER
IN HEALTH AIDE'S OFFICE,
STILL SLEEPING.

CHARLIE WAXES.)

.

REX:

WAKE ,UP, CHARLIE, WANE UP.

SNHA PLAY

I'M

A GAME WITH YOU, OK?
THAT SOUNDS GROOT:.

CHARLIE:

RIGHT ON!

REX:

IN THIS GAME I CAN'T SAY ANYTHING, BUT.
CAN DO ACTIONS.

THEN-YOU HAVE TO GUESS

WHAT I'M DOING OR WHAT'S HAPPENING TO MR.
CHARLIE:

WOW!

THAT SOUNDS LIKE FUN.

.

I'M HMI'

.

I GUESS.
REX:

REMEMBER.

CAN'T SAY ANYTHING TO YOU.

.

Ait.I CAN DO IS SHAKE MY HEAD "YES" on "N

WHEN YOU MSS.
GOTCHA.' NOW CO AHEAD.

CHARLIE:

YEAH, MAN.

SFX:

GUNSHOT

mai

1HE- GRABS AT HEAD OR CHEST OR STAGGERS

.

AROUND AS rp SHOT) (HE FALLS DOWN)
CHARLIE:

OH,,THATIS EASY, TIILW.

(REX SHAKES HEAD "NO")
SAID.

YOU'RE JUST SLEEP/I

ammil

"NO" HE

HE'S LYING DOWN, HIS EYES ARE CLoS

BUT HE ISN'T SLEMINC. .HMMMM.
WAS A LOUD NOISE.
CHEST.

.

.

YOU'RE DEAD; MAN.

SHOT YOU WITH A GUN.

THERE

.THEN REX GRABBED HIS

.AND NOW HE'S LYING. DOWN.

.I'VE GOT IT.

PBX:

.

ARAI

SOMEBODY

RICHT, MAM?

IT'S ABOUT TINE YOU GUESSED .IT.

I ALNOST

YELL ASLEEP WAITING FOR YOU TO ANSWER.
CHARLIE:

HEY, MAN.

I DON'T KNOW IP I LIKE THrp

GAME MI NOT.

YOU KINDA SCARED ME BY ,PRE-

TENDING PO BE,DEAD LIKE THAT

MAN.

75

x..V;

GEEZ; I1M SORRY, WUT.I WAS. JUST TRY= TO
SHON-YOU SOMETHING,

-.1111EPS'WAS A MORAL TO

THE STORY .
CHARLIE:

A MORAL?

REX:

YEAH.

CHARLIE:

OH YEAH?.VHAT'S THE MOrAL?

MC:

YOU CAN1TB3 ALIVE IP YOU'RE DEADt (LAUGHS)

CHARLIE:

(TO CAMERA)

YOu Kaow, A LESSON TO PE LEARNED.

pH E0Y/.

.

.'YOU KNOW PEX,

SOMETIMES YOU AMAZE ME.

Jf
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.

1st 1-15

'.-BLACK AND UP QUICKLY ON
SNOW PALLING.

CHEERING CROWD, WIND, SNOWMOBILES.
UNDER.

SPX:.

ONE:PUPPET ACTING
AS PAM ANNOUNCER.. HEAD PUPPET 1: YES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:.

UP AN

?.!WS.

7VO.GLOWS SNOWMOBILES OVER
.pINIJR LINE.

.

STATION

"S.N.0.11." IS HERE TO BRING YOU THE CON,

'WHOOPS!. THEME OVER THE

OLUSfoN OP.

(HE JUMPS AROUND MIT':

FINISH LINE NOW.'
SPX;

CHEERING CROWD., UP AND UNDER.
.

PUPITT:1:.AND:.

.THE WINNER!

YES, WE HAVE A WINi

OP THE SNOWFLAKE SNOWY SNOWMOBILE RACE IN

SNOWBOUND ALASKA." MIME'S THE WINNER
NOW!
SPX:

MERINO CROWD

PUPPET 2r (HE ENTERS)(WAVING AND BOWING TO CHEERING
CROWD)
PUPPET 1: Slit!

SIR

EXCUSE ME; sm.- CAN YOU1FLL

US EXACTLY vigAT IT IS THAT MADE YOU THE
WINNER OP THE SNOWPLAKE.SNOWY SNOWillOBILE

RAC43 TODAY? WAS IT THE S1014 CONDITIONS?

OR WAS IT YOUR SUPER PAST MACHINE,
PUPPET 2: NONE OF THOSE, MY min), NONE OF THOSE.
MY.4HEALTH" MADE ME.A:WINNER TODAY.

CROWD CHEERS. ,PUPPET 2 BOWS AND WAVES.

MAND OUT.
INSERT:

PHYSICAL

PUPPET 2: I HAVE ,voun naps ©t HEALTH.
THERE'S,MY PHYSICAL HEALTH.

FIRST,

!HAVE GOOD

PHYSICAL .HEALTH BECAUSE :CEXERCISE EACH
.

,

DAY AND, EAT A LOT OP THE GOOD FOODS AND
GET ENOUGH. REST.

THAT'S WHY IHAVE'STROD,

BONES AND MUSCLES AND LOTS OP ENERGY.
SOUND:

CROWD CHEERS, PUPPET2 BOWS.AND'WAVES:
$10 At'!Arfiti
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HE

PUPPET I:

NOW WAIT A MINUTE.

THAT pAist TIE YOUR

ONLY SECRET TO _SUCCESS.
a.

*PUPPET

: ,YOU'RE RIGHT.

xwasree:, MENTAL

QUESTION.

1:!

I'M GLAD .YOU ASKED ME THAT

/ Atso HAVE

GOOD MENTAL HEALTH

'LIKE, I PEEL Sung OP MYSELF.

WREN / HAVE

A DIFFICULT DEC±SION TO MAKE , I KNOW. I CA!
.MAKE THE RIGHT ONE.

LIKE WHEN / n1 OUT, ON

THE TRAIL, SOMETIMES THERE IS MORE THAN
ONE TRAIL TO FOLLOW.

MY PeNTAL HEALTH

HELPS ME CHOOSE THE RIGHT TRAIL TO FOLLOW
SOUND:

CROWD CHEERS.

FUPPET02 BOWS AND WAVES.

UP AND OUT.
PUPPET

1:

SO, YOU HAVE. TWO SECRETS TO /NNINO. .

.

GOOD PHYSICAL HEALTH AND GOOD MENTAL

HEALTH. TIME YOU HAVE' IT, FOLKS , FROM

THE-4/7SH LINE OP THE

;

0

PUPPET 2:
INSERT: -S'OCIAL

(INTERRUPTS)

NO, NY 1'RIEND.

THERE.7S A

THIRD SEC\MT.' T. I -AM SOCIALLY' HEALTHY.

TEES UP AND OUT.
,PUPPET 2:

,

PUPPET '2 BOWS AND WO

1 TRY TO UNDERSTAND HO;,;/'1OTTTER PEOPLE FEEL

YOU KNOW, LIKE WHAT MAKES till EM. HAPPY 'tm
SAD OR 'GOOD OR BAD.

AND IF I 'THEAT ,THEM

RIGHT BY HELPING THEM OUT ON

"TIE

TRAIL

THAT MAKES:ME PEEL SOCIALLY HEALTHY.

PUP-P.T.42 1 eteEp TO PUSH
2 OtP CAMERA-

SOUND:

CROWD CHEERS. :PUPPET 2 BOWS AND WAVES.
UP AND OUT.

PUPPET .1:

VERY PINE, WELL, THEM YOU H/t
THAN! YOU FOR.

INSERT:

EMOTIONAL

IT, FOLKS

u

.

PUPPET 2: .AND DON'T FORGET. . .IIM EMOTIONALLY
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°.
.

HEALTHY.

TiTE

.

I KNOW HOW 'TO HANDLE NY QWN

FEELINOS.

x ii

; FEEL.

LIKE RIGHT NOW,

HAPP7.LCAUSE I WON THE RACE AND Inir'

GOING TO BUY EVERYONE ICE. CREAM CONES.

-PUPPET' 2 EXITS
SOUND:.

CROWD CHEERS.

PUPPET 1: WELL, .THERE. YOU HAVE IT '.,YOLKS.

TH* FOU

KINDS OP HEALTH.. NON'THAT'S WHAT I'CALL

A HEALTHY WINNER.

.

a

SOUND:

CHEERS UP AND OUT.

PTiPPET

AM I OPP CAMERA?

00 TO BLACK

IS THE CAMERA TURNED

OFF?

COODI :HEY, YOU GUYS, WAIT i'OR ME.

CAN'

I HAVE AN: ICE CREAM GORED TOO?

9

1;

a
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TIE t-18
MS

REX IN WINDOW.

(SINGS)

REX:

THE ITEAD BONE'S CONNECTED TO THE

HE'S SINGING.
NECK .BONE.

.

.;

Tn. NECK BONE'S CONNECTED

TO THE SHOULDER. DONE.

.

O

1WALKSOVER)

CHARLIE:

LET'S GO.

ON, MAN.

CO

JUST SINGIN' TI IC SONG ABOUT A SKELET

'REX:

(LOOKS AROUND)

WHERE'S MILLIE?,

SHE HAD TO LEAVE TO CHECK ON A PATIENT.

CHARLIE:

AND WE' .SHOULD .LEAyE. TOO SO WE CM PRA.Ct'I.

(COUNTS, TAPP/

OUR POUR KINDS' OP HEALTH.

INSERT:

TAIL)

PHYSICAL,

PHYSICAL- HEALTH', MENTAL. HEALTH,

MENTAL
r.

SOCIAL.

7 SOCIAL HEALTH, AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH.

EMOT/ONAL

PRETTY 'COOL, HUH?

THE.SHOULDER' 'BONE'S CONNECTED TO THE

REX':

shac .BONE.
I.

OF HEALTH

OH. YEAH., POUR KINDS

.HUH?

PHYSICAL ICALTH, PENTAL

IMSERT OUT

HEALTH, SOCIAL HEALTH,..

REX TURNS. TO CHARLIE

BY THE WAY, CHARLIE

EMOTIONAL HEAL

YOU KNOW WHAT A

° SMLETON IS?
CHARLIE:

SUM ,',147AN.

I PISH
A SKELETON IS LIKE VE

BONES SHOD FIND ALONG THE STEEP*, YOU
-KNOW, LIKE AMER THE SEAGU

,T

EAT THE.PIS

ONLY VIE SIMLETON IS LE;
REX i

P.

THAT'S mon: EVERYBODY HAS A

SKELETON. .

.EVEN MILL/E.

MY. SIM-LE-TON S

BIGGER THAN TOURS TOUGH q..

CHARLIE:

THERE YOU GO AGAIN, MAN.
ROW BIG YOU ARE

DRAOGIN' ABOUT

THE REALLY IMPORTANT

THING ABOUT THE ShTLETON IS THAT IT HOLDS
:.,..S.dGETHER OUR MUSCLES, ORGANS, AND SKIN.
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AND SINCE .IT"S MAIL UP OP BONES,

TH

ONLY THING! IN OUR BODY TFiAfr IS REALLY HA
_AIIII_SALID___EXCEPS OUR TEETH AND CLAWS.
AND, OR COURSE ,!-> YOUR RACE.

I MOW, S KNOW.

I 'N NO DUMMY!

'OUR

SKELETON IS LIIM TFIE PRAM 010 A. HOUSE..
EVERYTHING 1$ ATTACHED TO THE .FR `'4E.

SKELETON IS LIKE A VRANE.
NOOSE,, YOU REALLY SURPRISE NE.

CHARLIE.:

Assorauirstar RIGHT.
NAN.
GET
.

REX:.

( LAUGHS )

YOU'RE

LET'S GO,

WE CM ' T STAY HERE ALL DAY.
OUR PRAM ES

mairmo.

LET'S

I IIEAN OUR SKELETONS,

(61-ARLIE LEAVES)

'OKAY. I'M CONING.

"(CONTINUES HUMBLING,

WALES OPP THE SET)

THE BACK BONE'S-

CONNECTED TO THE HIP., BONE. . .THE HIP
BONE ° 3 CONNECTED TO THE LEG BONE. .

(VOICE FADES)
(LIGHTS' PADS TO BLACK)
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O

PAGE'l MILLIE

line 1

MILL/E:

.

S MUCH :BETTER

YES, DOCTOR....

TODAY.

YES, I DID EXACTLY, AS YOU

TOLD ME TO rn,

.

.YES I GAVE HER

5 C. C. OF

L111 hUm.

NO, I DIDN'T DO THAT YET .BECAUSE SHE*

SEEMS TO. FEEL'MUCH BETTERTODAY.,
I THINK SO.

.

.THOEVER BROKE AND

HER TEMPERATURE IS. JUST ABOUT BACK
TO NORMAL.

ME TOO.

WORRIED ABOUT HER.
PAGE 2

nix line I

WAS QUITE

.

.

.

I CAN'T TAKE THESE THINGS ,OFF MY

REX:

HEAD, CHARLIE, AND I WOULDN'T WANT
IT

TO TAKE THEM OPP IP I COULD.

TOOK !1E ALL YEAR TO OR9W-THIS RACK.
PAGE 4

REX

line 6.

WELL, NTMrSEE, NICE LADY.

REX:

.

.CNARLIO:

HERE, AND'LCAME,ALL THIS WAY 'TO ASK
YOU SONE VERY IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
ABOUT.

.

.0H DEAR.

.

.OH, 'NY GOSH.

HEY, CHARLIE, I FORGOT THE WORD!

PAGE 9

gEX

line 5

HEY1

REX:

THAT'S A GOOD IDEA.

THEN

MAYBE WHILE WE'RE THERE WE COULD
FIND OUT WHAT IT TAXES TO BECOME A

HEALTH mi.

'f1;.
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Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory
.

Lindsay Building 710 S.W. Second Avenue'
Portland. Oregon 97204 Telephone (503) 224-3650

.

June 7, 1974

.

Dr: Charles M.. Northrip
ATS-6

Office of the Governor
Pouch A

Juneau, Alaska 99801

Dear Dr. Northrip:
This letter will serve as a preliminary report of accomplishments under our
agreementwith-the Office of Telecommunications, signed and dated
December 18, 1973.
As of this date-, the following has been accomplished.
1.

A search of the literature was completed as a basis of alternative
goals and objectives for the following programs:
Early. Childhood Education
Basic Oral Language. Development
Health Education

From this search, tentative and alternative program goals were
presented to consumer committees in Juneau, Alaska, on
February 21-22, 1974. The consumer committees made the final
selection of program goals. These are on file in our AnChorage
office and copies were submitted to you with signed. approval 'by
committee chairpersons.

Six preliminary designs for each program were,submitted to the
consumer committees-at their meeting in Anchorage on..April 18 -19.
These preliminary designs were reviewed, slightly modified and
approved for final design work. Authorization to proceed was signed
by committee chairpersons. These are.on file in our,Anchorage
office and copies haVe been submitted to you.
3.

SEX final designs and ten additional preliminary designs were
reviewed; slightly modified and approved by the consumer committees

at their meetings in Fairbanks, June 5-6, 1974. The committees
also authorized the beginning of production of these programs.
Some modifications are still needed In the area7,2if health to meet
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Page 2

Dr. Charles M. Northrip
6/7/74
production requirements. These modifications will need to be
submitted to the consumer committee members or their elected
representative before production begins. Signed authorizations
are on file in our Anchorage office. These will be forwarded to'
your office in Juneau.
4.

Our contract was modified by your office to reduce,the number of
programs in Basic Oral Language Development to 3.2 instead of
the original 64. In consideration of the work required to supplement
these programs with additional teacher material, the amount
of the original contract remained the same.
,

Attached to this letter is a completely revised production schedule reflecting
the changes ordered by you and including ail prqducts included in the
agreement.
We appreciate the opportunity to assist in this project. Your Office and that
of KUAC have developed a good working arrangement with us witch should
ft

assure excellent productions. The consumer committees as coordinated by
your office have'been especially effective in their selection of alternatives,
their input.into the designs and their thoughtful review and approval procedures.
If I or members of the Anchorage staff can be of further assistance to your
office in clarifying this repbrt or modifying our schedules, please let us know.

Si gerelikyours,

(pv-yr7/
/74
.

Norman..K. Hamilton, Director
Curriculum Development programs
Division
NKH:cc

Attachments
CC:- D. Bryan

M. Tisdel
L. Fish
R. Rath
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NORTHWEST HEGIONA1,

EDUCATIONALWORY

519 W. Eighth Avenue, puite 205
Anchorige, -Alaska 913501

Product development for:
Early Childhood Education
Basic Oral Language Development
Health Education

.

32 programit
32 programs
64 programs including selected

commercial materials
%S.

Product

Date

Status

February 1974

Met

Six preliminary designs
(all programs)

April 1974

Met

Six final designs for all programs

June' 1974

Met

Ten, preliminary designs for all programs

June 1974

Met

Teacher's manual with the first half of the
lesson descriptions together with viewing
suggestions for all programs (This will 't.,,_
include the commercialmaterial to be
included for health education)

August ;1974

Ten

additional preliminary designs for each
program

September 1974

To be complet

Ten final designs and six preliminary designs

October 1974

To be complet

Six final designs

December 1974

To be complet

CoMpletion of second part of the Teacher's
manual for mailing

December 1974

To be complet

Contract completed with progress report

January 31, 1975

Progranoalternatives and goals

programs)

P To be complet

'

1.1
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EMGRANDU-M---

State of -Alaska
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

19-

Dr. 'Norman Hamilton, NWREL

DATE:

August 5, 1974

FILE NO:
TELEPHONE NO:
FROM:

Rex Tay
Educational
Manager

SUBJECT:

periments

Systems for reporting progres
in meeting milestones and
financial expenditures.

Beginning with the reception of fiscal "75 funding we
will be implementing a reporting system that will
require your
agency to provide us With financial status reports and work
performed reports.
One financial report' will he due every' month, five days
after the end of the previous month (i.e. the report for August'
will be due on September 9). Please provide lump sum amounts
'for salary payments for the period, benefits, travel, supplies,
services equipment andloftrhead.- Further breakdown will not be
necessary, but we would like. a separation between cash payments
and committed amounts.
The work performed reports must be based on the milestOne
charts that you received .at the meeting in Juneau on Monday,
July 26. 'These reports should 'be mailed within (S) working
days after the 1st and 15th of the month. The-first one is
due to be mailed five days after August 15. The report should
take the form of marking-in or darkening the appropriate symbol
on the milestone charts. If the milestone has not been met
you should include an explanation of why, it has not' been
-.what the alternatives are for getting back on schedule, met,
'which
alternative you have chosen and why.
If you have questions regarding these reports pleas.
contact us as soon as-possible.
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VEMORANDUM
SIMJECT:

Coordination of Planning,and Production.

PRESENT:

Northrip

DATE:

Juneau, Office of Teleco

V

1.

Taylor, Hartmahl Hamilton cu:'

unications, July 29, 1974

Music, specified

Designers are'to select music for the entire series as soon
as ponible. If music is to be partof the program and/or
taught,"both words and music must be provided.
An effort -ill
be rade to get-a piano for the stud"io and provide accompaniment'
for performers. This must be planned in advance.
KUAC will provide as much music as 'they; can.

NWREL will be. responsible for clearances,for.music specifie
-2.

Music, canned

Destgners will specify mood-andother. suggestions foz bridge
music:or mood.or background music. KUAC will select specific
music fl-om their. StandarcIlibraries.

Props

Props include everything except visual illustrations.
will be suppliedby KtAC.

Proos

4

4.

Visuals
,

KUAC will provide all of the visuals they can in the amount
time available frOM theirjiraphic artist.' Front loading
as, much-of this work as possible will beadvantageous,.-since
the graphic artist will be heavily loaded by the Alaskan,
Native Newspaper later on.
NWREL will.provide about 50 visuals at'a cost neat to exceed
$1000 for all programs. The:NWREL contract doesnot specify
production of visuals ancl, no responsibility can be implied.
ArtifaCts
KUAC will'atter:Ipt to utilize all artifacts\obtainable either
?Also the
from.the, villages or from the .Fairbanks mu euM.
utilization' managers in the villages and O will ,attempt to
collect and transport artifacts.: NWREL.wil provide a back -up.

for the artifacts desired throuqh colored 3

nun slides.
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6.

Scripts
Ten Health-Jand six BOLD scripts are to 'be delivered to KUAC.
bafore September 1. These will include the standard introduction.
Health scripts are t.,be expedited. Sign off will
be by the designer, OT, Hamilton, KUAC.. This will be
simultaneous with NWREL sending scripts to OT and KUAC and
Hamilton- if' in Portland). Verbal approval will be by
telephone. Signed approval of each agency-will later be
collected by NWREL for documentation,files.
-

7.

Objectives
Each script is to be accompanied by the objective(s) and
evaluation statement. These will be for the use of
producer-director toassure emphasis-of the important
instructional content of each lesson.

'8.

Teachers manuals

NWREL will be respodsible forpreparing 50 teachers manuals
for each series. These will be distributed according to the
plan by OT.

7/3C/74
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
WASHiNGTON. D.C. 2020e

July 16, 1974

Dr. C. L. BuCk, Director
Office of Telecommunications
Office of the Governor, State of Alaska
Pouch AC
Juneau, Alaska 99801
,

Reference:

Grant 0EG-0-73 -2896;

Letter dated July 8, 1974
Subject:

Request for Approval re Basic Oral Language Development Series

Gentlemen:
.

Pursuant to the information contained in the Reference letter,
is given for the following:
1.

Preparation of,Ten (10) Oral Language Scripts to be delivered
by August 30,.1974 at a cost not to exceed $750.00

2.

Construction of the necessary sets for the series, at a cost
not to exceed, $1,000.
Very truly yours,

.i°4re/'
Raymond F. Wormwood

ContractingOfficer
Contracts and Grants
Management Division
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-Northweit
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

t

'ALASKA TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

519 West Eighth Avenue, Suits 205
Avichorage.Alaske 05501` Telephone (907)-2744039.

July 11, 1974

C

We have discontinued development of program designs for
Early Childhood Education until August 31. Walt Featherly
will be on 30 days terminal leave, but available to do
incidental work on call. When the work unit is reinstated,
the Laboratory will make other arrangements for the
continued development of this program. However,, we intend
to hire Walt back on a program consultant basis as needed
for scripts and production.
Sincerely,

.

',532
/"..

Norman K, Hamilton
Director, Curriculum
Development Program Division

NKH /bg'

RECD JUL 1 5 1974
Home OfficeLindsey Building
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710 S W Second Avenue Portland, Oregon 97294 Telephone 1503) 224.3650

0

August 30, 1974

Dr. Lawrence,P. Grayson
Program Production 6 Technology
National institute of Education
Code 600

Washington, D.C. 20202,
Dear Dr. Grayson:
In view of your telephone call of August 23 to me in which you
communicated NIE's decision to continue support for Basic Oral Language
Development and to suspend further support of Early Childhood
Education, this office.is now moving forward to implement that decision.
The production Sub-contractor hat been informed of the go-ahead
for Basic Oral Language development and we anticipate no difficulty in
meeting.projected schedules.

In light of the time, effort and ,expenditures that have gone into the
Early Childhood series it would be most regrettable to scrap the program
without an effort to utilize what has been done. Further, there is a genuine
feeling among the people here that the series could be of real value to
Alaska. For these reasons we would like to explore the possibilities of
securing other funding and'other means of using the series.
We would appreciate your reaction to the idea of action by the state
in pursuing the completion of Early Childhood Education using funds from
a different source. If you have any suggestions or questions I would be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

6: LiBucic

-

Director
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NorthWest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory.

Lindsay Building 71Q S.W. Second Menue
Portland, Oregon 97204 TeJephone (503) 224-3650
.

August 28, 1974

TO:

Charles. NorthriP`
0

', FROM

Norman K. Hamilton

SUBJECT

Early ChildhoopdBducatiOn

The decision of NIE not to finance-the rly Childhood Education CoMponent
has several implications for the Alaska T= ecommUnications Project.

One can speculate why the component may not r ave received as favorable a review
as the others, even though we have not yet received the official reviews from.
NIE. * Although ECE is a high state priority, theie is very little agreement even
in Alaska as to what constitutes a good ECE prograit, Experts throughout the.
United States tend to be advocates of their own particu 'I: r faVored approaches to
E6E, then tend to be critical of all other approaches.
A second'problem with the model designed by NWRE L and t

consumer committee
was that it relies heavily upon the legends selected by the va ouscultural
groups represented; therefore, it was impoiSible to complete e designs in their
entirety for early review. Reviewers could have been of the opi on that sufficient
work simply had not been done to assure quality programs. This w: a risk
known to the consumer committee and developers: The decision was the the
basic plan for the program had sufficient positive aspects to warrant the sl
risk involved in having less precise program designs.

The positive aspects of the program as determined by the consumer committee were:
1.

2.

That the plan can alleviate some of the problems of isolation by
providing a weekly communication to the villages through interaction.

It provides for peer group experiences by bringing the children
'together for a common experience which in turn would lead into
additional interaction throughout the week.

/

41.

3:

It provides for active rather than passive learning through presentation
of both cognitive and motor-perceptUal activities.

*It is interesting to note that the. Early Childhood Education component was also
dropped by NIE from the Rocky Mountain AST-6 project.
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1
.

Page Two
Memorandum Jo Charles Northrip

4

8/28/74
c

4.

It provides for inteiaction with parents through the studio teacher
and among themselves.
°

It utilizes'the unique cultural elements of the community in which
the children lrve through presenting traditional legenIs.
If sufficient funds c'an be found, the reinstatement'of the Early Childhood Education
ncomponeni as a half-year demonstration project should be considered. This
decision should be made by October 1,0 1974; so that telecasts can be ready by
January' 1975 for the. spring semester, The money needed for the completion of
the designs is very little 'since the initial work has been completed. The major
work now is for actual production of the programs.

4

O

t

c
CC:

Robert R. Rath.
Lawrence D. Fish
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.01

September 26, 1974

...Arthur,401ined °
National Institute of Education
Code ('00

Washington, D.C. 20202
Deaft Dr. Melmed:
.
.

'In. late August we.were informed by pr. Larry Grayson of NIE's '.
decision.not to continue support for the Early Childhood Education segment of the Mask' -ATS-6 project. The amount ormon0y in question is
$45,000..

416.

7

I

This WI. e communicated NIE's decision with regardto.Early
ChildhocidEducation to the Early Childhood EduCation, Basic Oral Language Development, and Health Education consumer committees at their
coinbinktd meeting on' September 5 and 6 in Juneau. The attached resolutions were composed by the Early Childhood Education cominittee and
concurred in unanimously by the combined consumer.committee m@:ting
orrSeptember 6, 1974.
.

.

.

Throughout the ATS -6 projectin Alaska we .have attempted to pay
close and careful attention to the needs; desires, and indeed demands .'
of the rural residents who are to be the recipients of the ATS-6 program~
Ming. The consumer committee reaction Was, in our view, a predictable
one since the committee had sucha strong hpnd in developing the\raaterial
for the program series. We are proceding to search for other sources
and fundS (thus far unsuccessfully) in order to reinstate the Early Childhood Education pregrem within the Alaska ATS-6. project. :We hay
dirussed this action with Dr. Grayson.and he has Voiced his approval
f 'tic.:1-1 an approach.

Early this Month DP. Grziyson infOrmed us Of the'poSsikillityti pt.
NIE Would be unable to follow thrOugh on its decision W fund the
additiopal 05,000 necessary to produce the Basic Oral Language De -IoPment programs. These programs passed a second NIE content review
9

,

.

i
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.

r or

4.

-:,) rho

,1 1111

es

I

I

and w wiwolold thoy would be funded In a phone call from Dr.*Grayson
in late Augutit. It i. our feeling that the reaction of the consunu coinMittee to such news 'about BoAc Oral Languag.eDeVelopment would be
even strongerand more severe and, more critical of NIE than the reaction
we experienced fror the Early Childhood .Education experience.

Vtr. sincerely hope that NIE will be able to fund, theBasic Oral
Langua:ie Development :.;;cries within the Alaska ATS-6 project.
.

r-sently*allowing the program to proceed so that it
meet i.t 5c11:(1-ulod air date.of Gctuber 7, 191/h. Vie will avelto-tAup all .work
program ;Moray after that dote If we are not assured of adequate funding
to continuo. Even our present actions with regard to the prograth may
;v.,rtiou
jeopardize Progress in other areas.
Sincerely,

C.L. Buck
Director
EnCiOSUre

1

ti
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SUMMARY OF THE HEALTH. EDUCATION CONSUMER MEETING

The fourth consumer cOmmitte meeting was
7
held at'the BreakWater Inn, Juneau, September 5 &64
1574. The follotAng'repreSentatives were:presentfor. the Health Education meetings: Ron Mallott-.
Stella Hamilton, Williat Morgan, Victor. Guthrie, Mary
Mellick, Helen. Pope, and Gloria Way, Dave COnyer,.
producer/director for "Right.On," represented KUAC-TV.

!

.

This Meeting allowed an :opportunity for consumers
to preview the final pr ducts prepaid for "Right 'On"
a'retult.or the committee's specifications.for the
design Work. This lncludedftfieteacher'S
nual. for
"Right On" lessons 1-32, the theMeipong- ( "Right On"),
the Germhsong,'. the first four originally produced TV
lessons for "Right On," and.descriptions-of the
*vide.° lesions choien.as."canned" materialT.
.

After viewing. " Right On" lessons 1145,5, & 7,
committee members offered sUggestions for-future
design work and scripting. The particular concerns of
the committee mere:(1.).to quicken the pace of the
show.by shortening segments and including more puppet
'skits, and (2..) to liven the lessons with more music.
The music can be used for such thin ,as character.'
introductions, expression of feelin s or mood, and
setting descriptions.
;

There was no criticism Of instructional content,'
use of puppets, characterizations, or settingd. A
'brief discussion was held around the person chosen to
be Millie,. the Health Aide.''It was agreed thit?Millie
needs,some "polishing" in deliveriAg her lines, but
she meets the:committee's specified characterization.
.Eight lesson designs were reviewed and.approved
with minor corrections and additions. The approved'
lesson designs were: Ears and Care, Eyes and Care,
Frostbite and Cold Weather Hazards, ComMunity Living,
Cultural Awareness - Individual Differences, Pollution:
and Sanitation, Accident Prevention; and Recreational
Safety.
.

A final discussion centered on evaluation. The
committee agreed that if a State or Federal evaluation
is not going to be conducted to measure 'viewers'
4
acquisition of instructional content, then we should
conduct our own evaluation. Thecommittee 'entrusted
me with making the decision as to the method and manner
of evaluation.

-0.4041gaxverliNct.
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9

lnutes - September 5, 1974
B.0.1,.D. Consumer Committee

Juneau, Alaska

Attending: Sandra Chamberlain, Betty Huntington (substituting
for JoAnn Grimaldi), 'Sandra Knapp, Ralph Eluska: (substituting for John Shively), Gary Holthaus (evaluator), Sophie Saka
Robert Cowan (KUAC producer/director for B.O.L.D.),
Rex Taylor, and Bernadine Featherly

The B:O.L.D. meeting was called to order by. the Chairwoman,
Sandra Chamberlain at 1:30, September 5, 1974.' Since,so many
new people were present, introductions were in order. A brief
review of the B.O.L.D. program'was given. A brief description
of the role of the Consumer Committee and its major decisions
was given. Sandra Chamberlain-read the goals which Were formulated
at the first Cofisumer Committee meeting. Bernadine Featherly
explained that the funding for B.O.L.D. had been cut.bir N.I.E.
The-program was reinstated by N.I.E. upon receiving .a favorable
review report. The members looked at a copy of the Project
Review. Report. The members looked over the teacher's manual for
A-general meeting was held at which time.Charles Northrip
explained the status of, both the Early Childhood and B.O.L.D.
programs. Two tapes for the Health Education program were shown.
.

September 6, 1974
The Consumer Committee reconvened at 8:30 a.m.
he members of
the committee read and discUssqd the designs fo programs XVII
through XXIV. Fishing methods were discussed quite extensively..
Sandra Knapp said she felt that money and time were important
concepts to include. It-was decided to change "trout" to.
"grayling" as one of the examples of fish found in Alaska.
Ralph Aluskn felt the objectives were too basilC.' The other members'
did not support his objection.
4
.

Sophie Sakar expressed her desire to continue as the representative
from Chuathbaluk. Because she has-seven children she felt that
her cpntribution to the Consumer Committee would be valuable.
It was agreed that this was true.
Sandra Chamberlain asked that
a copy of all previous designs, the goals of he prograM, literature
explaining the'role-of:the Consumer Committe
d all other
pertinent.information be sent to new and substit ing members.

The members were given a copy of the .script for Program I. Bob
Cowan said production on B.O.L.D. would start immediately. He
gave a brief description and background,of the person to play the
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part of-Amy.
Each member was given 4 schedule of, forthcoming
A.T.S. -6 transmission activities.
The first program for B.O.L.D.
is scheduled to be aired September 30th at 11:00 a.m. (Fairbanks/
Anchorage time).

The members voted to approve designs XVII through XXIV. The
B.O.L.D. Consumer Committee was then adjourned to reconvene
in another general meeting.
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: :in'Ites of the Consumer Committee meeting, Early Childhood Education.

The Consumer Committee for Early Childhood Education met in Juneau
on Thursday And Friday, September 5 and 6,. 1974.
The following representatives were present either all or part of the
meeting:
Shirley Wheeler
Vivian James
Kenneth Charlie
Neil Rosenthal
Albert Ivey
Catherine Berry
Anna'Smith
Marilou Madden
Norman IC Hamilton
Myron Tisdel
Rex Taylor and Chas. Northrip

Tanana
Angoon
Minto
Craig
Fairbanks
Valdez
State Operated 3chools
Dept. Of Education
NWREL
KUAC
Office of 1..Aecommunicatio

,)

The entire meeting on both days was spent in discussing the implicatio
of the decision Of the National Institute of Education not to fund
the production of the Early Childhood programs over-ATS-6.
Dr. Charles Northrip explained the history of the action of N.:r.E.
including:
1.
2..

3.

A.
5.

Site visits by,a review team-.inApril. of 1974
Decision of N.I.E. to drop the component in July, 1974.
Appeal and concurrence by N.I.E. to complete another
review on the basis of documentation.
The submission of the Program Review Report t6 N.I.E.
on July 12; 1974, for outside review.
The subsequent decision by N.I.E. not. to reinstate
Early Childhood Education.

Dr. Northrip told the committee that several alternati7es could be
open/.
.

.2.
4

They cnuld.accept the N.I.E. decision 'and drop the program.
They could support the'seeking' of additional funds in.
the amount of $45,000 to reinstate the 'program:
(This
'would have. to be by October 1, 1974,-and,.for the second
half of the programs only.)

_Copies of the Program Review Reports 'which had been prepared'by
NWREL were distributed. Marilou Madden complimented NWREL on the
quality of the report.
She then reviewed.for the committee possible
altdrnativefunding sources.

The committee selected .Catherine Berryas ChairpersOn pro,tem. Chairper
perry asked the pleasure of the group. The group then passed 4-. :c
esolutions regarding the Early Childhood Education Components.
(see attachment)
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Chairperson Berry presented both resolutions to the combined
committees for the entire project.
Committeeorepresentatives
made two points:
1.

The programs as planned by the consumer committee
represented the needs and desires as seen by the duly
selected representatives of the participating villages.

2.

The representatives from the various villages were
appointed to represent the village in the
entire project,
not just that committee on which they served.

Therefore, it was deemed proper for the
representatives to speak_
on any aspect' of the entire project.
It was further stated that the committees felt N.I.E.
acte4-imprOperly
in eliminating the Early Childhood Component
without
ditectly
consuiting -the Consumer Committee.
The combined, consumer committees then
unanimously voted to endorse
both resolutions as passed by the Early
Childhood Education
Committee and to urge each member to make the
situation known in
their.communities and with any affected group of
which they were a
member.
Juneau,

Septemer,5 and C 1974
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RESOLUTIONS WI' EA,F,ILY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION CONSUMER COMMITTEE

.

Resolution 1.

The Consumer Committee favors the reinstatement of the
Early Childhood Education components and directs the
Office of Telecommunications to seek all possible funding
sources for this purpose.
.

Resolution 2.

A. Whereas the'various Alaskan villages included. in the
ATS-6 experiment have duly selected representatives to act
as consumer committees, and

B. Whereas, the consumer committee has designed a series
ofiarograms in early childhood education, and whereas,
these programs are needed and designed in the rural communities because they will:

,

a. Benefit children in conceptual development.
b. Assist children in growing in motor perceptual skills.
c. Assist parents and teachers in understanding good
Child-grow.th and development activities.
d. Assist children and other viewers in gaining respect
for the family and their own cultural groups by the
,presentation of locally selected legends in traditional
languages, and
Whereas, the NatiOnal Institute of Education has withdrawn
funding from the Early Childhood Education Component.

Be it therefore resolved that we as representatives of commUni-,,,
ties in the ATS-6 experiment do hereby urge the Office of .
Telecommunications to seek substitute funding to reinstate
the Early Childhood Education component, and further,

That these programs be reinstatedjor the second half of the
school year beginning telecasting in January, 1975, and further,
That all persons associated .with the project make this resolution know to their respective groups and assist in seeking funds..
Passed unanimously by the combined consumer.- committees
at their meeting inJuheati, September 6, 1974.
;;;)
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MONDAY: PROGRAM 1

,

HEALTH TOPIC:

General Health (Introduction to this TV series)

CONCEPT:

Individual well-being Is dependent upon the body, systems

of physical health, mental health, social health and
emotional health;
OBJECTIVES:

Q

As a result of viewing the program, the learner will be
able to:
1.

2.

VIDEO EPISODE:

PRE-VIEWING
ACTIVITIES:

Identify the characters in this series
Verbalize examples of good health

Rex Moose and Charlie Beaver travel to the village health
aide's office.

.

Before viewing the program, utilize inquiry methods to
encourage students to give examples of good health. List
these examples on the chalkboard.

VIEW TO FIND:

In this television program there is a snowmobile race.
Let's find out if any of our examples of good health have
anything to do with the winner of the race.

POST-VIEWING
ACTIVITIES:

Discussion:
1. 'What words best describe Rex Moose, Charlie Beaver
and Millie?
2. Utilize inquiry methods, to enlarge the examples of
good health stated on the chalkboard during the
Pre-viewing Activities.
3. What examples of good health did the winner of the
snowmobile race demon4rate?
,FRIDAY: PROGRAM 2

ENRICHMENT
ACTIVITY:-

"Inside Me"

This program enlarges the viewer's concept established
in last Monday's lesson that: Individual well-being is
dependent upon the body systems of physical health,
mental health, social health and emotional health.
Further optional activities for this program will be found
in Appendix A, page 35.
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TEACHER'S MANUAL
This manual will provide you with a general overview of, the program
series of 32 lessons.
It Will also provide you with suggestions of

what to do,bcfore and after each program to assist your Children in
consistently developing good listening and speaking habits-in the -T
English language.
(Th

Organization of 'Program Units

There are 32 program units.

Each program unit Consists of the
teleVised program itself, two pre-viewinglessons, one post7viewing
lesson and an evaluation:

'rho program unit should be pre'sented-in a five -day teaching sequence:
Lesson A - Pre-viewing activities

Lesson B

-

Lesson C '-

Pre-viewing activities

20 minutes which ispre-recorded andtelevised
*10 minutes live interaCtion-

Lesson D
Lesson E

-

Post-viewing activities
Post-viewing activities

Each lesson is designed for one-half hour of instruction. c'One-half
hour a day of your Language Arts' curriculum should be deVoted to
0
the Basic 'Oral Language. Development Program Units for enrichment

of the oral language development of the English :speaking child
or for teaching the native speaking child English as,a second
language.
1st. Day:

LESSON. A

PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES

'30 minutes
2nd Day:

LESSON B
30 minutes

PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES

3rd Day:
.

LESSON C

TELEVISION VIEWING

[ 30 minutes
'Ath, nay:

LESSON D
30 binutes

POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES

5th Day:

LESSON E

EVALUATION

30 minutes
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Program Unit I

OBJECTIVE, 1:

The learner will be able
given stimulus.

o,verbally respond to the

-O

OBJECTIVE 2:

Typical Stimulus

Typical Response

HELLO.

HELLO, I'M (HELEN).

HELLO (HENRY)

HELLO.

WHAT'S.YOUR.NAME?

(HELEN).

(touching person, or puppet)

THIS IS (HENRY).

(touching or holding object)

THIS IS A (HAT).

.

Shown the person, photo, object or picture, the learner
will be able to name the following while using t cm in
an acceptable or appropriate language. pattern.
charaCteres names

balloon.

table

spoon

hat,

OBJECTIVE

3:

The learner will be able to identify a hat traditionally
worn in his geographical area.

OBJECTIVE

4:

The learner will identify objects by classification.

OBJECTIVE

5 :

The learner will form a generalization about a group
°or set.
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Program Unit I
LESSON A
(Pre-Viewing Activities).

MATERIALS:

A hand puppet
A hat for eacktudent with 'his or her first name on it

FIRST ACTIVITY:

1.

SECOND ACTIVITY:

,

'1.

Greet each student.
Use a hand puppet.

HELLO (MARY).

Say:

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

Ask him:

2.

The puppet responds:

3.

Repeat three or four tiMes;
on-his head.

(DAN)

The last time put a but

.

THIRD ACTIVITY:

The puppet. asks you:

5.

You ask.each student:

6,

After each student responds, give him his hit.

1.

2.

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

Have a student come to.the front of the class. You And
'the puppet take his seat: The puppet, oLher students'
And you ask the student in front of the class;
WHAT'S YOUR.NAME?
The student'in front of the class responds:

(MARY) .

'The first student in
Haveothe students form a
line and you form a bridge with -your arms. The. other
students Walk under the bridge...

FOURTH ACTIVITY:

FIFTH ACTIVITY:

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

4,

2.

You and the
The bridge comes down over a student.
student who is helping form the bridge ask the student
you caught: WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

3.

The student who is caught responds:

4.

Repeat steps 2 and3 several times.

5.

Repeat steps 1-4 several times.
help form the bridge.).

1.

Hold up the puppet.' Medel the language pattorn several

.

times.
2.

(MARY)

(Have other students

THIS IS .(DAN).

Give the puppet to each student.
And says: THIS IS (DAN).

Each student holds it

.

'SIXTH ACTIVITY:

1.

Three students and you form a circle. Another student
stands in the center. .Everyone in the circle touches.
THIS IS (MARY).
the student in the center and says:

2.

The student in the center changes places with a student
in the circle. Everyone inthe circle touches the
student in the center and says: THIS IS (JIMMY).

3.

Repeat 2'until everyone in the circle has been in the
center at least once.

.

4.

HaVe the rest of the class form circles of four with a
student in the center.
They do and-say as was demonstrated in 1, 2 and 3.
0
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Program Unit I
LESSON 13

(Pre-Viewing Activities)

MATERIALS:

A
A
A
A
A

PIRST,ACTIVITY:

1.

The puppet says to each Student:

2.

Each student responds:

1.

Go out of the room., Knock on door. A student answers
it. Say:
HELLO, I'M (YOUR NAME). WHAT'S *cm NAME?

SECOND ACTIVITY:

'2.

balloon for each student
hat (made from construction paper) for each student
spoon for each student (different kinds and sizes)
hand puppet
large frame to simulate, a TV semen.

Student responds:

HELLO (MARY).

HELLO (DAN).

(MARY).

3.

Have the class say:

4'.

Have a student go out of the room and repeat 1, 2 and 3..

5.

Have other studentt go out of the room in turn and
repeat 1, 2 and 3.

THIRD ACTIVITY:

.

2.
.

PLEASE COME IN.

Hold up a balloon and model several times:
BALLOON.
As you give each student a balloon, say:
BALLOON.

THIS IS'),

3..

You hold up your balloon and model once more:
THIS IS A BALLOON.

4.

Students.hold up their balloons and echo:
BALLOON.

FOURTh ACTIVITY:

THIS IS A

THIS IS A

5.

Have groups say:

6.

Call on individual students to say:

7.

Repeat steps 1-6 with hats.

1.

Nave the students form a circle. You stand in the
center.
Go over to a Student, put your hand on (his)
shoulder. Say: THIS IS (JIMMY).

2..

THIS IS A BALLOON.
THIS IS A BALLOON.

'

YoU go outside the circle.
(Jimmy) stands in the center.
He goes over to a student, puts hisliand on (her)
shoulder and says: THIS IS (MARY).
He then goes out of the circle.
Continue in this manner
until there is no one left in the circle.

FIFTH ACTIVITY:

1.

Touch a table'and model several times:

2.

The students touch their, tables and echo:

3.

Repeat and drill 1, and 2.

4.

Follow the procedure in the rOUrth Activity_with'spoons.

THIS'IS A TABLE.
THIS IS A TABLE.
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Program Unit I
Lesson B (continupd)

SIXTH.ACTIVITi:

1.

NGLISH,'WE SAY:

Say: . IN

Teach each student as you say:
THIS IS (JIMMY).
Etc.
2.

THIS IS (MARY).

IN ENGLISH, WE SAY:

Repeat:

Touch or hold each. of the following objects as you say:
THIS IS A TABLE.
THIS IS A HAT.
THIS IS A SPOON.
THIS IS A BALLOON.
3.

Have the class say with you:

IN ENGLISH, WE SAY:

o Each student touches the ntudent next' to him and says-:":
THIS IS, (MARY).
4.

Give each of the following.te ear:: student4, hat,
.spoon, balloon.

Have the dldss say with you:

IN ENGLISH, WE SAY:'

Everyone touches a table and says:

THIS IS A TABLE.

Everyone holds up 'each. object and says:..THIS IS.A (HAT
Repeat the above witiv.skon,. balloon..

SEVENTH ACTIVITY: 1.

Stand behind a large frame that simulates a TV screen.
Say':
HELLO BOYS AND GIRLS IN (NAME.YOUR:V/LLAGE).
,

t,

2.

Students. respond;

3

Have a student stand' behind the screen and say:
HELLO BOYS AND GIRLS IN (YOUR VILLAGE)..

Group responds:

HELLO .(YOUR NAME) .

HELLO (MIRY)..

Have dilfe.rent students

5.

Repeat. 3 and 4 several times.
say the parts each -time.

6.

Again stand behind.the.frame and say:
I'M (YOUR NAME),
HELLO BOYS AND GIRLS, IN (FOUR VILLAGE).

7.

Group responds:

8.

Choose the group who will responl during the interactie:
of Program I. 'Practice steps 6 and 7 with them several

HELLO ,(SHIRLEY JONES).
.

times.

/

.

U
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_Program Unit I

_

LESSON C
(TV Viewing)

MATERIALS:

.VIDEO TOPIC:
MOTIVATION:

A balloon for each student (Tape them to the back of the
studenW chairs so that they won't play with them during
the program.)
A plastic spoon
A hat unique to your locality (Use a picture if the hat is
not available.)
Amy, an Alaskan, makes friends with visitors from.outer space
suggested teacher statements:
Listen for these words:

hello, hat, balloon.

Look for a, girl.named Amy.

Loo

for a hat that looks like this.

If. you look and listen very carefully, you .are going' to find
out something very exciting
Amy's friends.
G

TV VIEWING:

During the video V
presen::ation on your TV set, Amy will ask:
"What's your name?" You and'your students should respond
verbally.
You will be asked to,say:
THIS IS A BALLOON.
THIS IS A SPOON.
THIS IS .A TABLE:

INTi:HACTION:

Select a small groupof students to say "Hello" to the
person conducting the interaction.

VTER VITWING:

Suggested teacher questions:

I

0

What did Zeon and Tore Teat p , to,say?

Did you see this kind Of hat?
What did you find exciting about Amy's friends?
4

What is a friend?

Do yOuhave a friend?
.Does your triend help you?

.

N

What-Js- your friend's name?

'Whatis a name?
'Dd:you have a name?
Does everyone have a-name?

5

What's ifliir. name?

kr:

ti
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Program Unit I
LESSON D
(Post-Viewing Activities)

MATERIALS:

An object for each of the new focus words yOu choose for
this lesson
Puppets of Rod Dod, Tors -Astro,.Zeon Astro
Phbtos of Rod Dod, Tora, Zeon and Amy
A hat
A spoon
A balloon,
A hat unique to, your locality (Use a picture-if the hat
is not available.)
T,

FIRST ,ACTIVITY:

Sing the theme song: "Hello!" (See Appendix 1)

SECONI: ACTIVITY:-

1.

Ask puppet. of .Rod Dod:

2.

Each student asks Rod.Dod:

3..

Rod Dod touches puppets of Zeon and Tora"and says:
THIS IS TORA ASTRO.
THIS IS ZEON AS RO.

WHAT'S, YoUR NAMB-7-.

WHAT'S YOUR NAME ?`

",

ThIfm-ACTIVITY:

FOUKTK ACTIVITY:

.FIFTH ACTIVITY:

4.

You touch a stud nt and sayt
THIS IS (HELEN JA KSON).

5.

Each student touches the student next to him and says:
THIS IS (HENRY LOMACK).

1.

Discuss the purpOSe of hats.

2.

Show,and discuss the hat Unique to your locality.

1..

Follow the procedUye in Fourth Activity, Lesson B,
to introduce two or more new focus words. Choose
wordS you feel 'fit the, needs of your.students.

I.

Give each student an object.
focus words.)

2

Touch a student and say:

3.

Holdup an:objectand say:

(Last name optional)

(Use objects for the

THIS IS (MARY).

THIS IS A (BALLOON).

O

SIXTH ACTIVITY:

4.

,Each student touches the student next to him and says:
THIS IS (MARY).

5.

And then holds up the object ans.] saysl

1.

Introduce dialogue #1.

SEVENTH ACTIVITY: 1.

THIS IS A (SPOON).

Use photos of Rod Dod, Tcra and Zeon Astro and Amy.
Have the students say with you:
IN ENGLISH, WE SAY:
They point to each photo and say with'you:
THIS IS TORA.
THIS IS ZEOU.%
THIS IS AMY.
AND THIS IF POD DOD.
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Program Unit I

Lesson D (continued)

2.

Give each student one of the following objects: hat,
spoon, balloon and objects for the focus words'introduced
in this 10944\1
Have the students say With you:

IN ENGLISH, WE SAY:

FveryOne touches a table and says:

THIS IS A TABLE.

As you'point toeach student, he holds up his object
and says: THIS IS A (HAT).
3.

Sing the song: "In English, We Say."

a

Q

o

0
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Program Unit I
LESSON E
(Post-Viewing Activities and Evaluation):

.A paper Sack with an object in it.for each Student.
(Use objects for the focus words.)
-A photo of each.of the program characters
A blindfold or large paper sack
A ditto sheet of hats for each student

MATERIALS:

EVALUATION.-

To evaluate Program Unit I refer to the objectives stated on page15.
Select from the following activities those which will demonstrate to
you the learner's ability to perform the behaviors stated in the
objectives.
FIRST ACTIVITY:

SECOND. ACTIVITY:

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

1.

Zeon asks ydu:

2.

You respond and. then ask a studentr WHAT'S
YOUR NAME?

3.

That student responds and asks the question of the
student next to him. Continue in chain dialogue.

1.

Place the photos of the program ehdracters face
down on d table.

2.

Each student turns over a photo and shys:
THIS IS (ZEON ASTRO).

THIRD ACTIVITY:

1..

FOURTH ACTIVITY:

1.

Give each student a paper sack wih.an.object in it.
Each student takes the object out of his sack, hOlds
it up and0 says: THIS IS A (SPOON).

G

Give each student a ditto sheet of hats.
the students point to each hat and say:

Rave

THIS IS'A HAT-.

.

Have the students color _the hat found in their

2.

local ity.

FIFTH ACTIVITY:

You stand in
Have the students form a.circIe.
the center, put on a blindfold Joy- pUt a paper
saCk. over your head), walk over to -a student,
touch him and say: 'THIS IS (JIMMY) .

1..

If you guess wrOng7the students simply say:

NO.

You repeat the above language pattern until you
guess-lie correct person.
2., Repeat 1 with each student.
SIXTH ACTIVITY:

Sing the song: "In English, We Say."

1,

SEVENTH ACTIVITY,: 1.-

You go through
Introduce See and Say Book #1.
the See and Say Book while all the students

.. watch and Listen..,
.

V"

.

.
.

,

2. 'Have a student go through the 'See and Say Book
...while all, the other Students waich,and listeb.
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Program Unit. I
a

Lesson E (continued)
0

3.

Have another student go through the See and Sia
hook whil.p the student who didit5irt Step 2
"Miens and to rest of the class' goes on to
Step 4.

4..

Some of the students practice Dialogue #1 while
some of the students use the Language Master.
(with the help of an aide if possible).

5.

Rotate the students until each student has had
an opportunity (sometime before Lesson E of the
next Program Unit) to do each of the following:
a.

Go through the See and Say Boa

b.

Take part in the Dialogue

c.

Use ,the Leinguage Master

a.

Q.

o

a

4
0

a
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Program Unit I
a

DIALOGUE
P r op :;

Hand puppets of Rod nod, Tord duct %eon Astro.

Scene:

Rod Hod knocks on door.
Three children go to the
Cliild.One opens the door.

Rod Ubd:

HELLO, I'M ROD DOD.

Child One:

(MARY MORRIS) .

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

PLEASE COME IN.

(touches Child Two).

THIS IS (JIMMY JOHNSON):
Rod nod:

HELLO, (JIMMY).

Child Two:

'HELLO, ROD DOD.

(Child One t uches Child Three).

Child One:

THIS IS (JANE .SMITH) .

Rod nod:

HELLO, (JANE)..

Child Three:

HELLO, ROD DOD.

Repeat the above dialogue two more times.
'Leon Astro and then Tora
Astro taken. the part of Rod Dod. Each time three different students
take the parts of the children.

0
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Reg*.onal

519 Vie St Eighth AyenuiiStsita 205
Anchoraga Alaska 99501 -Telephona (907) 274 -1530

Educat:ohal-,.
Laboratory
..

:.BASIC, .ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
-

/Report - Consumer Copmml,ttee Meeting
Anchorage, Alaska - October 31,. 1974
O

A gorl-Hral meeting wss :held at 1:00 P.M. At that time everyone
viewed Palogrlan_i_o_f_Amv anci_t.b.e.mAstrosa-an4,Pa-og'ram--X1+1-NA----

Right On
Because there were a number, Of new people present
'Rex Taylor intlodyt.led staff members involved with the project.

Consumer Committee members for Health EdLcation.and Basic-Ora/
Language then met soparately. One half of tlu.-committee members
for Early Childhood Education met with the Health Education
committee and the cther half met with the
coma ittee.
Attending the B.O.I.D. meeting were :,
Sandra Chamberlain - McGrath - Chairperson
Kathi Kortie - Angoon
Violet Nusungihya
Nenana
Shirley Wheeler - Tanana
Betty Huntington - Galena
Kenneth B. Charlie - Minto
Cath'rine Berr3
Valdez
Marie.Landrum - Yakutat
Liephia Sakar - Chuathbaluk
Ivan dambell - AMU (guest)
Lee Clune - Fairbanks
Sandra Knapp -. S.O.S.

Taylor - Office of Telecommunications
pa41 Hartman - KUAC
nab Cowan - KUAC
Pr. Norman Hamilton - Northwest Reg. Ed. Lab.
Clenna
NWEL
Bernadine Featherly The Cons'amer Committee members we e generally dissatisfied,
knd disappointed with the Amy and tile Astros program they saw.

Nowever Rathi Kortie said the sturlents-Lfan really like
the B.O.L.D. pkograms and- respond enthusiastically to them.
She a3.T
Aid she 'noticed .the -vr:::mts there are starting to
use comple.i.te sc!ntences in their reponr3es.

The committee members were especially disappointed with;the
puppc!ts.
Sandra,Chamberlin told .doe Princiotta that there is.
such n. difference i;ti.the-quaiity

,110. creative endeavorfof the

puppets foritight On and the tbo puppetsfor.fiMy and. the'stros
that At AsdifticulE to believe that the same person made them..
Stie aisq said that-the pOpets :3.; c? not meet the sppcifications
10.1.. Offs
rr.1.;,y Alino Lima

1.10 S W. SeconJ Avenue,

01.45,4:,n 17204 Teleqhon, tpo? 224.3550
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desi=jn agreed upon at the April meeting in Anchorage.
They look ord and ugly
cri:icis:ns of the puppets were:

.

s4.etch. of the
4-:'::her than cute-and space-like as shown in the

Rather than metallic space'suits.the pupazreed upon.
blue
baby buntings. with over-sized gloves.
i7a- have pink and
not have removable space helmets. 'There is little or
Th:y
differe=e between the girl and boy, The puppets, 'especially,
robot', co not have enough mobility. Joa.Princiotta said
l'ha: if the tonsumer.committee gave him a list,of the changes
wanted he would do his best to make those changes.. The
c:=7.i:-.ee =embers immediately wrote a detailed list of ch'anges
:D te sent to Joe.
3e,rnadine Featherly gave each member ..a copy of designs for.
members were asked to
pre:grams 25 through 32.', The committee
q
read-theM over before reconvening the next-morning.

.

ti .ember 1, 1974.
.

The discussion 'of Amy and the Astros program continued Frisuggestions and changes
day morning. Following are some of the
in future
asked:to.
see
incorpOrated
the comnlittee members
accompaniment
for
the songs.
There should be music
programs
mobility
and be
puppets
have
more
They Would like to see the
with
the
choice
feaT;ured more. .They were generally dissatisfied
out-:stage
the
puppets.
She
They said she_ appears to
-for
is
not
warm.and
and
see7s too. polished and.yetAinnatural
speak to the puppets in a
They
s-Iggested
that-Amy
friendly,
It was also
1.::-iendly manner and not one word at a time:
that
she
sit down-,:g:.;ested that her dress be more casual and
programs-should
have.a
story
They felt that the
'ci:_.c?.Sional],y.
It was 'Suggested that`. the children
af_ne wih more interltdes.
.-te.p,iograms'be asked to send in drawings which could
It.
producedprogram and the interactiOn.
be -.1.4ed :Z.): both the
send,-their.drawings
to
dirded that the children should
Cowan said he would be very grateful if the com7.e7.bers -ould.send him slides of things of interest in
7.71t.

asked tb report,
0= :ha :.c=ittee members said they wel'e
inattentativeduring-the
interaction
the s;u:lercs were
children
enjoyed the
They said the
he programs.
u-=fc,---. of
that
they
were
having
a 'great
Rex Taylor. explained
1:-zend.
He
also
of -eclInical difficulties with interaction.
communities
were
tha-. slides of the students and their
being taken to be used for the interaction, and whop
praziuced program. Several members asked that
3 .r.inute break between Right Ors and Amy and the
be a 3
for the classes -to change in schools,where
r.la::sesuse the same monitor.
.

C
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Marie Landrum read the story, events for program design #25.
fee Clune suggested that the program could be made more child
directive if the Astro children showed the situational pieLee Clune said that he
tur:i.s and discussed them with Amy.
felt the scope and sequence of the designs were well done.
Bernadine asked the members if there were any-other changes
or suggestions they wished to make on the aesigns. There
was none so Sandra Chamberlain piled for a vote for final
approval of the designs.

Rex Taylor asked that, if the members of the Committee supported the continuation of the programs, they_ write a letter
to this effect to N.I.E. The committee voted, wrote, and
submitted such a letteL Several members also.wrote and submitted individual letters.
The chairpersons gave a report of their gioup meetings at,
the.generaLmeeting. The consumer committee members were
complimented and thanked. for their help, enthusiasm and
committment to the programs. Sandra Chamberlain said that
even-though there:would be not more'fox;Mal meetings they
would be very willing to continue to be involved and offer
their input, howeier, and whenever necessary.

0
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Northwest
Regional
Edubstiorial
Laboratory

S

Lindsay Building 710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland. 9regon 97204 Telephone (503) 224-3650
..-s.

,,

December 23, 1974

Dr. Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
Office of the Governor
Pouch AC

Juneau, Alaska 99801
Dear Charles:
I showed our Board of Directors segments of BOLD Program 11 and the
Health Program on Family Life, at their quarterly meeting on December 19.'
Di. Fish, although on medical leave, came:to the meetineto see the

presentation.. The Board. includes five memiteryrom Alaska. These are
Marshall Lind, State Commissioner of Education; Bob Van Houte, Executive
Director of the NEA Alaska; Dr. Charles Ray, Dean of-the School of Education
at the University of. Alaska; Mrs. Rita Millison, Elementary School Pr-incipal,
Anchorage; and Dr. Bill Marsh, Director of Research, Anchorage BoriSugh
School District. All of these were in attendance. Equivalent members were
present from other states id the Pacific Northwest.
e

The Board expressed much interest in both programs. We ended up seeing
almost all of both, because of expression of more interest.
Comments and reactions to BOLD:

The Board was impressed with the obvious teaching orientation of the
program.

I asked them if the goals of the programs were apparent. Their
' answer was emphatically, yes.
They commented on the. coordinated elements of the programs, i.e.
slapstick segment, demonstration, inclusion,of authentic dolls.

,

They were very positive to the teacher's manual which integrated the
program
proam within a 6:41 instructional sequence.
A bilingual Spanish-English Chicano teacher from-Woodbarn, Oregon,
commented favorably on the obvious efforts of the program to fix the
language patterns throfigh repetition. Also she "commented most favorably
,upon concrete demonstratfon of every new sentence and/or vocabulary.
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Dr. Charles Northrlp
12/23/74

I was asked if we ever introduced sentences or vocabulary in the
abstract. I assured them, never.

The Board was impressed (and I think surprised) with the professional
quality of the productioneffects, improvisation, etc.
Following were the reactions to the Health program:
The pattern of presenting a general concept with Rex and Charlie and
repeating in with the muppeta was well received.
o

They thought the amount of information presented was about right.
They liked the setting .very much and were supportive of the Use of humor.
o

One member asked how the sophisticated humor and modern .expressions
were received in the villages.. He .accepted my explanation that this was
well received and that. even though some students might miss some of
the nuances of some humor, they followed the Sequences well
appeared to underkand the concepts.
.

A

They were impressed with the puppets, the professional quality of the
puppeteers and the pacing.
a.

There were no negative 'reactions to either program. The Board was pleased
that NWREL had been a part of the project.
'After the meeting, the entire cassette, was played and several members of the
Staff saw the-two programs. Their comments were favorable. Again I felt
that they were almost surprised at tke quality.
I consider eachaabout the best example we have of the programs: I shall enter
this cassette in our archives along with other, records of the project.
Sincerely,
4,

fec-r-7,74,/

Norman K. Hamilton, Director
Division of CurriculumDeiTelopnient

. Programs..
NKH:cc
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State of Alaska

MEMORANDUM
TO:

°Dr. Charles "Northrip

DATE:

May 30, 1974

FILE NO:

RECD JON C

41914

ELEPHONE NO:
tkom:

MUSA ATS-6

Marshall L. Lind

Commissioneof Education
This memo will serve as official notification that the Department of Education
will assume responsibility for the teacher inservice training component
of the ATS6 educational experiment.
I have created a task force to provide the planning, organization and design
of 32 halfhour televised segments for teachers and administrators in the
ATS-6 footprint. The task force will call on your office for technical
assistance and advice, and will keep you informed of its progress. In
addition, the task force, through your office, will make arrangements with
KUAC for the broadcast of the in-service training segments.
Funds for the development of the teacher in-service programs will be 14pntified
and obtained by the task force. However, we will need the assistance of
your staff in utilizing the Jimeau production of ths, programs. However,
our relationship with KUAC will be coordinated with your office, so that
our effOrts will in no way interfere with the work you'have subcontracted'
to KUAC.

Finally, we will participate with. your office in the evaluation of the
Alaska ATS-6 satellite. I understand that the teacher in-service component
will be evaluated; along with t4ktotal experiment, by an' independent evaluator
under contract with your office.
I have assigned Ms." Marilou Madden to serve as liaison with your office
both on the teacher in-service component and the total educational experiment.,

She will remain in contact with you and your staff throughout the duration
of the project.

o.

0

-
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TEACHER IN- SERVICE TRAINING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
0

Department of Education - Juneau
Marilou Madden, Special. Assistant to the Commissioner
Frank Nelson, Research. and Planning

Eula Ruby, Right to'Read Supervisor
Dick Luther, Elementary Education Supervisor
Vern Williams, Assistant Director of Eaucational Programs
Rosalee Walker, Early Childhood Education
Larry Schutt, Federal Programs Section
Alaska State-Operated School System 4 Anchorage
Dick Bower, Director of Research and Planning
Martha Steckman

Reading and Language Development Supervisor

NEA-Alaska - Juneau
Robert Van Houte, Eicecutive Secretary

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Lillian Walker, Juneau office
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ATS-VI Teacher in-Service Training EXperiment

Major Content Area: Reading

Training will focus on strength'ening teacher skills in the sub-areaa of:
Diagnosis.

a

Instructional Program Design
Instructional Program Magagernent

Training will utilize the following instructional procedures:
Presentation
Practice
Evaluation
Training wilLincorporate the use of the following instructional media: (each
Medium may be used in either active or passive mode)
LiVe_television (satellite delivery)
°Canned video tape (mail delivery)
Print materials
Audio communication (satellite phone, radio-phone)

Procedure:Task force will identify teacher skills within each of the sub-content.areas.
Information on present teacher attainment for each identified skill will.be
culled from experience with Wtb R.sumnier workshops and the state
student assessment training.
:

Those skills in which a demonstrated teacher deficiency exists will be
targeted in the ATS-VI project.

-

Instructional units will bebuilt around one skill or relatedgroup of
: In general, each instructional unit will be comprised of
1) presentation of unit c.oricept
.

2) teacher in-servigq.prac`tiCe of 'skill(s), presented
:3) evaluation Ofieacker performance- of*-skill(s).

...,

Anyone of the four #tedia-outlined above might be.dtilized , usually in
Hswever ,
olthe,.concept foiteach
a passive mode, :fiSr presentation
.ATSVI.experittent7,it,is
aMicipated,
that presenbecause of thei'nature'of the
;,tationwill be,genei'ally handled by live television' (satellite delivery) at
-.4east for the 17 test-sites.. For the'17.6iles,,, the presentation may be
.141:10001: .by an interactive discussion between sites and the central
.

trarOtnif

'
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Practice of presented skills will utilize any of the 4 targeted media in
an active mode. That is, material to be transmitted by video, print
or audio--will be structured to call for individual teacher action or
response.
Evaluation of teacher attainment of specified skill(s) levels will also
utilize one or more media in an active mode.

The initial 5 programs will focus on skills necessary for diagnosis of
individual student reading attainment-. After presentation of the concepts
and demonstration of targeted skill(s), written and/or audio/atidio.video
taped material will be available at each site for use by individual teachers
for *skill practice. A part of the written/taped materials will.be completed
by the teacher and submitted to the project staff as evidence of skill
attainment.

If teacher skill levels in individual student diagnosis reach to prescribed
levels upon completion of the first 5 weeks of the in-service' program; the
second.5 weeks -of the program will deal with principles.-and_skills_ior

.

.

designing instructional programs around identified student learner
reading needs. The 5in-service units in this set will generally, follow
the procedure outlined above, i.e. presentation, practice and evaluation.
However,: if teacher attainment levels of the skill prescribed for the.

first set of programs--i.e., diagnosis--have not been met, programs
6. .n will be revamped. A different mix of instructional procedures,
media and modes may need to be developed, if unit objectives are to be
met.

**After successful completion of thefirst two instructional sets--i.e.
diagnosis and instructional program design, the next series of 10 live
satellite programs- will focus on synthesis. Using the interactive
capability of the satellite,. the central transmission site will monitor an
open techniques and materials exchange between in-service participants.
Again, real-time satellite transmission will be supplemented by mail and
telephone contact and materials 'exchange.
.

The fourth set of instructional programs (i.e. , program 20-29) will focus
on instructional program management. Drawing upon skills acquired in
the first two program sets, and on the materials and techniques exchanged
in the third program set, the instructional units in the 4th set will outline
skills and procedures to be used for efficient management of the participating'
sites' reading programs. This program set will, be directed at aite
administrators as well as site teachers. Again, the procedure of presentation, practice and evaluation will generally be followed, using a variety
of media in both passive and active modes.
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-3The .final A programs of the series will be used for evaluation of the
procedures, materials and mediz utilized for the series as a whole.
It is anticipated that the final ta*ee programs will-utilize real time
satellite interactive audio, tranSmission, supplemented by Printed material.
Task Force Assignments:
1.

Identify necessary teacher skills within each program set

2.

Prioritize skills' based a) 9n importance to successful conduction
of each sub-area and b) on identified participant need for upgrading,

3.

On basis of skill analysis, develop objective for -each program or
unit --as stated in terms of expected teacher behaviors.

4.

Identify appropriate instructional procedure for each objective

5.

Identify media and mode appropriate for each step in instructional
procedure
xisting visual and/or audio visual ma.teri,11 appropriate to
.Iden
each program segment.

7.

Identify types of materials which must be produced

8.

Identify resource talent for teleVised program segments

9.

Develop criteria for supplemental print or taped materials

10.

Develop criteria for evaluation of teacher skill attainment

Program Producer Responsibilities:
1.'

Assist task force in identifying existing and needed audio visual
and/or visual'materials

2

Prepare script for each program around program objective(s) selected
by task force

3.

Produce needed visual materials for televised, segment

4.

Arrange for delivery of materials and resource talent to Juneau studio

5.

Assist GOT production staff in preparing televised segment of program

6.

ProFluce video or.audio taped supplementary materials
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a

Interaction Coordinator:

' Where apporopriate. structure questions and materials for interactive
segment of program

1.

Monitor interaction between program participants
Somebody else:
1.

Produce written, supplementary. materials

2.

Get supplementary materials out and back from test sites.

Ta

4

Q
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ATS-VI Teacher In-Service Training Component

Potential Program Content:
1.

Diagnosis.
A.

Presentation of termonology associated with individualized reading.
instruction.

2.

3.

B.

Selection of appropriate student assessment instruments.

C.

Administration of selected instruments.

D.

Analysis of student assessment data.

E.

Special services available for handicapped.or learning disabled student

'Instructional Program Design
A.

Identification of in-school/in-district resources.

B.

Selection of material's.

C..

Selection of media.

D.

Utilization of time.

E.

Utilization of space.

F.

Student grouping stratagies.

G..

Writing individual inStructional stratagies.

H.

Teacher/learner activities.

Program management
A.

materials management.

B.

Scheduling.

C.

Record Keeping.

D.

Staff interaction.

E.

Administrative Support

F.

Community Involvement.

C
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45-94/
AuTmirof TO Urirr. rirartT NrGOTIATIMS
a

Department of Administration

TO:

rilou Mad0Pn_

Edu

FITM:

14L

Departlir

of Writer)

July 30, 1974

DATE:

(This form must to executed prior to entering negotiations regarding
personal ser.i:cs contracts, or negotiated contracts for other services, materials
or goods, or c:l.struction, when the contract amount is for $1,000.00 or more in
-. an annual p2r1cJ.)

It is the intent of the Department of
Educ ti
to negotiate a contract for the total' amount of
6,000
August 1, 1974
to
for the period
974
October -31
contract may be described as follows: (check appropriate blank)

( X

)

1.

2.

1°'

1

The

Personal services contracts.
Negotiated 'contracts as follows:
(a) goods or materials contracts
i b) construction contracts
c)'services contracts which may not be
considered "personal services"

ThaLnkreci. is for the accomplishment of

following purpose(s):

Design. script and produce a series of .32 ime-half teloriflion
programs directed, at training teachers in the area of reading

instruction for broadcast over the An-VI satellite_
We intend to nevatiate with the following persons or firms, listed in
order of our preferenczt:
1.

'Aaron Productions, 603 E. 4th Strecit, Juneau

2.
3.

4.

The concurrence of the Department of Administration is sought so that we may
proceed to conclude the above contract.
-

CiCUR:
0'

dministrat

Depart.

Dite:

"/
)
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Dvsin, bcri!A:,

1-1(1 produce 5-15 minute televised programs for Teacher
In-t,',A.viv,,..1i,jr,!; by ScptemL.,r 12, 1974, under the direct.len of the

L(.u(ation Task Force for Teacher In-Service Training,.

b'

ant produce an additional 5-15 minute televised programs
:it, 1974, under the direction of the Task Force and utiiizc!edbac..1: inLernation from training participants.

3.

De.-;in procedures for using interaction capability orsaiellite to
colb.leet ten 30-minute programs -in teacher exchange.
.

4.

Direct the production of graphic materilks needed for the_Iirst_20 televised programs.

5.'

Secure pre- prepared .audio and audio/visual materials needed for broadcasts.
Outline scripts for final 10-In- Service Programs.

The Department shall:
1.

Provide necessary suppOrt staff for conduct of abo,:e activities.
Prc'..50e liwited vaphia art capabilities.

andpurebase, upon.rceommendation by produeer,pre-preparea
necessury for broadcasts.
Enter into an agreement with the Office-of Telecommunications, Office
cf the Covet:y.0r, for use of the television production studio, staff
and equipment; opera!:ed by the Office-of Teleomit.uoicatiOns..
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Mayn't 23,1974
Deer Teacher:

We are in the process of ;coded's* a teacher issinerke training series which will
be abed:over the
'ATS4 ,audible beginsirs. September 19. The .unique part of the'ATS76 program. and hopefully of
the series will be ors attasapt to blinds twiny bput and feedback at a sailor induces:sin Abating
and shaping the MOUND To augmeit this we an at this point asking for suggestions from
you as
Co aped& areas you would like to see bested in the muse of the swim as Well as suggestiesit es to
the most effective format for the pregame to take.

At this point we We narrowed the focus of the amiss to ineervim bidning in the area of reading
although this is to' be taken in its broadest sense and can include areas such as classroom behavior,

use of teacher *aids, motivation, and other areas that influence the teschiog- of seeding. Within
this
uses what are the spedific subjects you would like included?

Because of the shortness hi length' of broadcast and response time (30 minutes aweek total) we are
concerned that much significant feedback will be cutoff. For this reason we are proposing. in
addition to dkect, feedback, that teachers either tape or Video tape responses to the material
planned and sand it to us: If you .have ideas on how we couid bett implement *spoons, please let
us know. Along that lbw, and this is perhaps something you can begin thinking of now, we are
requesting. that each participating school products program, of sOsie kind which will
be submitted
to us for possible induilaiss is a 'manna In the maim The plow, can be either Adel and audio
tape or video tape, and should speak to some Specific approach or technique you have found
effective in teaching reading in AlasiaLDon't worry about technical roissimas or lack of finished
polish as this is not the point, but rather the posing* use of this program series as a clearing house
ofinformation and techniques specifically relevant to teaching in Alaska.
.

.
We will look forwent to hearing from you and welcome qui:Ohms or suggestions.
on any elements as
yet unfound 'in the teacher ineavice training series.

Sincerely,
O

Ralph Liddle, Producer
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ALASKA NATIVE MAGAZIpE MEETING
'te

July 1, 1974
PRESENT:

Charles Northrip.
Rex Taylor
",

Myron Tisdel'
Paul Hartman
Don ,Upham
"Bob Cowan

Lino Barril
Martin' Strand

.ROnald Mallot
Fred Notti

Ochie Tottschalk

Steve Smith

Dave Geesin
Geoff Kennedy

_Dave Conyer

Nancy. Smoyer,

Rex Taylor opened with a review of the ATS-6 project
and its personnel: Dr. Charles Northrip - Director; Rex
Taylor - Eduqation Experiment Manager.; -Lino Barril - Utilization Manager; Ted McIntire - Technical: Manager. The
objective is.to.involve the peOple at local levels through
instructional series to be "presented in 18 villages in the
area of the "footprint." The meetings of the other,Consumer
Committees were described. The philosophy of Alaska Native
Magazine was described at an attempt to get ideas from people
as-to what they want to see and develop programming accordingly.
The air time of,q1laska Native Magazine is one hour every Tuesday(ADT)
from 7 to 8.
Concern was raised about Native participation in
the feed-back portion of the programs. Lino Barril indicated'
that the utilization person in each village will be responsible
for relaying and hopefully encouraging tills ,participation.
Questions were raised about the Experigaiteetrt- of Opportunity,
a half nour a week of satellite time open to use by any group
who can. make up a Program.
.

Program subject ideas were brought up and discussed.
Fred Notti suggested that a dovie be shown in the villages
before the programs to promote interest.
Format suggestion was presented of a. 15-20 minute report
from the Producer/Reporter to be followed by live interaction
with people in the studio and the villages. Committee members
questioned whether the villagers would accept this approach.
To counter possible- alienation of villagers,- committee members
suggested pre-prepared programs which are not overly "slick"
and avoidance 'of "bureaucratic" language.
Ron suggested using
old Native leaders as narrators.

The list of candidates for Producer/Reporter was given
to committee members'. for their opinions and in -pint.
Other
.pos6ibia candidates were Suggested:
Ted Valley of Yakutat
suggested by Ron; MargierBauman with 'the Tundra TimessUggested
by Fred;, George Charles suggested. by. Fred.
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Patre 2:

Programs Were discussed again.'.,Fred brought up that; the
programs. shdbld show what can be done, not just what is Ilappening;
i.e. a positive rather than negative approach. After extended
.

discussibnof topics, the group arrived at the following list:
Native Profiles - Natives presented who have achievedipol1.
excellenbe in art's and other fields.
itical prominence
I

Human and Civil Rights - how to cope in a bureaucratic
society, using laws to benefit yourself..

2.

Native Land Claims -mup7date rather than just rehash.
4.

Pipeline Impact. - 'show what hats happened and how to cope.

Fisheries - state' regulatiods; Archie suggested rise of
film, "There Are No More Fish" (Bristol. Bay Area Development

5.

orp.),

how to getmoRey under it

6.

Revenue Sharing -

7.

Environmental)Protectiqn/ Resource Utilization

8.

Consumer Information/Protection

9.

Cultural Programs`..- Eskimo Olympics, dances, village elders

ti

C

3

etc.

10. Urban vs. Rural Lite
11. Co-op Edlcation
12. "How to..." - apply for college, make use of available.servides.

13. State Educational. Responsi4lities
14. Native/Non-Native Cooperation
15. State News - reports from regions

highlight community pride.

16. Accident Prevention
17. Liberalization of Native Women
It was
up. that' there, will be educational and promotional
programming on the.purpose.and use of ATS-6 for one week bef'bre
actual programming begins in otdet.to familiarize the teachers
and'Villagers with the.,project*

Questions, were raised concerning. the,station's liabilities

.

under the.Fairness.toclne. Charlie Northrip briefly reviewed
the concept of the Fair ess Doctrinesi.e. the necessity to,seek
opposing views of points presented on programs. Bob Cowan indicate
that he would send a.copy of the FCC.Fairness Doctrine Primer to
committee members.

p
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There Was-continuing discussion about programming subjects.
It was suggested that the function of the host should be in part to
handle.free-fdr-all debates and chapenge panelist. It was mentioned that there should be incorporated in the earlApart of
each program a status report of questions raised by the villagers
in proceeding programs.
The First Program was discussed, Various id s were presented:
1.o offer a mixture of subJects the committee bfi the studio for
live feed-back; ioffer "shopping list" of progrAs a end.. It was .*
determined thatfthe First Program should include:
Native Profile
2.,"Native/Non-Native.Cooperation
3.
State News
4.
Rights vs. Responsibilities
1.

The programsr the following:Jive weeks will b' :
2.
Rights vs. Responsibilitie&
3.
Native/Non-Native Cooperation
4.
Environmental Protection
5.

6,

fisheries
Consumer Information Protection
.

O

The q4estion.of whether the interaction ,should be all in one
section.or'interspersed. through the program was brought up. It
was questioned whether the village speaker Th-aUdd be indentified
or remain anonymous; decided that it should be optional.. It was
suggested and accepted that a NatiVe profile and State:News,
The title of the series, "Alaska
will.be in all programs.
Native Magazine," was discussed and accepted.

The languages to be used in the program were discussed.
It was decided that English and three Native languages be used;
Yupik, Tlingit, and Athabascan - the Athabadcan dialect to be
chosen by a group of experts. The Native' Profiles and legends
are to be done in the language of the speaker.

The next meeting of the Cdmmittee will be Friday, August 9,
in Anchorage, juneaus.or Fairbanks - to be determined at a later
date.

cJ

e,
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Consume; Committee Meeting
August 3x21 1974

9:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Wood Center, U. of A. Fairbanks

a

_Ron Mal/otte, AFN
Martin Strand, Sealaska
br. Doris Williams
,
Lino Barril, ex officio, OT
-Bill Fredson (for Melvin Charlie) Tanana Chiefs Con
Dr. Charles Northrip, OT
Rex Taylor, OT
Jackie Butler, KUAC

.

Moses' Wassilie

Bob Cowan
Mark Badger
Paul Hartman

a

(Claude.Diementieff,o Steve Smith,4Dave-Conyer,
Geoff Kennedy, all visited at one time or another)

Discussions:

- on the possibilities of political programming
,e-on the Rights vs Aesponsibilitiet program theme
-on the processes of preparation for filming trips
on the Native/Non-Native Cooperation program theta
-on the problems in locating translators,
- on the processes involved in the interaction portions
=,os.the status of antenna installation
- on contacts available to the film team in villages
-on the advisability of staying three days in filming s
-on the problems and.alternatves to using film release
form
- on the producer/reporter's outline for the first progr
Tthe theme ofChange and transition)
on the camera and microphone techniques in the Minto
Pk
film
-on possibleAsiabjects for. Profiles
- on the use of*featurettes as pad material

-on the EnvironmeS:1 Protectionprogram theme.
-on the Fisheriel
ogram theme 4
-on the Consumer Information/Protection program theme
- on Subsistence hunting /fishing as a program theme
-on State News as a program component
-on the Land 'Claims College
.

-a

Majority Decisions and Requests:
1.

That the publicity bro8hu;'e presented by the ANN
staff be approved in concept.

2.

That the pace of the programs in the. NM series
can and should be "slower".
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That various features of the series, including.
Ahe live interaction,process,'be viewed as experimental (i.e. "See what happens the first shoV,
then change it and try again) fr
r

ALi

1

That copies of all publicity materials be forwarded

4.

to OT for Nit..

That OT? (and the CC) should be notifietl,f the
staff desires to make substantive departures"
from decisions made at consumer committee smaetings.

5:
Q.
,

t

maiat the film crew should not go into Villages
with to set an idea of 'how the Subjects should
be treated (i.e. 'Don't decide beforehand what
to'get.")

6.

7.. That the film-release problem should be solvedby acquiring one (preferably more) of the following;
a. a.blanket release from the village council
president.
1.

b. an oral release frowan interviewee, on
r audio tape
c. an oral release, recorded on sound-on-film..

That the ANN staff may have journalistic freedom
to use program titles other than the su ject-eitles
listed by the consumer committee.
9.

.

That "Fisheries" may be dropped back t o program 48
or so, to allow another, more :timely gubjectl'
(such as subsistence hunting).inio the first six
programs.
,

10.

-That "Tisheries" as a program theme should not
be expanded In one program to include "Subsistence
Hunting."

11.

That *bureaucrat-ese" shottad be avoided, and that
straightforward langu ge be used.

12.

That Profiles. may be produced on both "successful"
and "common people" natives.

13.

That the news, portion, of the programs may include
village, state or national news of a "soft" nature.

.r
0

c
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14.

That the first show, of the series may be much as
the producer/reporter had outlined, with the
provisions that the Change theme be dropped, and an emphasis be placed on previews of coming program

15.

That the next five programs, in no specific order
should deal with:

16.

a.

Rights vs. Responsibilities

b.

Native/Non-Na ive Cooperation

C.

gnvironmental Protection

d.

Consumer information/Protection

e.

A substitute for Fisheries, if desired

That the logo designed, by Moses Wassilie was
satisfactory.
a

O

4

o

.
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Producer, ANM

IDEA AND CONTENT NOTES FOR FIRST SHOW
ALASKA NATIVE MAGAZINE.

Documentary 1.

MAJOR THEME: CHANGE AND TRANSITION FOR ALASKA'S NATIVE
PEOPLES.
To communicate to the
Role *of Alaska Native Magazine:
village people.in our footprint area these changes as,
they happen, to document and record the processes by
which change is occuring, and to film individuals
(Native) involved in the change...by so doing, to inform,
educate, and entertain.
Alaska's Native peoples are as Varied as peoples
They are NOT a stereoanywhere on the face or the earth.
type. They are, first of ails either Eskimo, Indian
Aleut, or Tohimshian,'each unicue in its :characteristics.
Alaska Natives make up close to one-fifth the total
population of the state, approximately 60,000 individual
Native persons,
FACT:

There are no fewer than five major Native languages
spoken throughout the state and all language groups
shdre a cultural and historical background unlike
any other.
levels
Alaska Native peoples are of many ages, many level:
and kinds of education,. experiences, opportunities,
inclinationsk.interests. It is a miracle. of humankind
that each individual, born into this world possesses
qUalities that are his or hers alone hut nevertheless,
are.intricately, connected with lineage, with ancestors,
With his or h6r own human'familY.

Within the lifetime of Native.people living today-, the..
old oS the villages, changes of:mammoth proportions and.
The harsh Climate'
irrevocable sigr4ficance.have occurred.
it
the
last
''frontier!'
and the remoteness of Alaska made
tO.J.4e invaded'by the white man,and living Natives in
1974 will speak of the firSt'Whipe man to -oOme to Tanana-,
or to Kiana, orto Atka.
Possibility of tagp of someone 1 kelleter 'John, Charlie
T': in
Mayo,_pr Andrew Isanc tellinf'such in incident
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.

Voice-oVer of .a.youngAperson to contrast with the older,
talktng about the fact that they cannot speak their own
( language, that they..did not learn the old ways but. were
sent to a white- oriented boarding.school such as Mt
Edgecumbe.' Interview several young. Natives to get a
..
fitting response.... Ask question5like
:'
_b.
.

.

po YOU. SPEAK ATHABASCAN? (TLINGIT',.YUPIK, ETC.)

DO YOU WISH YOU COULD?

DO YOU WISH THAT THINGS HAD NEVER CHANGED, THAT I

THEY WERE Lan THE OLD DAYS BEFORE THE WHITE W?
CAN YOU IMAGINE WHAT YOUR LIFE WOULD BE LIKE IF THAT
WERE THE CASE?
DO YOU STILL THINK OF YOUR IDENTITY AS A NATIVE, ,OR
DO YOU THINK ONE DAY IN-SOME. FUTURE TIME, ALL
THAT WE THINK OF AS "NATIVE" WILL BE LOST?

Our key question for this first show will be:

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BIGGEST CHANGE ALASKA
NATIVE PEOPLE ARE SEEING NOW TODAY?
Ask, this question of a 'variety of people everywhere we
Then lead into further discussion with:

go.

DO YOU THINK THESE CHANGES'ARE GOOD OR BAD?
HOW HAS ANGOON CHANGED? (OR MINTO, OR SLEETMUff?)
HAS IT CHANGED. IN YOUR. LIFETIME?

WHICH DO YOU THINK WAS BETTER: -MUM-YOUR GRANDFATHER AND GRANDMOTHER LIVED,OWTHE WAY IT IS NOW?
EVER:DIE OUT? DO YOU THINK ALASKA
WILL THE VILLAG
NATIVES-ARL ALL GOING TO BECOME CITY PEOPLE,
BECOME JUST LIKE THE WHITE MAN?

Our documentary can be pUt together out of the anSwem we
get.

To show and. demonstrate the contrast, we' could try .

for a very stylized still shot of old photos interspersed

With its opposite-stopping each new sequence with
a freeze frame and fading.it to the same.sepia brown.
.

'PROFILES

2.

For our first profiles, we could take two people from the
same family, two generations...grandfather and grandson,
or grandmother and grandaughter. Profile each one with
the same integrity. The result is bound to illustrate
our theme.
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I am thinking of the dog sled vs. the snow machine and/or
the motorcycle; the hand-made.beaded moccasins vs. the
Native girl in J.C. Penny's trying on the latest platform
shoes; the old woman in Nenana smoking fish by the raverbank vs. the young woman buying her meat at Safeway or
Market Basket; the Native man on a fish wheel vs. the
Native man on the pipeline job.

'OPENER OR
7EATURETTE

We want to show that the new has NOT replaced the old
everywhere by any. means, that in 1974, many traditional
ways of doing things are alive and will or that pew tools,
new machines, are not necessarily a detriment to a Native
lifestyle. Barrow Eskimo men use walkie-talkies between
Or
Details of this from Guy Okakok.
spotters and boats.
Yes,
I
use
a
snow
machine
to
run
use other examples of:
my trapline because it's faster, the animals are more
widely spread nowadays, etc...
PANEL
DISCUSSION

4..

.SUB-THEME:

COPING WITH CHANGE

This is a take-off on Fred Notti's suggestion: Show the
Native people ways to cope with VMS change, to shape the,
'.change and, control it, to make an OPTION and' not an inevitabi

Following the mini-documentary, have our Consumer Committee,
our first on-show panel, discuss impromptu with Moses leading
Set a desired time-frame for this,
the subject of change.
warm-up, then open the show up for viewer interconnect.
wrap-up
ending...
PREVIEW OF
SHOWS TO COME

End the first show with a Preview of Shows to Come with
Moses giving our viewers strong encouragement to contribute
ideas for future shows.
Show segments 'of films we will haVe?lhot between now, and
September 1-10 on our key,issues: Native Land Claims and
Corporations, New Roles for Native Women, The Crisis in
Native Housing, The New Native Politician, Subsistence
This final collage will be
Hunting Controversy, etc.
assembled out of the best materials we have shot on our
field trips, but highlighted as to major themes for future
shoWs...

'J
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ALASKA NATIVE MAGAZINE C. C. MEET/NO

DATE:

October 9, 1974
9:00 am 'to 12:00 pm

PRESENT:

DECISIONS:

on Mallott
Martin Strand
Doris Williams
Kris Lentsch
Molly MoCammon

1.

Moses Wassilie
Mark Badger
Paul Hartman
Cowlan (AID).
Foote (AID)

by and large to ignore the election on Nov. 5 show.

authorized us to ask viewer response on the proposal
to drop. New Year's Eve program.and to offer an entirely
pre-produced program on Christmas Eve (to explain the
proposal at first and say "We'll poll you at the end of
the program."
2..

3., (tentatively) to hold the next meeting on November 13.1
Lino will cheek.

4.

to use the following topics for programs 7 - 9:
a.

Education (including Survival School)

b.

Land Claims

c.

Health Care

5.

to apace segiTlents throughout, the chow (vs. one
12 -.15 minute doc.)(informal agreement)

Programs should be "Statewide" rather, than localized.
Use several different sites as examples of each individual
topic.
6..

7.

As long as our presentations are factual and fair
.("both sides") , we should not be .afraid of controversy
-

"tell.it like it is,"

.11
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CONSUZ:11 COANITTEr. DIZZ'2ING - 110V3,13.12. 13, 1974

Betty - should have focused on one thing at a time (in relation to Tuesday's
show), too broad a subject, indicate .to people more of what future
shows_will contain - perhaps for the entire month
Lino - feedback from villages says too much on Ninto; show should be
combination of cultural, political and entertainment.; on the show,
should ask people to write questions, comments, suggestions

Betty

maybe have a section each week of person on street interviews on
the night's topic

Ideas for features
use of libraries
poetry readings w/music backgrounds
women in various fields

Future shows
transportation
winter food gathering
dog races (Iditarod)

Next consumer committee meeting Dec. 18 in Anchorage\
\
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41.

12/18/74 Anchorage

"Consumer Committee meetin

Minutes "Alaska Native Magaz
DECISIONS

At Bill Fredson's suggestion a chairman was selected. Ron
Mellott nominated Martin Strald: no other nominations were proVided
after two calls, and Martin 4as eleCted by acclamation:.
1.

-

It was decided to authorize 3 experimintal programs as outlined
by Mo and the staff, that is, to let the AlaSka Native Magazine staff
go into several different villages and ask villagers themselves what
they Would like to see discussed on television', and then to film
within their villages and othdrs items of interest named by thbe
villagers.
2.

(Thursday)

The consumer committee wanted Bonnie to be asked if she would open
up ipteraCtion for questions on the news following her readings. Then
if there were questions she could, a) answer them, b) ask one of the
villages if.they had the answer, or c) 'offer to bring an answer back
next week; If Bonnie would be uncomfortable with theisyrocedure,
it was the consumer committee's feeling it should not be.adOpted.
3.

It was decided to adopt the 3 topics left from our last consumer
committee meeting which.we could remember - dog races, winter life,
[These 3 plus the 3 "Mini-experimental" programs
and transportation.
plus the oil development prOgram made a total; Of seven topics assigned
at this consumer committee meeting.]
4.

It was de iped to hold the next consumer committee meeting in
Anchorage acc rding tothe following schedule: on Tuesday, February
18th the Cons mer.coMMittee, OT, and'a KUAC representative would meet
in-the AFN conference room from1:00 until 5:00 pm to view tapes of
'prior ANMS, and would reconvene at the..hospital,for 7:00 to 8:Q0 pm
to wapEh the live telecast that'evening 'On Wednesday, February 19th
from 9:00 to.5:00 pm-the entire consumer committee would meet with the
ANM.staff for.the normal consumer coMmittee'meeting.
5.

DiscupioNs/*)c.ppRs
(Wednesday)
A.
B.
C.
D.

-

Viewed. most of ANM #7 -Education.
Election of chairman and short recess:

.

Discussion on Yakutat trip withriS andRichard.
Discussion on staff's need for topics in advance so a trip doesn't
have a monthstraight'"wake" of film. '
Discussion on possible contacts (including ROn's sister) in Yakutat.
Discussion on flexibility._ Ron reminded the,ANM staff that it does
have flexibility'in attack'on the topics assigned as long as the
staff notifies the consumer committee-thattheir trips have.changeds
_:.
the approach,
ROn suggested
A-long disCussion on how to stimulate interaction.
Mo ask for interaction more often and also to show the address more
often on the- screer., (Refer to deciSion on interaction.) All'
agreed on the need for public relations and publicity fliers,.
.

E.
F.

. .

.

.

G.

,

.

g-7

-rP
c0
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brochures and posters. The problems in gettiiigPR out (lack.of.
personnel and, lead time)
were alsO-expldred. Martin suggested
giving conSume committee member's' as much.notice as possible so
that they could help get the' word.out. Mo suggested that an
advance man.be sentto villages prior to film trips.
H.

Major discussion on the format. Mo advocated trying another. way
of-viewer definition: to go into villages and find the problems
as they (the:villagers)see them." That is, .to have a 60-minute
program which. features 3 villages with 3 major problems.
(Refer
to decision on mini-experiments.)

I.

Bill Fredson suggested that the staff help him use. his $19,.000
in travel money this next:month.
(Thursday)

Lino -Harrill handed outcopies of his letter of. December 1.../tp to
me and to the consumer committee members. (There was no discussion
at this point of the letter.),
K.

Another pipeline program was suggested. Ron said "If th y're that
interested, we ought to give it to them again. We never expected
to be the -Know -it -alls
6- they're the consumers out in the villages.
Martin_suggested showing a. bit of the pipeline, interaction from the
last program at the beginning of the next pipeline program to get
-it-going again. Martin also mentioned againhow he. Oished that a
'list -of-prior programs had been issued to the consumer.committee
before they-came. There had been discussion the day befdre about

-the need for agendas..end. minutes,_.
L.

Possible future programs were listed-a_e_per. the att

ed matrix.

M.- It was suggested that during the news segment tanker-tra&fic be.
covered.
N.

Ron asked if numbers 11, 12 ancL13 in Lino's list- of.topics frbm
the first consumer committee meptingshouldn'tjlave been put
together'as a single topic.

O., We viewed the last half of ANM number 11.
P.

Knother dat* and time was set .for the next, consumer committee meetin

Q.

Lino asked the consumer committee itself to stay for him to meet
with privately a few moments.
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A.

.

ANN comma! compunwp,160.41xmos ANCHORAGE, MARCO 22. 1 13. 1975
, .

Attending:

Grace
er
Vivian J
Pam
Stella
lton
Rex Tayl
ii
Lino

Martin Strand
Doris Williams
Mem Mellott
Sett' hatchet*,

Elyron 11 .01

Nancy hmoyer
Moses Wassilie

NOW NOCammon
Xis Lentsch

Paul

The Utilisation Aides reported on their Sites. Pam Stooks
from Valdeesaid there was usually sero atteudanci mainly
because they had cable TV., She said she ha4 publicised the
programs and about 10 people MOO for the .Limited Entry pro.
gram. Grace Bender from kaiak said the attendance started
out welt with about 75 people but fell off due to bingo that
night and now only 1 or 2 come. The'people,get bored with
the subjects and wanted more entertainment. She switches
between the English and translation on the set. Stalls
Hamilton from-Allakaket said that quite a feWpeople came
45 children, 30 to 60Aidults..- although they don't always
watch the prOgram. They are tired of interviews) they enjoy
seeintdifferent life stylesi'dog races. The:
ple don't
understand enough English to follow .the interviews . Vivian
Jai's' from Angoon said the attendance at first was 30 to 40
people, but his dropped off to 0 to 7.. laving the TV set at
the school was'one.Problemvand she suggested the town hall
would be 'a better location.
(People find the school a "foreign"
and "authoritarian* place, and it is also' loCated some distance
.

.

from the village, down elonguunlit road.)
.

.

EVetYofte agreed that the set needs to be more informal and
less studio-like.;
_

Publicity was discussed. Grace suggested tieing the "Bush
Pipeline' ..for*freeadvsirtising.: Also 'Tundra ToPics".could;
be used. 'MAC can contact the Villages which will appear
that night ahead of time. Also, a schedule of the Upcoming
programs bah-be agint:to -the-utilisation. aides.-

-

.

;-

.

Input from°utilisation aides is needed. 'It was. strongly
suggested that they send weekly reports to ANN through Lino,
and they agreed.

They would like to see more of crafts, dancing, slides of
other villages, beauty pageant at Mt. Edgecomb, sports, kids,
ec.ne, profiles (both of exceptional 'and normal people).
APN 'Youth,, Convention.
Music backgrounds were enjoyed. In
the voice- ere it was suggested that a picture of the person
speaking be inserted in a corner to encourage questions.

The aost'recent

program was viewed until the tape broke.

Martin opened the afternoon elision by suggesting (and all
generally agreed). that more diversity. ..Moor, movie and variety
wee needed.

The UM staff wee speoifically.released from sticking to one topic, or Sven tying .the° whole program together thew-.

tioally. Assigned topics shW.d be presented for as long as
-interestingly possible, two the hour absild be filled out with
good (unassigned) features.
Discurision on interaction followed. Vnritius problems were:
the guests move on too quickly to other subjects before the
people have time:to ask question/Pi people don't liktb. pressing
the button, some teachers inhibit villagers from reepondingt
teohnology prevents hearing
ovfl village'.. questions.
SOggistions were; host s
repeat question", and might
prepare the villages to *neer a question (possibly before
thie'program starts.)
.

.

Ron 'convoyed Claude;Dsmientieffte otancem over the lack of
Native 'involvement and inf3.uenae.

in .that.

project and on the.

coneueer committee.. Lino`.0greed -thst met time the Utilisation aides maid be the conswobt, 00Mmittee to Voice more direct
feedback from the
t

SUbjeoto fOr future programs were*discusped.
1.
the Pupp ets'

2.

(See attached

chart )

ing face of' Puke

Nati Arts festival
4. Co11094444
'

5.*

Mhaliall,

6. Native Ifomen

Ditoussion of 'the futtre of MN followed.
said that one
suggestion from Roger. Lang would be that training, for Native
cinamatowaphers an&reseerthers be included. Myron said we
need to !mow if there id' interest in continuing° it,'.'prohahly
On
whit program. fOrMat' should b* tiled. hen
questioned
would be the prime contractor.. 'Ron said' regiontheii,ulap too pooh tomtit
cOuldaft be
al- obrporat
*-11P
their own region, and that
the logical choiCe. He
Praleised. to:get representetilres: from both oilganisationi together
soon to.disouse the matter.

0
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January 16, 1974

0

Mr, Hartford N. 'Gunn, Jr.
President

Public Broadcasting Service
485 L'Enfant Plaza West, SW
Washington, D.C.
20024
Dear Hartford:

;

In May of.last year I spoke with members of your staff
(Dan Wells, John Ball, Bob Mott, Brooks Leffler) about the use
of PBS progkamming in the Alaska ATS-P experiment, scheduled
to begin soMetime after the ATS-F satellite is -launched in
April of this year. The tentative conclusion at that time was'
that PBS programs could be used for transmission to Alaska and
rebroadcast on public stations in the State via the. satellite.
.

At long last the Governor's Office of Telecommunicatione
has a firm contract from the National Institute4of Education
to operate the ATS-P experiment in Alaska. We are now in theproeess of making firm plans for the utilization of the satellite during the period it will be available to us, prior to
being moved to India in June of 1975.
wOuldglike to be able.to discuse.with you, or your
staff, the fall program plans of PBS. I anticipate that after
launch it will take most of the summer of this year to check
out the satellite.and the associated ground systems and to
make ready for actual experimental operations. . Topics to be
explored would be titles and numbers of programs that would
be available for transmisison via ATS-P to Alaska during the
times when the ATS-F beams are directed toward Alaska, the
system arrangements necessary to get PBS programs to an ATS-P
uplink station in the Lower 48 (either Denver, Colorado or
Seattle, Washington), and types of programs that would make
the most sense for a satellite experimento(probably timely
programs that are not usually available to non-interconnected
stations).
Ia

Even though tentative agreement was reached last spring
that PBS programs could be used for our experimental purposes,

41)
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Mr. Hartford N. Gunn

Jr.

January 16, 1974

this letter is a. formal request for PBS participation inn
the
Alaska ATS-F experiment. I'st looking forward to an early
opportunity for discussion of the above issues.

Cordially,.

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment
Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
o
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January 16, 1974'

itr. Lee-C. Prischknecht
President
National Public.Radio
2025 M Street, NW
Washington, p.c.; 20036

Dear Lee:

In May of last year I spoke with you about the use of
NPR programming 04 the Alaaka.ATS-F experiment, scheduled.to
begin sometime.after.the ATS-4 satellite is launched in
April of this year. The tentative conclusion at that time
was 'that NPR programs could be used for transmission to Alaska
and rebroadcast on public stations in the State via the
satellite.
o

At long last the Governor's Office of Telecommunications
has a firm;Contrabt%from the National Institute of Education
tooperate the ATS-P experiment in Alaska. We are now in the
process of making firm plans for'the utilization of theiatellite during the period it will be available to:us, prior to
being moved:to India in June of 1975.
I would like to.be.able to discuss with you, or your.
staff, the fall program plans 9f NPR. I anticipate that after
launch it will take most of the summer of this year to chetk
out the satellite and.the Associated groundsystems and to
make ready for actual experimentalooperations. Topics to be
explored would be titles and numbers of programs that would
be,available_for transmission via-ATS-F to Alaska during the
times when the'ATS-P beams are directed toward Alaska, the
system arrangements necessary to get NPR programs .to an ATS-F
uplink station in the Lower.48 (either Denver, Colorado 9r
Seattle, Washington),.and types of prograMs that would pake
the mostsense for a sithalite experiment (probablytimely
programs that are not usuallyitvailable to non-interconnected
stations and /or stereophonic programs not capable of trans,.
mission over normal network lines).
'

Even though tentative agreement was jreached last, spring
that NPR. programs could be used for our experimental pdrOoses,
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0

Mr. Lee C. Frischknecht

,

-2-

1974

JauulimeY 16

this letter.is a formal request for NPR participation in the
I'm looking *onward to an early'
Alaska ATS-F experiment.
opportunity for discussion of the above issues.

CordiallY,.

Charles H. Northrip,
.(11Satellite Experiment

Coordinator
Office Of. Telecommunications
o-r

O
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WILLIAM A. EGAN: GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF THE :GOVERNOR
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

May.21-; 19711

SENT TO THOSE ON THE ATTACHED LIST.

Enclosure:. ATS-F Summary
Dear

1 Would like to invite your agency to consider participation in then
Alaska ATS-F Health/Education Telecommbnications {HET) Experiment.
The Office of Telecommunications, Office of the Governor, is coordinating
the Alaska use of NASA's ATS-F satellite, which will be launched in June
of this year Actual experimentation is scheduled to begin .the following
eptember and last until May of 1975.
The bulk of time available for educational use in Alaska will, be
utilized to broadcast instructional teleVision prog'rams into rural Alaskan
schools and Communities'. The Indian Health Sei.vice and the Washington,
..Alasya, Montana, Idaho (WAMI) medical consortium also are allotted time
in Alaska. Enclosed you will finda summary of the eduCational experiment's
development and progress to date.

At the present time, there is a possibility that a 35-minute block
of times on Thursday afternoon will 'be :available to interested Alaska
experimenters The possible open,timeiis from 4:40 to 5:15 PM .(PacifiC
Daylight Time) Therepwi II be approximately 32 of these half-hour
blocks during the experiment.
Only locations with ATS-F grouncrstatiorit will be able to receive
communications via the satellite. In the enclosed summary is a list of the
nineteen towns and villages that will have such equipment. during the
time period available Ft. Yukon, will not be operable, as it will be out of
the satellite's II footptint.1.1

As described in the summary, the. ATS-F satellite will utilize a high
power transponder, and the. large dish antenna will produce an extremely.
concentrated beam. This decreaSes the size of .the ATS-F footprint but
allows the use of small, relatively inexpensive earth terminals.

ti
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_2_

May 21, 1974

The' satellite will be able to relay color television and up to four
channels of high-quality voice. However', _the ground stations will be
able la receive only one channel of audio at any given time,
In .each,' of the vi I lege sites there wi be A:color teleyision.:set (or

,

two) at the local school. There is a small possibility that there will
be a third set in the village, ilia community center Or some such building.
At latations where there are teleVision Stations, Alaska Educational-Broadcasting Commission mini -TV transmitters, or local cable TV companies; the
ATS- F-programs will be available for general distribution. The local television outlet will only have to. provide some means of delivering theiignal
from the ATS-F receiver to i4ts own facility..
The ATS-F system is dei,igned as a "party line." AnVone who turns
on their:receiver will be able to view what is being broadcast from one of
the four transmit loCations. The system-could be used for point-to-point
transmission (for example: from Juneau to Anchorage or Fairbankt) or for
transmission from one point to many simultaneously.
In addition to the au.diOand video receive capability of each site, and
the video and audio transmit and receive capability of Fairllanks, Juneau,
Tanana, and Galena (via ATS-F), each site will, also be able to transmit audio
only via another NASA satellite, ATS-I.

Another possibility that, exists is transmission from the Lower 4
one or all of the Alaska locations. The master control center for the A
HET Experiment is in. Denver, Colorado, If an experithenter could arrange
for program material to be delivered to Denver.i.either physically or electronically) 'such material could then be broadcast to Alaska via ATS-F. This
material could, of course, be color video and audio as in the Alaska system.
It would also be possible'tobroadcast from Alaska to Denver and thence, via
long lines, to anywhere in:the U . S . Any cost aboVe the actual satellite link
would, of course, have to.be borne by the experimenter.

Similarly, all production costs and the cost of delivery of material to
the transmit- location would have to be borne by your agency, should you
decide to participate. The actual-use of the satellite and grouild terminal
equipment would be free of charge.
It would not be necessary for any one agency "to commit itself for the.
entire 32 half-hours availat;le. Rather, the Office of Telecommunications
would prefer several short series by different potential satellite users, or
even single programs or exchanges. We hope that as many agencies as
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May 21, 1974

possible can avail themselves of this opportunity to experiment with the
potential uses of satellite telecommunications.

'

Once again, I recommend to you the enclosed summary as a source of
information about both the technical capabilities of ATS-F and some of the
different possible uses of this satellite as a medium of communication.

If your agency is interested in conducting experiments using the
ATS-F satellite, or would like more information regarding its possibilities-,
please indicate your. interest 'to me by June 3, 1974. Bear in mind- that
fuhding for theie experiments will have to be borne by the individual
user. The Officeof Telecommunications will proVide coordination and
management,of the use of the satellite for NASA. NASA is providing the
circuits and time free of charge.
I am looking forWard to hearing from you as we approaCh the launch
of this exciting opportunity in communicationS.eXperimentation for Alaska.

Sincerely,

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite Experiment Coordinator
'Office of Telecommunications

Enclosure

WILLIAM A. EGAN, GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
POUCH AC -- JUNEAU 99E01

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

1

June 26, 1974

SENT TO THE ATTACHED LIST.
ry

r

Dear

Thank you for expressing your interest in participating in the
Alaska ATS-6 HET experiment. We are pleased with the kind of response
our initial letter has generated. We hope that all of the agencies who
have expressed an interest will have an opportunity to become involved.
ATS-F was launched May 30 and performed almost flawlessly in
attaining orbit and deploying its 30 foot antenna. At some point during
launch, in keeping with NASA's system of numerology, ATS-F became
ATS-6. Reports from Goddard Space Flight Center indicate that ATS-6
is operating, as planned, and all transmitsystems function.
Plans call for Alaska programming to commence on September 13,
with the first "Experiment of Opportunity" being broadcast on. September 19.

Prior to our allocating the time,avaitable,. we need your agency
to submit a proposal to. the Office of Telecommunications outlining yoUr
program and identifying the dates you desire. We should receive your
proposal by July 12.
Our desire is not to cause you an undue amount of work, however,
there are certain questions regarding your proposal that we will need
answered to be able to evaluate the applications.
.

Though not necessarily an outline for your document, this information should be included in your proposal:
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I. Objectiye,,,program goal or experimental focOs of program or
series..

Working, title of program Or series.

II .

N.inuer of program segments requested, length of program
segments planned, and preferred dates.
III

,

IV. Description of program content.

V. Description of target audience..
(Unless your agency has plans of making a special effort to gather
a specific audience at certain poin"ts, your viewship Will consist
of elementary.,school pupils in seventeen of sites listed in. the enclosures,..)

VI. List of sites to be activated.

VII. Plans, if needed, to organize and reach a target audience
different from the standard ATS-6 viewing group.

VIII. Desdription of program source.
A. Pre-produced "packaged" material
B. Material to be Produced
IX.. Description of In-Alaska Production needs, if any
(The Office of Telecommunications will haVe a small, two camera,

color Television studio inJuneau. It will beavailable for Experimenters of Opportunity but will cost approximately $50.00 per
studio hour. This is based not on the length of finished product
but amount of time necessary to produce a program. The figure
does not include, video-tape or: materials but does include a production crew. The studio will have film .chain, one inch helical, and
three-quarter inch video cassette capability. There are, of
course, other facilities in the State. KUAC-TV in ,Fairbanks is
markedly more expensive and the, commercial studios vary greatly
in quality. Any pre-produced material or material produced at
other Alaskan production centers must be screened by the Office
of TelecomMunicatiuns to insure tethnical.comPatabitity with the
ATS-6 system. Programs may be broadcast on tape or live from
either Fairbanks or Juneau:)
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X. Outline of intended evaluation effort, if any.
A. Deicrlption of types.oidata needed to evaluate.effort.
B .' Particular focus .or area of needed information to be
met by.evaluation
s

.

Description of organizational base.

(Number and type of

organizations/institutions/entities involved in your program.)
I hope to hear from you soon, and I am looking forward to seeing
your proposal. With the prospect of an operational satellite system before.
us, I hope this experiment can begin to mobilize a planning. effort in
order to effectively utilize fUture systems.

If I or my staff can be of any assistance, to you in preparing your
proposalf.please feel free to contact me.
.

.

Sincerely,

Charles M. Northrip
Satellite. Experiment Coordinator
Enclosure

yl
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EXPERIMENTS OF OPPORTUNITY CALENDAR

AND INFORMATION SHEET.

Q

The Experiment of Opportunity's
time block is on Thursday afternoons.
It is 'planned to last thirty to thirty-fiVe
minutes. it runs from 2:3.5pm
to 3:10pm, Alaska. Daylight
Time (Anchorage, Fairbanks;
interior-and.
Kuskokl.vim sites) or' 3:35pm to 4:10pm Yukon
Daylight
Time.
°(Yakutat)
or 4: 35pm to 5:15pm Pacific Daylight
sites). There will, be thirty-one of Time (Juneau and Southeast Alaska
the experiment. The calendar belowthese.Thursday blocks throughout'
gives the dateS available.
Sept. 19
,

Sept. 26

#1

#2

Nov. 7
#8

Dec. 26

#3.

Oct. 10"

Oct. 17

Oct . 24-

Oct. 31

#4

#5

#6

#7

Nos/. 14

Nov. 21

Nov. 28

#9

#10

Jan. 2

Christmas
'Vacation

#14

Feb. 13

Feb. 20

#20

Oct: 3

#21

Jan. 9
#15

Feb. 27
#22

Dec. 5

Dec. 12

Dec. 19

'Thanksgiving Holiday

#11

#12'

#13

Jars. 16

Jan. 23

Jan. 30

Feb. 6

#16

#17

#18

#19

Mar. 6

Mar. 13.

Mar'. 20

Mar. 27

Spring

#23

.#24

#25

May 1

May.8

Vocation

Apr. 3
#26

.

Apr. 10
#27

Apr. 17
#28

'

Apr. 24
#29

#30

#31

May 15

No Bird.
one to Irdi

a
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August 2, 1974

Richard B. Engen,

Director

Division of Libraries

Department of Education
Pouch G
Juneau. Alaska 98111

Dear Dick:

I am happy to Inform you that the Alaska State Library's request
for seventeen segments tif the ATS-6 *Experiments of Opportunity" has.
been" approved. We are also relatively sure at this time that the specific
dates requested for your segments of September 26, October 10, November 7, December 5, December-19, January 2, January 16, January 30,
February 13, February 27, MarCh-,13, March 27, April 10, April 24, and
May 8 can also be granted.

We look forward to close cooperation with the State Library In
carrying out this exciting addition to theAlaska ATS-6 effort.

Cordially,

.

,

Charles M. Northrip.
Office of Telecommunications

cc:

C. L. Buck
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BRIEF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

\\<
THIRTY ALASKANS REPRESENTING COMMUNITY LIBRARIES, SCHOOL
LIBRARIES' TRUSTEES AND VOLUNTEERS ARE-PARTICIPATING

INNUNIQUE \

TRAINING EXPERIMENT.

SEVERAL OF THE PARTICIPANTS WHO PREVIOUSLY HAD LIMITED ACCESS
TO EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, BECAUSE OF THEIR REMOTE LOCATION, NOW
RECEIVE TRAINING WITHIN THEIR OWN CCOIMUNITIESc, THE KEY IS THE

ATS-6.SATELLITE WHICH HAS COLOR VIDEO CAPACITY PLUS TWO -WAY VOICE.
TRANSMISSION.

TWICE MONTHLY, STUDENTS LIYINGWITHIN THE SATELLITE

TPRINT" VIEW THE BROADCASTS AND INTERACT WITH. THE TRAINING.
COOL

INATOR AND PROGRAM GUESTS.

STUDENTS LIVING OUTSIDE THE

TPRINT" RECEIVE VIDEO OR AUDIO CASSETTES

THE BROADCASTS,

THEREFORE DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN LIVE' INTERACTION.

THE FOUNDATION FOR THE TRAINING IS'A BASIC CORRESPONDEN
COURSE ON PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICE.

THE COURSE IS DESIGNED TO BE

PARTICULARLY'USEFUL TO'SMALL COM/UNITIES, AND WHEN COMBINED WITH

THE VIDEO PROGRAMS, IS ENRICHED TO PROVIDE FOR SOME OF THE UNIQUELY.
"ALASKAN" LIBRARY SITUATIONS.

THE THIRD ELEMENT IN THE PROJECT. PROVIDES FOR PERIODIC WORK
SHOPS WHERE STUDENTS GATHER TO DISCUSS THEIRCOURSE, AND THEIR OWN
LIBRARY OPERATIONS.

THE FIRST ORIENTATION WORKSHOP BROUGHT ALL

,THE STUDENTS TOGETHER, WHERE THEY HAD PtCHANCE TO MEET THE. PROJECT

COORDINATOR AND THE CORRESPONDENCE:TURSE INSTRUCTOR,

ADDITITIONAL

WORKSHOPS TOBLOELD REGIONALLY THROUGHOUT THE STATE WILL FEATURE
'PROBLEM SOLVING AT THE LOCAL LIBRARY LEVEL AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF
.PUBLIC SERVICES.

5

\
-

'44.

4.

,...

.'

A.
4

.

'7 .'

goa

Pr oJe ct

i

;'

1.

3.

THIRTY COfV1UNITY LIBR1RIANS WITHOULACCESSTO, FORWLLIBRARY

t 't EDUCATION PROGRSrRINED1N BASICCONCEPTS OF LIBRARYSERVICE
JuLY
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August 2, 1674

Ronald C. Mallet.
Health Planning Specialist
Alaska Federation of Natives
1675 601 Street
Anchorage, Alaska 119561

bear Ron:
1 am. happy to inform you that AFN's proposal for the
broadcast of

certain segments during ATS-6 *Experiments of OPportunity* time has
been tentatively approved.

i cannot at this time provide you with specific dates or a specific
total number of segments that will be available to your organization.
I believe we will be obi* to provide between 6 and 12 such segments.
It also occurs to us that your agency might want to use the *Experiments of Opportunity* times that may fall on school holidays so that
adults can be assembled in the school building for
programs pertaining,
to them from AFN.

I would appredate receiving from you speCific
program outlines
or topics and a definite number of programs that you would like
to use
during Experiments of Opportunity.° It would also be helpful to have a
bit more detail on the experimental outcomes AFN expects from this effort.
We look forward to working with AFN' Uri bringing to fruition this
exciting addition to the Alaska ATS-6 project.

Cordially,

Charles M. Nocthrip
Satellite Experiment Coordinator
cc:

C.L. Buck.
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"POLITALK"

.

A Pildt Project Utilizing
The ATS-6 Telecommunications Satellite
c,

Sponsored By
Dept.-of COmmunity -, &- Regional Affairs
Alaska Division of State Soonostic,Opportnnity

0

Alaska is currently
covering 19 .locations

part in .a NASA satellite expozimen
a the stake.
.

a

tdsztatiomal usdrhealtb'erperiaants have been-taking place since
July 1974. The'Vatellitairill move to India May 15, 1975.

Tim has basis mrdleavallehle to the Alaska Division of state.
Economic OPPOtitusity for the following projebt. The shqw'will
be ons=half'hour in lesgth` fora fifteep week duration
Thursday, February 6, and nsding Thursday, May 15.
This has pro vided! us with a unique opportunity to utilize a

communications satellite for a project thatwill respond to the
groulig cry foresees pUblia awareness of the political probess.
It can demonstrate how, through efficient communicatIons, people
can overcome the vast distances and transportation'ftoblims a4
interact through modern communications tools. Wa, intend to
utilise this capability in
our Cifizens Participation. Committee Program (CPC) .
The locations are, primarily rural Alaikan villages (see - attached
list). Tim people fkus these villages have had little opportunity
to experience the political process, and have ha virtually no
communication with the legislature. To increase their awareness
of tba political processee, and to increase the
osure of
their represountatives is to give villagers more irect content
over their future in this state.
The prograrhas two .professional moderaticirs. The moderators
re-View the weekly events and interview invited gu ists (primarily
legislators). Specials will be shown explaining
e development
of legislatipn and the workings of the capitol.

In overview the
will cover three major orea
shows will deal with what the legislature is And
The second session will deal with legislation cur
o presented and discussed within the legislature an
Aims of this legislation upon-the viewers. The
will summarize and evaluate the legislative sessi
various implications.

.
The first
ow it operates;
ently being
the implicainal segment
n and its
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One of the most exciting possibilities of the ATS-6 is the
possibility for interaction with the viewers. The, satellite
has two-way communication capabilities which are utilised
during thelprogram. Viewers at the ATS-6 sites can call
directly d ring the course of the program with gUestions, and
have them
viewed immediately.. The program is offered at no,
charge to niersted °cornettist btations as a public service.
,

Through -a, iikovwithlthe,OnidersityoAlaska.
of
and Fairbanks
the progr
is tranielitWrinto-Opik..and.Athapsscan- in addition
to EnglAsh...This-isisimaltaneous translatiOn-recolved over.,
separate channels.
Q
.

.

A stirring prodUction, tcamittee from the'DiisionotState.
!cons... ic Opportunity works

direct
with the producer of the
show.in developing the overall prodtam content. Special'
emphasis. is .based on bow the legislature Works with rural
low Inca's gwoops.and'ho0 they can utilise the tools of the
legislaturs. to.theirbeetadvantagi.

This projeCtm although limited.in escapee should direct the
efforts for a more complete legislative coverage in the future.
The, vast distances, and moderate incomes of many Alaskans
precludes their participation in the legislature. litopefolly
this sicall project will attempt to dtrict'solutions to someof.
those problems.

a

0

4
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UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
4

For

Memorandum of Understanding

Holly Bruggeman and Larry Talbert

From:

PaUl Hartman

Date: 21 June,' 197A

In Order to provide more concrete guideline6,than.wehave in
the past, the following is offered as speCification of the maximum
talent we can '.afford to provide ate present

for the .Health Edkication

series in'the ATS-6 Project,. These are substantially the Same
guidelines as we agreed to informally on Tuesday, June 18, in
Juneau.

KUAtfekpects to provide theSolloWing-cOntinuing Cliaradters
for Right OnPS-thirty-two programs:Millie the Health Aide, the human charabter;
Rex Moose, puppet and voice;
Charlie Beaver,'puppet and voice;
Germ, puppet and voice.
A11 but Germ are expected to. be major Characters, that is they will
'appear in half or more of each program.' Germ is expected to be-a
minor character, appearing in fewer and shorter segments than the
1,

.

'

other three.
a.

KUAQ expects to provide as many_as four different voices-for
,1 or Puppet .2 in .any single program.
That iS,Puppet
1 -ight-Ilave two different voices, and Puppet. R'Illight,have
plret,),--

ti

two,different voices, or some other/combination might be utilized, up to a total.of four different voices. None' of .those four
May he for continuing characters, and care should be exercised in
specifiCally°creatingnew characters for each program. That is note
to say that,any given character might not appearmore than',once in'.
a. single Program, however.
FurtherMore, should scripts be completed
in advance-of milestone charts, and Should prior arrangements have
been Made; it may be possible to pre-tape as many as'six to ten
."skit/vignettes" (depending on length) with single characterizations
for Puppets
and 2.
If these were included in a. number :of different
Orograms later, those aharaCteritations could be "continuingv"
KUAC'expectd-to provide bit players foe non- continuing characters on an occasional baSis; contingent on approVif granted
prior to design and scripting. KUAC will-be likely to approve
'.utip of such bit players only in programs which are-notexpected
to use the full allotmentp of voices for Puppets 1 and 2.
3,

We refer you also to.our heretofore oral agreements to limit to four the
number of characters (human and/or puppet) which may, appear on set
.at-any given time..We,had. also agreed to' limit the number of ,puppets
'inoany given scene to two.
.I urge you to ask if there. is any.question bout'our ability to pro..;
Cace' effects and situations which you create.. We promise to try. I
hope you realize it was a difficult. thing to have to restraincyou
anda.,Sk you t.o revise.your early designs.to exclude DryGood. Budget

reStrictions on creative peopleare a most unhappy fact of
cc: Rex Taylor, Norm Hamilton, Myrop Tisdel.
PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL

94.;:4
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Memorandum of Understanding
For:

Bernadine.Featherly and Rowena Currington

'From:

Paul Hartma

Date:

27 June

1974

In order to provide more concrete guidelines than we have.in
the past, the following is offered as specification of the
maximum talent we can afford to provide,. at. present for'the
Basic,Oral Language Development serieslin the ATS- Project.
These are substantially the same guidelines as we agreed to
Monday and Tuesday of this week.
1.

KUAC expects to-provide the following continuing
_characters for the thirty-two programs.in the
Amy and the Astros series:
Amy, a human character'
TORAH puppet and voice
ZEON, puppet and voice
ROD-DOD, puppet and voice
LITTLE YELLOW FELLOW, puppet only
(Amy'will handle this puppet on camera)

KUAC expects to provide, cemtingent on the availability
of such talent in Fairbanks, three Slapstick performers,
probably female, for use in asmany as eleven skit/vignettes" each of which may be approximately one minute
long.
Scripts 'far all such skit/vignettes must be availabla (approved by both designer and producer- director) for
videotaping by August 1, in order that all may be videotaped
at once for future dditing into different programs.
2.

5.

KUAC may provide bit players for non-continuing characters
on an occasional basis, contingent upon approval granted
prior to design and scripting. Approval will be granted
whenever budgets, talent availability, and production
schedules will allow; and the more advanced the request
from designer/scriptwriter, the more likely the approval.
We refer ybu also to our heretofore oral. agreements to limit
to four tha number of characters (human and/or puppet) which
may appear on the set at any given time .We had also agreed
to limit tothree the number.Of Puppets ctive in any given
scene.
I

,I urge you 'to ask if .ybu have Any: questio s about our ability

to produce effects and situations which you envision. I
I hope you know that it was difficult
to have to restrain you from using four Ad ro-kids, and in
general to have to impose these kinds of li itations. Budget
restrictions on creative people are a most unhappy fact of
life. Maybe someday
promise we will, try:'

cc: Rex Taylor, Norm Hamilton, Myron Tisdel
PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL
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July 8, 1974

l''Aul.fiartman
1,:tlAc
ti y

T.V.
ty of Alask:i

airt,:loks, Aiask

T:1701

'I'his latter is intended as clarification of ant: Sent.you on June 28,
which you were notUied that no further in- :studio production of
r.arly Childhood Edu..:ation.or Basic Oral Language DevelopMent should

rTit

A cypy of a letter from C.L. 'Buck to Dr. Lawrence -Grayson

.

cfccloL;:01 fo,r your: information.. That letter Indicates that We are authoriz,
1:-1g the Univerz;ity of Alaska: to. proceed with script writing and set
construction for 1:301..1). .1 'assume that this go ahead will allow the.. '
Univt.r:;ity to proc,-.:ed as near to the point of actual. in-studio production
for 1301.D tispossibie.

cor,dialty,

Charles M. Northrip
Sat-cilite Experiment Coordinator

LI)

Program #
2
4
6
.8.

10
12
14.
.16

20 **
22 **

24
26
28
32
34
36
38

40

42
-44
48
50
52
54
56

58
6062
64

Title
"Inside 1.01e"

"Taking Care of Business

Supplier
GPN
Bread & Butterflies
Ripples
Coronet
Inside/Out
Sterling
BFA
Ripples
'Coronet

National Mulch
National. Mulch

Am. Dental Assoc.
Am. Dental Assoc.
Inside/Out
GPN
Inside/Out
GPN
GPN
GPN
BFA
BFA
Inside/Out
Bread & Butterflies
Ripples
.Inside/Out
GPN
Inside/Out
Inside/Out
Boy Scouts
Ripples
Centron Ed. Film
GPN

Disposition Legend

"Eyes & Lenses"
"Ears, Structure & Care"
"You Belong"
"Frostbite & Snowblindness"
"Microbes & Their Control"
"Checkup"
"Infectious Diseases"
"Eat, Drink & Be"
"Variety is the Spice"
"ShowdoWn at Sweet Rock. Gulch"
"Teeth Are For Life"

MBecause It's Fun"
--NrNo One Like Me"

"How Will I Grow Up"
"When -I Grow Up"

"The Brainsters"
"The Feeling Finders"
"First Cigarette"
"Alcqhbl-The First Decision"
"Home Sweet Home"
"Decisions, Decisions"
"How It Used To Be"
"But Names Will Never Hurt"
"It's Everywhere"
"I Dare You"
"A Sense of Joy"
"Chance To Save a-Life"
"Going To the Hospital"
"Jobs in the, City"
"The Me Tomorrow"
* *Programs were. not used.

Tape
Tape
Tape
Film
Tape
Film
Film

Format
Supplied

.

Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Film
Film
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape
Film
Tape
Film
Tape

Length

14:36
14:45
14:13

14:40
12:00

14:25
15:00
13:10
13:10

CJ

N

H

(B

QDOH (B

(B
(B

QDOH (B

(B

QDOH
ODOH (H
ODOR (B

Disposition

QKK-QKK-YK-FR
QKK-FR
FR
QKK--

FR

FR
FR
FR
FR

QKK-- MOH (B

QKK-- DOH (B
QKK-- ODOH (B

15:00

14:33

QKK -- ()DOH

0011 (B
QDOH (B

(B
(B

QDOH (B
QDOH (B
QDOn

QKK-- QVt

FR

QKK-- ()DOH

FR

QKK -- 0D01"'4

QKK-- QDOU

OM-- mull

QKK-QKK-PR
FR
QKK-QKK-QKK--

14:39

14:30

14:34

14:13
14:35

14:31

QDOH = Quad was dubbed out of house; tape purchas.
OT or KUAC, dubbing paid by OT or KUAC.
(B) .= Quad 'has been bulk-erased.

QKK = Quad kept at KUAC after being.bulked
= Film returned after dubbing to quad
FR
= _Oiled returned after dubbing or transmit
OR

MEMORANDUM
Paul Hartman
EVAC TV
.0. of Alaska

"/

'Pairbenks Alaska

State of Alaska
Am
FILE NO:
TELEPHONE NO:
SUBJECT:

FROM:

Rex Taylor
Education Experiment Manages

December 10, 1074

araedurs of ind,b0.4caped

rental health arterial.

Plesswerase the rental health programs as soon as,possible atilt
they are transmitted over the satellite. Most of them are one-ahms
only but the transmission schedule should' be checked to be sure that
there are no additional Showings plumed.)
ThelEational MOIch'programe 020 sad 022),axe to be erased
at your earliest convenience even though they
net been used.
Please submit to our office is writing that the gumtree hair°
'been made and the date that they were accomplished.
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-MEM6;

To those interested

at

The following is a summary of my..ebservations AK the FieldTest
for lessons I V2 of Health Education in Fairbanks onAugUst 271' 19711
:The approXiMate 8 children attending ranged in age* from- 3-13.

'Once everyone was-gathered and.readyto watchI introduced theshows
as merely-something put together at the University that might be seen
in the schobls this year, and that we wanted to see.if children would
like thebe shows, I purposefully did not imply what the subject matter
of the shows would be.

Upon completion of the first show (Lesson #1)J asked the
children various questions and their responses are indicated:
1.

Would you like to' see a show like this, in school?
YES

2.

What kind of animal* came to-seethe lady?
MOOSE
BEAVER
What were the names of. the two animalb?
REX.
CHARLIE

What was the lady's name?
ltERNJE
5.

MILUE

(most children didn't know the answer)

What is Millie"s job?
(Children did not know here jpb title of Health Aide.
They only knew that it had something to do with "health")
Why did Hex and. Charlie, go to see Millie?
HEALTH
CHARLIE'S TAIL (children! were unclear as to reason).

7.

How did dharlie hurt his tail?
TREE FELL ON IT IN THE WOODS

8.

What. kin

of race was in the show?
SNOWMOBILE,
o

.

Vow

V the winner win?
HEALTH
HEALTHY

10. Row_ any kinds of health did you learn about?
jeopR

11.'What were the 4 kinds of health?

' SOCIAL

MENIAL,(MENTAL)

(students.did.not recall

emotional and physical)

What is the snowmobile winner going to buy everyone?
ICE 'CREAM. CONE

(all, children kneW this)
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13.

,

.

What,did Rex sing a song about?
SKELETON
What is a skeleton?
BONES

LIKE FISH BONES

While Observing the children during their watching the first
lesson I noticed that the very youngest la-St attention-after 5
especially during
minutes.. The older ones were very attentive
the segmentei.nvolving Puppets 1 & 2.
The older children occasionally
smiled or laughed during appropriate parts of the.lesson. The
use of music, color, and graphics revived their attention
Children were interested In seeing another show. We showed
fiesson #3 pn Personal Hygiene.
Following this lesson I,Asked the
children the list of queStions:

.

1.

*What habits does Rei have?
EATING
SLEEPING

'EXCERCISE..

-

WHAT IS CHARLIEREADINGY
HABTTS
BOOK

(forgot washing).

HEALTH BOOK

Did Rex ao something stupid?
(no response)
t.

What happened to Rex?
HE COT INTO THE TRASH

GARBAGE

Millie tells2. Rex he has something on him,
have, on himself that he can't-zee?
GERMS

What does Rex

How does Millie say Rex can get rid of his germs?
SOAP AND,WATER.
WASHING
Who does the guy in the woods bump into?
GERM
Why doesn't Germ like the guy in the woods?
HE'S CTpEAN

Informal discussion idicated the children /ake the villainous Germ,
they like Rex and -Charlie, and especially like the funniness or silliness
or apparently feel
of Puppets 1 & 2: They don't seem to like Millie
They knew the lessons were all about
she doesn't add much to the show.
They learn about health in school, but would rather see these
health.
shoWs.
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ALASKA TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

$19 West Eighth Avenue. Suite 20$
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 telephone (907) 274-1639

.

September' 12,. 1974

Mr. Robert Cowan
KUAC Television
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska
99701
Dear Bob:

We in Anchorage are not trying to take over your directing job;
far from it. I for one have consistently advocated that we -in' Anchorage must not attempt to do everything; that we must
trust our colleagues in Fairbanks to, do their thing and do
it well.
We have been talking about the scripts for B.O.L. D.
our observations.

These are'

1.

In the Health series the dialogue is a vehicle
for carrying the message. In the B.Q.L.D. series
the dialogue is the message. The manner in which
the dialogue IF presented is ell important.

2.

In. Health the main human characterp.Millie, again
is a means to an end--simply an information giver.
Amy, on the other hand, is a teacher of language.
She is doing the actual teaching of the Astro
children and from time to time we can see her
turning to the camera and saying things directly
to the audience.
These could be things like,
Let's help Tora. Let's all say
."

3,

In Health the music and the songs are' for enrichment;
in B.O.L.D. the songs do much of the
teaching. We therefore see Amy teaching the songs
almost directly to the children. Any help you

.

can provide Amy about ways songs should be presented to small children would be, most helpful,
including pitch and timing, etc. Much of the,
music should be presented inviting children to
sing along. Remember, however, that children
cannot be expected to learn a song every lesson.
Only certain ones will be important and shduld be
designated in the scripts.
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MuCh of the dialogue can be beautiful and almdst
poetic if sensitively presented; timing and voice .
inflection could be very important for Amy.
For example, the following verse cdUld be beautiful
and exciting to children or be ridiculous.
This
That
This
That
This
That
This
That

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

block,
clock,
train,
plane,
hat,
cat,
spoon,
balloon.

Here we would see the timing and rhythm very
impOitant. With this inflection of the voice
indicating contrast between "this" (here) and
"that" (over,there). We would also see it
being read with a definite break in the rhythm
before the last line. The camera would keep up
the rhythm, but Amy would pause. Every child
would, we hope, be on the edge of his chair,
waiting for the other shoe to drop and wanting
to supply the word, "balloon".
Bob, the/reason ,I'm going into so much detail is that expectations might still be for scripts with.catchy story lines and
lots of jokes. Again, we have heard from Joe Princiotta
that our scripts will be dull and that he could liven them
up to interest children. This is simply not true--no more
than Dr. Suess is dull or uninteresting.

I hope that Amy.can really feel the mood of this program
series and help put it across..
Sincerely yours,
/-1P1-71..///

N. K. Hamilton, Director
Division of Curriculum
Development. Programs
cc:

Paul Hartman
Rex Taylor.

NKH/lb

VW,
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ALASKA TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECT

519 West Eighth Avenue ',Suite 205
Anchorage. Alaska 99501. Telephone (907) 274-1639

November 25, 1974
Discussion Guide for BOLD Production
Current State:

Program Development

COMMITMENTS:
Legal:.

To Alaska State Department of Education: to teach BOLD for
early childhood eduCation based ",the approaches of English
as a second language
To the National Institute of Education:
to follow 'the contract
plan as submitted for review by national exports in language
development
To the Alaska Office of Telecommunications to follow the directives of the Consumer Committee
Moral:
To the Consumer Committee.: 1) to keep faith with the designs

as presented to them and approved by them.
To educational and media research:
to what hasobeen learned
about the, learning of language skills by young children re:
their interests; developmental levels, conceptual processes.
(Drama is lesS effective than modeling, viewer response, .or,
language experience methods).
2) To produce materials which are interpretive of and supportive of 'the native cultures; authentic Materials'well
photographed, sensitively presented and interpreted, with
no possible interpretation of exploitation.
To the teachers: To present exemplary models of language
and music instruction, presented at the interest level of
kindergarten and first grade.

.

Characteristics of the learner (target audience) to whom these
programs are addressed:
1)

Children of this age are still developing their sense of a time
perspective;
therefore, we should deal primarily in the present.

2)

Children intermix fantasy and reality; consequently, they will
not differentiate among the characters as to adult standards for
believability.

3)

Children do not yet have a well-developed sense of cause and
effect; therefore, intricate conflict-resolution need not be

.

used.
4)

Children like to learn language and experiment with it; there,.
fore they are interested in rhyme, rhythm and repetition, as'
found in children's rhymes and games. (see:Opie andADpie,
7,
,
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a

10

times, 1957, and Mcffett, A Student
Cdptered Langua o.A.xits Curricrilum, Grades X-13: A Handbook
foi. Teachers, 1 68, p. 114) :

Children's Rhymes an}'

.

'^t

''Improvements o served in recent3,zipredtced programs for the
(Program 1):
Basic Oral Lan uage Deve10Ament series:
1

Camera work:

4;1/

a). Close-up are bringing more reality into.actionsv-.
b) .Puppit m vements are mote r9alistid'
Voices for the-puppets are more in tune with scripted
c)
motions and' characterizations.
d) Specie effects are particularlY improved,.ie:
--materi liZin'g of previously unseen characters
--use o chromakey for presenting artifadts, photographs,
addit onal human characters
--util zing the video screen in the space ship
Acting, delivery arid pacing:
?

Program pacing for childfen's viewing and learning _needs
unproved
b) 'Interludes of humor and pantomime are well paced, professdonally performed,.and filled with humor children
appreciate
Presentation style, by Amy, for "Think About and Talk
About" is paced'better for children's comprehending and
resffand.ng needs; especially when they are expected to
respond in sentence patterns.
a)

We realize a need for, the Anchorage staff to provide to
KUAC some materials which may make production work more
easily and efficiently accomplished, ie:,
listing developed here of language patterns used earlier
\in the programs, which actors may want to use as ad libsor
fillers
,-Attachments to each script:'
a) 'Page number referenCes within the Teacher's Manual
Rationale and explanations about story line or other'
b)
script characteristics seen as priorities' in a particular
script
c) The lesson design for each script.
This may\aid in' making clearer the less visible educational and
instructional priorities drawn from our legal and moral commitments to viewers and others.

ote:

Suggestions for, improvements or changes in.production'ofthe
Basic. Oral Language Development programs

Standards for Music production
Melody must be, on key and accompanied by a strong beat
a)
b) .Rhythm shoulctbe decided by ctime,tronome or strong beat'
Pacing should be appropriate to- primary abilities of
c)
children
I.7/PAGE 11

Words sung should be n unison na c early unde;Net ndable
3)- Actions and words mu t'coinCide
d)

10

1.!

13)

C)

Avoid inappropriate uses of native obj cts and pronl;nCiationof native words° by alwa s checking wit authority before videotaping:
Develop. in actors more sensitivity to emphasizing the appreCiation
of native culture,. and theA.mportanc of thisto the series.

4D). Make it a practice to. antact Ahcho age office before cutting
actions; story line, se tor's lines nd.other major scrilat changes
in order to reach Agre went on pri rities for modifications.

BegintcLinclude,.as s ripted, va led ways to. include. vieWing"
audience in program co teatyla s ch alternatives.as:
a)

b)

di'en'from aVaila le filmed
Oilm,Olips of live native c
sources, as possible.
Art work' of children displ y d or utilized 'as relevant, parts
of sets,,Such as hanging on space ship walls (or). behind
credit lines thaiA.htrOduce'programs (Or) as. variety viewing
for pre-program time "couat,down"
Ad.libs which make use of references to'Objects or activitip$°
out in village Classrooms:

Assure that language patterns as presented in the script are
clearly spoken and accurately presented for modeling by child
viewers.
G)

In reference to the producer's request for drama, we suggest
that producers should expect that:
n.

1)

Programs will-be designed to include pictures, songs, activiti
and little dramas sprinkled with words, expressions and cultUr
interpretations recognized by the young rural Alaskan native'
child as relevant to his educational needs. (see Madsen, The
Impact of Filth, p. 450).

2)

Program will not be designed as children's theatre but instead
will follow Moffett's specifications fok children's drama wh.ic
he considers "small and isolated episodes linked by simple
themes or story lines." (See Moffett, chapter 3.) He includes
-the following elements in his definition of drama: Sound, pan
tomime, movements and speech, utilization of ,objects and moye04,
ments to'sound or music).
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TEACHER IN-SERVICE TRAIN/NG'
Program ;Broadcasts.
Prograt #.

Date
.

October 1, 1974

.

Introduction to series

1

Dreikurs #1

OCtober 17
October 24.

Dreikurs #2
4
Using community resources in the school

?

October 31

Instructional programming drientation

NOyember
November 14

Dreikurs #2 Repeat
.Dreikurs #3/discussion

November. 21

7

December 5.

8

Yakutat Slide Show/"How to produce"

December 12

9

Multi -media eddcation/discussion

December 19

10.

Open classroom panel

4,anuary 2

11

Dreikurs #4

January 9

12

January 16.

'13

Open classroom panel
The 12 schools iniStony River

January. 23

14

DreikursA5

January 30

15

.February 6

16

February 13
February 20

17

Bake chat Bureaucrat /discussion
Rural high schools/discussion
days of '98: Juneau experiment
enator Genie Chance/interview

February p'

19

March 13
March 20
March 27

20

%

.

Topic

\

.

18

t

ed

Rural high schools/discussion
Representative "Red" Swanson/interview
.

.4LF

22

Special education/discussion
Bilingual and bi-cultural education/

April 3

23

discustion
Representative Susan- Sullivan/interview

April '10

24

Women and education /discussion.

April 17,

25

Aproil 24

26

Women and education/discussion
Commipion of Education Marshall Lind/-

27

discussion
ATS-6 Evaluation conference details

21

,

May,,, 1

,May Bq

.28

.0

Summary
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The Alaska Motive fifteuin4 is an ATS-6 estellite production of KUAC-111.

funded through the Office of the Governor of Aliska. Office of

Telecommunications, by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting end the -.
National Institute of Ethicetion. Department of Health, Education."end
Welfare, The opinions expressed herein do not 11110111Wily reflect the

position or policy of the National Institute of Education and no official
endorsement by the ',Willits should be inferred.

A Television l Magazine
I am proud to announce the premier of a brand new

television program designed by and for the Native
peoples, Of village Alaska, the Alaska Native Magazine.
In the next ten Months, 32 live television shows will be

beamed to your village on subjects which yqu will
'help select.

Alaska Nativei''make up close to one-fifth of the
total population of the state, yet until very recently they

were the 'forgotten population' when it came to

Wassilie

appointed
A.N.M. host

communication. There was little telephone service to
villages, mail delivery depended on the weather; radio
reception was erratic, television was non-existent and
Moses. Wassilie; 28, was born.
itewspapers arrived a week or even a month behind in Nuitapitchuk, raised in nearby
the news..
Kwethluk. and graduated from
Communication satellites changed that picture. New
Mt. EdgecuMbe. High School. He
experiments and new ways to communicate are being ,. attended the Institute of
tried. In this era of land claims implementation, American Indian Arts in Santa
Native peOpleteed more than ever to keep in touch with

what is happeningwhat is haPpening in the Native
Icorporations, what is happening in the villages, what is
happening in government, in oil exploration and development, in game protection. They need to know what is

happening to the Native ,people as Alaska changes
and grows.

The Alaska Native' Magazine will try to keep the
Native people informed on these changes, on the issues
of today, and on Native people who are in the news and
who are Making' the news. A field crew of reporters and
Cameramen will travel to the villages to document your
problems and your accomplish_ ments. This 'television
magazine will be about you.
In these -next months', please call in by satellite
/*

during the programs to tell us what you want to see,
to criticize-us, talk with us, but most of all to share your
views and news with us. 'mite Us to your Villageto see

and film the 'kinds of things YOU' are interested in.
Jacqueline Glasgow Butler, ProducerReporter

Fe, New Mexico and the
1. University of Alaska at Fair-

banks: He is both a musician
and an artist.

Mo spent nearly two years
with KYIUIC radio and TV in
Bethel, gaining a wide variety
of production experience. He
was news program director there
when he moved to'. Anchorage

to join Calista as communications supervisor.
Our Alaska Native Magazine

host is married and father of a
one-year-old son. Sandy and
Leonardo Wassilie joined. Mo in
Fairbanics this month.

Photos by Mark 'Badger, Jacque-

line Butler, RA. -Emmert, and
Mary Clare Langan..
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The Alaska People want, to know about:
*THEIR LAND
**NATIVE RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES.
* EDUCATION OF NATIVE CHILDREN
THE PIPELINEIMPACT ON6TOMORROW
* NEW ROLES FOR. NATIVE WOMEN

SUBSISTENCE HUNTINGCAN IT SURVIVE?
NATIVE PEOPLE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
PRESERVING NATIVE CULTURE
'he Alaska Native Magazine will report "live" each week on those and other issues affecting the lives
of Alaskan Natives. Thirty minutes is set aside each week for you to tell us YOUR views on the issues.
CALL TUESDAYS-1 to 8 PM, A.D.T.

Viewer, support' sought
The Alaska Native Magazine

will depend on' its viewers for
direction after the first few
programs. In other words,
those watching the, shoW. will

be the ones to say what they
want to see. To get the project
.started, the Governor's Office_of
Telecommunications. invited the
regional corporations in the
satellite `footprint' area to
appoint members of a consumers committee.
This committee set theguide-

lines for the first six.thows and
helped establish the format for
the show. The membemof .that-,

c..-- ttee are: Melvin Charlie,
Tanana Chiefs Conference; Pred
Notti, Calista Corporation; Dr..
Doris Williams, Cook Inlet

ADVISORS FROM THE REGIONAL CORPORATIONSLeft to right, Lino
Bariii, Dr.' Doris Williams, Martin Strand, Sill Fredson (for Melvin Charlie),
Claude Demientieff and Ron Mallot. Not pictured are Fred Notti and Arehis
Gottschalk.

Strand, Sealaska Corporation;

six programs. At 'their Auglist ATS-6 'satellites at once, was
the
meeting, they reviewed plans itecognized as unicitie
with the new staff, and viewed present Alaska Telecninmunica-

decided on subjects for the first

utilize

Native

.Association;

°Martin

Archie Gottschalk,. North Pa- the first filmed reports. (ions experiment.
The committee set its next
One theme continually emcific Rim Native Corporation;
meeting
for September 24, the .
phasized
was-the
importance
of
and Ron Mallot for AFN, Inc.
evening
of
the first live broadthe
viewers'
role
in
suggesting
At their first meeting in July,
tuning in that
cast.
Viewers
topics
and
calling
in,
during
the
the committee reviewed the
premiere
will
be
able to see and
comment,'
.and
to
broadcasts
applicants for the producer/retalk
with
the
consumer
cooquestion,
This
feature',
which
will
porter and writer/host jobs, and
both

the ATS-1

and

mittee that evening.

Alaska satellite
.experiment
preparing.
five series
(160 programsl),,

ANM CREW ON THE GO--;The field craw on one hig of a recent twits. day
trip to Southeast. Left to right ere: Moses Wahine, writer-host;,Merk Badger,
cinematographer Jacqueline Butler, producer-rrorter;* and Bob Cowan,

producerthrector.

Film crew visits sites
The'''. Alaska Native Magazine
camera, crew. visited Minto,
Angoon Petersburg, Kake, Craig,

surlier committee.
The satellite

experiment
villages are Chuathbaluk, SleetKlawock and Juneau in'August, Mute, Nikolai, Minto, Allakaket,
and are planning trips to all other Yakutat, Aniak,'Craig, McGrath,
ATS-6 vitage Site At each stop; Nenana, Valdez, Angoon, Peters-

they record, on film and tape
the physical 'appearance of the
village, talk with residents, and
listen to views on the topics
suggested by, the ANM con-

Alaska Native,Magazine is one

of five TV series which will be'
'beamed by satellite to the
eighteen villages and cities' in

the ATS-6 Experiment in this
state. Four will begin. transmitting in September according to.
present plans; the fifth will begin
in January, Besides' the: agazine;
KUAC is producing Right On!, a

health education series; teacher
in-service training; Athy and the
burg, Galena, Tanana, Juneau, Astros, an 'oral language series;
Fairbanks and Anchorage. Fort and an untitled series on early
Yukon' is also participating, but childhood education. Funding
in n related medical experiment for the latter was uncertain at
presstime.

onl

We need your help
The Alaska Native Magazine wants to cover the issues you want to hear about. We need your
suggestions. We want you to call in each week' and tell us what YOU think, what you want to see on
the shOw. Talk to us during the feed-back. We'll listen. Send us your ideas.
would like to see programs on:

_Land Claims
_Native Allotment
__Regional Cotporations
__Village Corporation
!__Subsistence Hunting

_Bush Justice
__Native Sports .

High School for the Bush
Revenue Sharing.
Native Arts and Crafts
Native Culture
Native People Doing Things
Health Problems
The Government

r.

Other:.

o.

,
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ALASKA NATIVE MAGAZINE

News

Program/Date
I

Introduction
OCtober.8

GUests

Race

.Ron Mallott
.Doris Williams

N
C
N

Martin Strand
Gil Gutierrez
Sophie Wirth
Gutierrez
Steve Conn.

2,,

Rights v84
Responsibilities
October.15

Native...

M

Leifgth.

Yes

Film/VT Seg
No..Total 1

4:15

5

12:7

4:30

3,

17:25

5

1.11.0

George
Hamilton

F

,i.

M
-Am

M

No

..

F
M

N

.

..Daphne Gustafson
-Roger Lang

3

Profile.

..

1.

Native/Non-..

Sex

F

N..
N

No

.

4:50-

M

,

.

Cooperation'.

--------.
...7.,

Octeber-22

James Brooks
James Morrow

--A-

Fisheries

M
M

C
C

Octob-&-fli22

No

6:00

2

:7147.

4

13:00,

..
.

Stan Howitt
Jane Windsor
Mike Harper'

5

Consumer
Affairs
November 5

,

Yes'

C
C'

7

John

.

Sackett.

--6

%1.ax Brewer

_

Environmental
protection
November 42

M

No

M
M

No

12:10

Bob Weeden

.

7

.

Education
November 19

Dennis Render

C

Marshall Lnd

C

Martha .Teeluk

N

Mitch Demientieff, N

Land Claims

M

'3:00

6

23145

.

Laura Bergt

Yes

November 2..6

15:40*

4':20.

HOward,
.

.

Rock.

.

.

.

Ron Mallott

9

Health
December 3

oClaude Dmientieff

10
llotisillg

Bob Wilson
Bob tOescher

.

N
N

C
N

.

No

3:40*

4

16:43

No

5:30,

4.

.9:-50

M

.

December 10

approximate
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Program /Date
'

Guests

Race

Jim Kowalsky

11

Pipeline

Steve Mtitthew8

Impact.

John Sackett

C
N
N

Profile

Sex

News
Length

Film/VT Segs
No.Total lengt

14

Micember 1.7

None

12

-

No

N.

M

No

3

N

F
Yes:

3

-

Chrj.stmas'

PrOgam
13:

Manpower
January.7

Lonnie ThOmas
Onita Higgins
None

14

-

.

,

Chancy Croft..
George Rohman
Frank Ferguson
Mike Bradner
Nols Anderson

15

State of
the State
January'21

14:37

George.
Hamilton

Viewer.
Defined
January 14

.

7:45
.C.

'

.13rehda Ita

Phillip Guy

N
C
N
N
N

M
M

State. of the
State.

M'.

K

F

M

.

.

.,

Archie ',Gottschalk
(co-host)

16

LiMited Entry

Charles Stovall..
Richard:,Janson

January' 28

Roy Rickey

No
N
C

5

'

23:10

M
M

17

.

.
,

Sam Kite
John Shively

Regional
Corporations
February 4

No
C

M

Howard Roek
18*
Communications Lael Morgan
<-;
February 11

N
C

M
F

19
Tom Richards
Viewer Defined John Ullman
Claude Demientieff.
ZObrdary 12

N'

21
}ton Senungetuk
SO'a Mammal Act Robert. Wongatillon
March 4

'

14:25

7:20

19:38

Peter-.

.

Twitchell

,

Jim Dodson
.20
Transportation David Friday
Lloyd Pernela
February 25

Yes

5:30

C
N

N
'C'

M
M

No

M
M

No

.

N

30:48

3

14:40

.

Yes

.

6:30

4

4:09

4

9:51

'Roger

Cuniak.

--.

_ _

_
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News

Program/Date

Guests

Rac'e

Sex

Profile

Length

Film/VT Segs
No Total len

22

Viewer Defined.
March 11
23

Otfshote Oil
Manch 18

Roxie Brooks

39:40

.

none

No

none,'

No

George Attla
Lena Charley

No

numekrdus

No"

none

,Guy Okakok

No

4:40

Emily: Brown

No

8:10

none

No

41:04

No

50:00

21:00

.

35:35

24

Minter Life
March.25
25

Doi; Racing

38:50

April 1
26

Native Arts

59:00

Festival,

April 8-,
27

none

.Mo Meets the
Puppets
.

18,

Whaling
April 22
29

..Coll9ge Life
Apri1.29.

28:55

30

Native
Women.

April 29-'31

Changing Faces
of Alaska
May 13'

Poldine Carlo
Hannah Slolmon
Chris Anderton

N

F

N
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RECD MAY 2 711974

DEPARTMENT O HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAR111.) i!,fA
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. .20208

MAY 2 1 1974

Dr. Charles M: Northrip
Satellite Experiment Coordinator
Office of Telecommunications
Office of the Governor
State of Alaska
Pouch A
Juneau, Alaska 99801
Dear Charlie:

This is to reaffirm my November 5, 1973 letter,on the need to include
in all programs that your project' produces the following disclaimer:
'This program was produced under a grant from the
National Institute of Education. The views expressed
do not necessarily reflect those of the National
Institute of Education or the U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.'

This insertion should also'appear in excerpts such as video tape
selections used for demonstrating the projects products.
In addition, .a credit line should also appear within the programs and
the sample segments indicating that funding has been provided by, the
National Institute of Education.
If there are any questions please
contact me.

Sincerely,

CZ22)."

Lawrence/0. Grayson
Program fOr Productivity
and Technology
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UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

THIS PROGRAM WAS PRODUCED UNDER
FUNDTNG FROM THE NATIONAL
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REFLECT THOSE OF THE NATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION OR pHE U.S.
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ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR THIS
PROGRAM
PROVIDED BY THE
CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC
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EXPER1MENT'AND THEILASKA ATS76
SATELLITE NETWORK' ARE MANAGED\ AND
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GOVERNOR OF ALASKA.
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Salaries

Technical Manager*
Installation Supervisor
Maintenance Technician

RadiOOperator/Secretary
ntract Project
dministrator
Part-time help
Total'

Sub-total
Benefits
Professional Fees

Total

Installation & Maintenance,
Supervisor
Installation Assistants

Travel
Inside
Outside
Total

Contractual Services

Freight, rents

Telephone.

Building modifications
Total;

(Hardware, tools, lumber)

Supplies
Equipment

accessories

Test, installation
Fairbanks terminal
(including microwave)
Total

Total Direct Costs
Subcontractor Overhead
TOTAL COSTS

$

vu

$ 16,728

Fiscal Year 1974
9.589
4,832

369

$ 14,701
2,027

$

9,769

$ 12,787

$ 12,787

1,682:

8,719'

24,984

38,587

$ 14,469

Fiscal Year 1975

$ 22,2874,832
18,745
10,288

$ 42,810

3,135

4,711

2,371
10,041

$ 38,352
1,588

$

2,264

$ 28,017

Total

$ 74,007

48,356

39,940

14,676

12,156

68,441

$257,576

40.424

$ 92,473

1267,188"

, 9,612
$102,085

9,612

40,424

$ 29,542
18,814

$ 18,745
10,288

1,393

2,579
.1,009
$:59,740
14,267

$

$

1;432
1,703

1 40,424

1,393

2,579
640
$ 32,252
10,558

Subcontractor 1975

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE.

.

.

/ 20,842
17,745

$ 24,19/.

8,700
1,069-

$ 12,767
13,563

2,371
5,787

792

2,822

561

3,912

14,619

$ 14,619
13,398

1105,290

$1.05,290

.assigned to management costs:

$ 50,813

$ 59,813

3,533

1,822

796

$

$ 13,398

* One -half of the Technical Manager's salary

4.

1"S

1

o

(

Salaries

Utilization Manager* '
Benefits
Total

Utilization. Aide Fees

Travel
Utilization Manager
Consumer Committees
Utilization. Aides
Total
TOTAL COSTS

14

$

$

$ 11,683

2,372

Total

$ 19,241.

$ 89,415

44,724.

r-,Pt

$ 13,474

$ 10,09.0,
31,249
3,385

25,450

$ 62,128

23,204

25,450

$ 16,869

3,385

$
5,046
14,773

1,791

Fiscal Year '1975

UTILIZATION COSTS °

21,520

5,76,7

Fiscal Year 1974
5,186
581

5,044
16,476

$

*One-lialf of the utilization manager's salary is assigned t8 management costs.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DESIGN COSTS

Northwest Regional Edutational Laboratory. SubcontraCt,
Salaries
Benefits

$. 95,493
15,522

Total Personnel

$111,015

Professional Fees

16,306
0

Travel

29,082

Se'ry ices

20,527

Supplies

1,479

a

Total Direct Costs
Subcontractor Overhead

o

$178,409

36,516

TOTAL COSTS

J.3/PAGE

Production Staff

Salaries

o

Talent
Crew
Sub-total
Bgnefits & leave allowance
Total

Juneau.. Studio

, PRODUCTION COSTS

$280,567

0

KUAC Subcontract
$168,336
29,105
25,151
$222,592
57,975

$ 14,-440
$

6,584

-12,189

$168,336
29,105

25,151
$222, 592

57,975

$ 14, 440

8,400

Totals

12,189 0
6,584 ,

$280,567

4'4

41,613

57,306

$ 27,173
32,008

2,39f

117,019

14,,440

Travel

54,915a

15,033

126,302

P_ rofessionel Fees
Puppet design & creation
Studio Manager
Crew (Juneau)
Interaction Teachers
Total

Services

101,986

77,149

$708,121

53,306

$654,815

32,008

Supplies

49,153

53,306

.Equipment

.

$121,746

Total Direct Costs':
Subcontractor Overhead

'$586,375

$121,746

$531,069

.

TOTAL 'COSTS

-

a

0

s

.

'

Technical Manager*
Utilization Manager**

Manager

'Salaries
Satellite Experiment'
`Coordinator
Education ExperiMent

.

.Accountant
Clerical"Sub-total
,,Benefits
Total

Professional Fees'
Satellite Experiment

-

Coordinator
Education Experiment
Manager
Program Assistants
Other Total

Travel
Inside *Outside
Total

Contractual Services
Rents

Telgphone

Total

0

.

,

Other (including postage)
.

'

Supplies (office)

:Total

Audio-visual

Equipment
Office
r.

TOTAL COSTS

'k

3

.

969

-..

75

485

5,577

94.886

Fiscal Year 1973

909
909
60

4,179

-S88_

2,747
2 830

736

1,900

$ 7,250°

-

$

$

$

.

4,179
4 21,171

4

$ 82,433

Fiscal Year 1974-

.

$ 17,941.,

5,186

-

20,407 i 9,500 10,255
8,819
$ 72,108
10,125

7,823

22,115
-2, 493

6,615

.
ti

Fiscal' Year 1975

11,683C

26,959

$201J22

$ 57,175

,

$ 39,234

A

31,718
12,787

$145,279

8,400

52,125
22,287
16,869
25,879
27,387
15.624

'17,659

8,400

$128,705
16,574

$

$ 12,910
5,362

$ 14,225
13,767
3,324

0

$204,805

1,538

31,316

18,272

$

18,906

2,1560

8,638

$ 20,613
24,957
8,346

.

$ 30,387

736

T6,223

$ 21,125

..,

-4,925

11,190

$t',14,730
10,714

$

$

2,156

25,444

$, 13,079

22;798

,

3,000

.

1,100-

s,

'

PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT COSTS

0-

.

$161,898

* One-half of- the Technical Manager's salary is assigned to equipmegt installation and maintenance costs.
;** One-half of the Utilization Manager's salary is assigned to utilization costs.

1a

Total

$228,681

.

41,084

49,293

53,916

4,106

10,794,

$387:874

IP;

in

-4

tl

flft

O

CLOSE -OUT ACTIVITIES

Salaries
Satellite Expbriment
Coordinator
Educational Experiment
Manager
Technical Manager
Utilization Manager...
Accountant
Clerical
Subrtotal
Benefits
Total
.

$ 1,710
6,853
5,658

5457
3,1403

3,110
$26,191

-4,166

0

'$30,357

Professional Fees

Final Report
Program Assistant

$ 9,918
1,750

i1,668

Total

Travel
Inside

$ 1,900
2,100

Outside
Evaluation Conference
Total

-

5,963

9,963

Contractual Services

(includes final report
printing and distribution)

29,519

Supplies

1,544

TOTAL. COSTS

$83, 051

o.

O
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Management

Salaries & Benefits
Installation & Maintenance
Utilization.

Design
Production
Close-out
Total
Management -

-Professional Fees
Instill nation & Maintenance
Utilization
Design
Production
Close-out
Total

.Travel
Management

Design

Installation & Maintenance
_Utilization
.ProduCtion
' Close-out
Total

Contractual Services
Management

Installation & Maintenance
Utilization
Design
Production
Close-out
Total

-

6,604
1,807,

.

11,786

'6,922

.848

848

6;922

11,786

8,411

Alaska Educational
Broadcasting Commission

$

$

$

$

:9

$

61,749

48,356

39,940

$

$

209,437
8,713
'17,545
111,015
234,960
18,038

29,298

25,450
16,306
41,613
9 918

42,371

39,679
29,082
22,001
8,799

$ j 53,068
20,527
52,794
20,684
1.46,473

141,932

122,585

5-- 599,708

Education

74,000

National Institute of

-$

1,750

16,216

$

Broadcasting
12,640
1,738
1,696
45,607
12,319

1,750

5,045
10,007
1,164

4,512
4,841

9,353

.

Corporation for Public

-TOTAL PROJECT COSTS BY FUNDING SOURCE

$

HEW-05-73-:98

61,749

48,356.

39,940

14,676

4,594
19,270

$

$

-

$

Totals

228,681
74,007
19,241
111,015
280,567
30,357

41,084
48,356

25,450
16,306'

41,613
11,668

49,293

39,940 .-

44,724
29,082
32,008
9,963

53,916
14,676

20;527
57;306
29,519

I

743,868

184,477

205,010

175,944

r-

Supplies
Management

si

.r

Installation & Maintenance
Utilization
Design
Production

Total

Close -out

Equipment
Management

1

Installation 6 Maintenance
Utilization
Design
Production
Close-out
Total

Management

Total Direct Costs
Installation 6 Maintenance
Utilization
Design
Production
Close-out
Totals

Subcontractor Overhead
Installation 6 Maintenance
Design
Production
Totals
Management /

Total Costs

0

Installation & Maintenance
Utilization
Design
Production
Close-out

GRAND TOTAL

75

4,179

30,414
1,807

$

4

.32,221

. 4,179

75

Alaska. Educational
Broadcasting Commission

$

$

$

$

30,414
1,807

32,221'

.

$

°

9,612

429,748

48,277

12,156

NEW-OS-73-198

12,156

48,277

225,154

4,594

9,612

--

234;766

239,360

9;503
1,419

12,640
1,738
, 6,741

.

- 69,629
21,493

2,008

'

$

114,249

2; 008

,

112,241

10;922

Coi-poration for Public
Broadcasting

$

$

.

.

12,640
1,738
6,741

71,637
21,493
$

$

$

4,031

1,479
107,516

$

.$

,

257,576
89,415
178,409
654,815
83,051

9,612
36,516
53,306

387,874
267,18889,415
214,925
708,121
83,051

136,304

'205,537

$1,750,574

99,434

$1;651,140

Totals

4,106
12,.156

1,479
117,019
1,544

10,794
68,441

125

6,615
20,164

153,081

$1,276,930

,.

87,814

$1,364,744

$. 387,874

126,302

344,320
28,877
82,674
214,925
636,484
'56,964

, 36; 516'
51,298

344,820
28,877
82,674
178,409
585,186
55,964

126,302

113,151

Education

National Institute of

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS B,Y FUNDING SOURCE (Continued)

$

4,594.
$

c.9

r-

